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This study investigated the private costs to individual house-

holds of large-lot zoning policies. The study asked whether typical

zoning ordinances create shortages of small lots or small structures

and, if so, what the magnitude of the resultant welfare loss is.

The hypotheses were suggested by a theoretical model developed

to explain the effect of a shortage of small lots on housing prices:

1) Mean lot size is larger under large-lot zoning;

2) The coefficient of lot size in a hedonic house price index

is smaller under large-lot zoning;

3) Structure size and lot size are closely related;

4) Mean structure size is larger under large-lot zoning;

5) The coefficient of structure size in a hedonic house price

index is smaller under large-lot zoning.

The hypotheses were tested by comparing parameters of housing

markets in western Oregon cities with relatively restrictive and

unrestrictive minimum lot size requirements. Relevant parameters in

each city were calculated from a sample of houses sold in each city

in 1977-78. The sampling frame and house prices and characteristics

were obtained from county assessors' records.



Mean lot sizes were significantly larger in the restrictive

cities than in the unrestrictive cities. Lot sizes for new houses

were significantly larger even after controlling for structure size,

indicating differences in income distributions were not entirely

responsible for differences in lot sizes. The coefficients of lot

size in the hedonic price indices were significantly smaller for

restrictive cities. These results provide strong evidence zoning in

the restrictive cities was misallocating lot sizes. Under restric-

tive assumptions, the welfare loss to the marginal household dis-

placed from a small lot was estimated to be about $1,000.

Lot and structure sizes for new houses were significantly

correlated, but mean structure sizes in restrictive cities were not

significantly larger than in the unrestrictive cities. Nor were

structure size coefficients in the hedonic price indices signifi-

cantly smaller. These results indicate there is no strong evidence

zoning was misallocating structure sizes in the restrictive cities,

limiting the estimated welfare loss to that stemming solely from

shortages of small lots.
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THE EFFECTS OF LARGE-LOT ZONING ON

THE SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING MARKET

I. INTRODUCTION

Until early in the twentieth century in the United States, free

markets in land operated to set prices and allocate lot sizes to

households through the mechanism of price. This procedure optimized

private benefits to consumer households and lot providers. Public

concerns were excluded from this private calculus. The existence of

public goods, such as community amenities and environmental

protection, was not incorporated in the mechanism. External negative

effects of one use on neighboring uses did not affect the land use

decisions of nuisance creators. The effects of new housing on the

ability of the community to provide public services were not taken

into account.

One of the tools communities evolved to modify private decision

making so that public concerns were included is zoning. In its basic

form, zoning establishes districts throughout the community,

specifies uses that are permitted or not permitted in each district,

and prescribes certain physical standards for structures for each

use. Among other things, zoning ordinances typically control

densities through minimum lot size requirements in each of several

residential zones. One particular residential density policy

undertaken by some communities has been termed large-lot zoning.

This is a policy that establishes districts with minimum lot sizes

such that the distribution of resulting lot sizes produced is

displaced towards larger lots compared to what it would be in a free

market.

Large-lot zoning is designed to achieve a number of benefits--

environmental, social, fiscal--for a community. It may also have

both private and public costs. Of most concern has been the

possibility that large-lot zoning may increase the cost of housing by



increasing the size and cost of lots and structures. These costs

have been the focus of much attention because they result in

hardships for, or exclusion of, certain economic and ethnic groups.

To achieve the best policy the real benefits must be carefully

balanced against the costs. Unfortunately, in the face of many

positive benefits, these costs are often ignored. A great lack of

information about the existence and magnitude of the costs

contributes significantly to this situation. It is these costs that

are the focus of this study.

Of course, not every zoning ordinance that specifies minimum lot

sizes is a large-lot zoning ordinance. The ordinance may closely

parallel actual demand for various sized lots. Also, many

communities use their ordinance only as a guide, investing their

actual policy with a great deal of flexibility through variances,

zone changes, density bonuses for innovative design, and other

techniques. Some people have suggested some municipalities have no

intention of influencing the allocation of lot sizes but use

large-lot zoning to "sell" rezonings or variances to developers in

exchange for dedication of land, cash, or facilities for parks,

schools, or public services (Ellickson, 1977, pp. 425-430). Thus, to

charge that a particular community employing minimum lot size

restrictions is practicing large-lot zoning with its attendant costs

may do an injustice. The problem of evaluating the costs of a

particular zoning policy employing minimum lot size restrictions in a

given city thus in part becomes a problem of determining whether a

community is indeed practicing large-lot zoning and, if so, of

determining the costs.

The major purpose of this study is to determine whether typical

zoning ordinances do in fact result in a distribution of lot sizes

different than a free market would produce. In other words, do these

ordinances result in a shortage of small lots. A second purpose is

to determine whether lot size restrictions also affect the

distribution of structure sizes produced, with a resultant shortage

of small structures. Where these effects are found to exist, the



study estimates the magnitudes of the costs, or welfare losses, that

large-lot zoning imposes on individual households.

The rest of this introductory chapter first looks briefly at the

history of residential density zoning. The motivations behind

large-lot zoning are then surveyed. Next, the concerns aroused by

large-lot zoning are discussed. The chapter concludes with an

overview of the study.

History of Residential Density Zoning

The Beginnings to World War II

1
Zoning had its origins in the common law of nuisances. It was

designed to protect certain uses, particularly single-family housing,

from nuisances created by other uses.

The first recognizable zoning laws were scattered attempts at

districting, or confining certain uses to certain districts, without

any effort at community-wide districting. Examples are the laws

passed by many California cities in the late 1800s confining

laundries to certain districts; these were poorly disguised attempts

to confine Chinese immigrants to certain areas.

New York City passed the first comprehensive zoning ordinance in

1916. Its origin lay in the concerns of Fifth Avenue merchants that

the comings and goings of lower class workers in the garment

factories in the upper stories of buildings in the area would affect

business. These concerns led to two study commissions. The second

of these recommended in 1916 that the city be divided into

residential, business, and unrestricted districts. A zoning

ordinance followed immediately that separated uses and controlled

building heights, setbacks, and bulk.

1This section is drawn largely from Delafons, 1969, pp. 16-27,
and from Babcock and Bosselman, 1973, pp. 23-44.
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The idea spread rapidly. In 1920 35 cities had adopted

comprehensive zoning, and by 1930 1100 had done so (Delafons, 1969,

p. 25). The trend was given further impetus in 1924 with the

publication of the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act by the United

States Commerce Department. This act became the model for most state

zoning enabling acts. Its language in the grant of power and

purposes sections has greatly influenced all subsequent zoning

history (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1926):

Section 1, GRANT OF POWER-For the purpose of

promoting health, safety, morals, or the general
welfare of the community, the legislative body of
cities and incorporated villages is hereby
empowered to regulate and restrict the height,
number of stories, and size of buildings and
other structures, the percentage of lot that may
be occupied, the size of yards, courts, and other
open spaces, the density of population, and the
location and use of buildings, structures and
land for trade, industry, residence, or other
purposes.

Section 3, PURPOSES IN VIEW-Such regulations
shall be made in accordance with a comprehensive
plan and designed to lessen congestion in the
streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, and
other dangers; to promote health and general
welfare; to provide adequate light and air; to
prevent the overcrowding of land; to avoid undue
concentration of population; to facilitate the
adequate provision of transportation, water,
sewerage, schools, parks, and other public
requirements. Such regulations shall be made
with reasonable consideration, among other
things, to the character of the district and its
peculiar suitability for particular uses, and
with a view to conserving the value of buildings
and encouraging the most appropriate use of the
land throughout such municipality.

This act clearly enables communities to regulate lot sizes and

densities for a wide variety of rather vague reasons as long 'as the

regulation promotes health, safety, morals, or the general welfare of

the community.
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The early zoning acts were drafted with caution and had a rough

going in the courts. They separated only major uses such as

residences, commerce, and industry; fine distinctions were avoided.

Minimum lot and other standards were conservative and closely related

to a tightly drawn concept of health, safety, and general welfare.

In 1926, however, the U.S. Supreme Court gave its seal of

approval to zoning in the case of Euclid v. Ambler (Village of Euclid

v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926)). The Court made it clear

that the scope of the police power was elastic and gave to zoning a

presumption of validity that imposed on future opponents of a zoning

ordinance the burden of showing that the ordinance in question did

not further public health, safety, morals, or general welfare. This

is a very heavy burden. With this decision the Court turned the

matter of zoning back to the state courts by refusing to hear further

zoning cases.

Euclid was a liberating force, opening the way for communities

to expand their use of their zoning powers to the fullest. By the

end of the 1930s communities were making increasingly fine

distinctions between uses and in the standards they imposed in each

zone. Single-family residential zones began to be subdivided into

several zones with different standards, including minimum lot sizes,

in each zone.

The Appearance of Large-Lot Zoning

Large-lot zoning did not make a widespread appearance until

after World War II. This was the period of rapid suburbanization

spurred by increased incomes and better transportation. Increased

desires for large lots, for privacy, space, and an exclusive

atmosphere became institutionalized in new zoning ordinances. Zoning

ordinances became increasingly less concerned with preventing

nuisances and more concerned with preserving the community character

of the new suburbs.
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Average lot sizes increased significantly in the late 1940s and

1950s. Between 1950 and 1960 the average new subdivided lot size in

the New York City region increased from 9,176 to 19,334 square feet

(Mann and Davidoff, 1968, p. 161). In Delaware County, Pennsylvania,

the percentage of subdivided lots greater than or equal to one-half

acre increased from 5.2 percent in 1951 to 37.1 percent in 1958 (Coke

and Liebman, 1961). Permitted densities were widely reduced during

this same period. For example, between 1946 and 1956 in the west

Boston metropolitan area suitable vacant land with minimum lot sizes

between 8,000 and 10,000 square feet was reduced by 11,500 acres, and

land with a minimum lot size of one acre or more was increased by

15,000 acres (Urban Land Institute, 1958,.p. 7). It is unclear,

however, to what extent reduced permitted densities caused the trend

to lower actual densities rather than merely followed it.

Large-lot zoning is currently a serious problem in some areas.

A survey of 16 of the 19 New Jersey counties, many of which are in

the path of imminent urbanization, found that 54.7 percent of the

residentially zoned land had a minimum lot size of one acre or more

(Seidel, 1978, p.173). Only 5.1 percent was zoned for lot sizes of

10,000 square feet or less. A survey of vacant residential land in

the New York region in 1960 found that almost 70 percent was zoned

for one-half acre or more while only 11 percent was zoned for lots of

less than 10,000 square feet (Mann and Dovidoff, 1968, p. 160).

Schoenbrod (1969) noted that of the residentially zoned undeveloped

land in Connecticut in 1966, 70 percent required one acre or more

while less than five percent allowed lots of one-third acre or less.

Reaction of the Courts

Large-lot zoning has had a checkered career in the courts

(Babcock and Bosselman, 1973, p. 28-29 and Williams, 1974, pp. 1-43).

The record varies with the state. The reaction has rarely been so

negative as to seriously set limits on the powers of communities to

engage in large lot zoning. The record has been characterized by an
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absence of serious judicial examination of exclusionary consequences.

Although the U.S. Supreme Court has not heard a large-lot zoning

case, its attitude in a case involving prohibition of more than two

unrelated persons occupying a housing unit is indicative (Village of

Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1 (1974) at 9):

A quiet place where yards are wide, people few,
and motor vehicles restricted are legitimate
guidelines in a land-use project addressed to
family needs.... The police power is not
confined to elimination of filth, stench, and
unhealthy places. It is ample to lay out zones
where family values, youth values, and the
blessings of quiet seclusion and clean air make
the area a sanctuary for people.

Only in a few states, Pennsylvania and New Jersey for example, have

judges seriously entertained the argument that ordinances that do not

take into consideration housing needs do not promote the general

welfare and therefore are not valid exercises of the police power.
2

These courts rejected the arguments that minimum lot sizes of from

two to four acres and prohibitions against multifamily housing were

necessary to prevent overburdening public services and facilities,

keep tax rates low, and preserve rural and historic surroundings.

The courts felt that these were not reasonable public purposes in the

face of severe housing needs in the region for low and moderate

income housing.

2
See for example National Land and Investment Co. v. Kohn, 419

Pa. 610, 215 A.2d 597 (1965); Appeal of Girsh, 437 Pa. 398, 263 A.2d
395 (1970); Appeal of Kit-Mar Builders, Inc., 439 Pa. 610, 215 A.2d
597 (1970); Oakwood at Madison v. Township of Madison, 117 N.J.
Super. 11, 283 A.2d 353 (1971); and Southern Burlington NAACP v.

Township of Mt. Laurel, 119 N.J. Super. 164, 290 A.2d 465 (1972)
affd. 336 A.2d 713 (1975).



Purposes of Large-Lot Zoning

Zoning has been a local decision responsive to the needs of

current voters and interest groups in a municipality. It serves

three purposes (Ervin et al., 1977, p. 8). First, it attempts to

reduce negative external effects, which are overproduced in a free

market because no incentive exists for the creaters of nuisances to

consider their effect on neighboring uses. Second, zoning tries to

provide optimal levels of public goods, which are underproduced in a

free market because the producer cannot exclude anybody from enjoying

the product free of charge. These first two broad purposes are

considered together because elimination of nuisances usually results

in a public good. And finally, zoning attempts to realize economies

in the costs of providing certain public services.

Reduction of Externalities and Provision of Public Goods

Protection of the environment of the community

A number of commonly cited benefits of large-lot zoning fall

under the general concept of protecting the environment of a

neighborhood or community by reducing the nuisances created by higher

densities. Reducing the nuisances created by higher densities is

accomplished either by eliminating higher densities entirely or by

separating them from lower densities. These benefits include

protecting a semi-rural or suburban atmosphere, creating a green and

open landscape where houses do not visually dominate, preventing

congestion and high traffic levels, ensuring peace and quiet,

protecting the visual beauty of natural landscapes from radical

changes in areas of rough topography, and providing space for privacy

and home-based recreation. Other reasons, of a less public nature,

include protecting health in areas without public sewer or water and

protecting housing from unsuitable soils and unstable topography.
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Exclusionary motivations

It is also widely charged that one of the major motivations

behind large-lot zoning is the desire to exclude certain income and

ethnic groups, or, more positively, to create exclusive neighborhoods

(Babcock and Bosselman, 1973; Harr and Iatrides, 1974; Branfman,

1973; Schoenbrod, 1969; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1974).

Other reasons given for large-lot zoning are often considered to be

smokescreens for such exclusionary motives.

The desire to exclude can result from pure prejudice or from

fears of externalities assumed to accompany undesirable people.

These include fears that the quality of local schools will be

affected, that crime will increase, that lower income people are

likely to let their homes fall into disrepair, that they have less

commitment to the community, that they will increase the burden on

welfare services, or that house prices in the neighborhood will be

affected. That exclusionary motives are often significant is

attested to by a survey cited by Coke and Liebman (1961) of 16

Delaware County, Pennsylvania, municipalities. A random sample of

residents was asked if they favored using zoning laws to keep out of

their community the type of people who usually build cheaper houses

on small lots. Seventy-eight percent of the residents favored using

zoning for this purpose.

Protection of property values

Closely related to the desire to reduce externalities and to

increase the level of public goods is the desire to protect property

values. A home is usually the most significant investment a

household makes; as a result people are frequently concerned with

protection of the value of this investment. It is generally assumed

that negative externalities or the presence of public goods will be

capitalized into property values, respectively either reducing or

increasing those values.
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Creation of holding zones

Large-lot zoning is also widely used to discourage development

in certain areas, thereby creating holding zones. It is assumed that

there is little demand for large lots and therefore that the area

will remain underdeveloped. The desire to create a holding zone can

stem from the desire to assert some control over the pattern of

development in a community in order to reduce sprawl, maintain open

spaces, ensure adequate and relatively inexpensive public services,

or many other reasons. With the upsurge in the no-growth movement,

large-lot zoning is also becoming a means to lower the rate of

growth.

Creation of Economies in the Provision of Public Services

Prevention of overburdened public facilities

One of the most frequently stated reasons for large-lot zoning

is the desire to avoid overburdening public services and facilities.

Many people assume that by requiring large enough lots a community

can slow down its rate of growth and thus reduce the rate of growth

of demand for services and facilites. Service capacity can also be

protected by reducing the demand for public services by requiring

large enough lots so that on-site water supply and sewage disposal

are possible.

Maintenance or improvement of fiscal standing

A second frequently stated reason related to economizing on

public service costs is the desire to improve or maintain the fiscal

standing of the community. The basic procedure is to limit

development to those types that bring in more revenue in property

taxes than they cost in services. This motivation exists because

most communities rely on the property tax for a major portion of
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their revenue and often, especially in rapidly growing areas, are

hard pressed to come up with the funds to provide services. The use

of zoning to accomplish these ends is based on the twin assumptions

that (1) lot size is strongly related to the total value of the house

so that revenue received is proportional to lot size and (2) that

residents on large lots require no greater expenditure on services

than inhabitants of other housing types. Mann and Davidoff (1968,

pp. 50-69) and Coke and Leibman (1961, pp. 351-353) cite numerous

actual cases where this motivation and these assumptions are baldly

stated by planners, government officials, and citizens.

Concerns Over Large-Lot Zoning

The basic charge against large-lot zoning is that it results in

production of too little low and moderately priced higher density

single-family housing. Because of this shortage, the price of this

type of housing, when available, is inflated. This leads consumers

who desire higher density housing to three choices:

1) Pay the inflated price for higher density housing;

2) Consume more housing than desired with an increase in

total expenditure on housing; or

3) Consume less housing, such as an apartment, with a decrease

in satisfaction.

Such a policy has costs. First, it increases housing prices

during a period of rapidly inflating housing costs, thereby

exacerbating the problem. This creates hardships for low and middle

income households that find housing costs inflating faster than their

incomes and has led to serious concerns about the affordability of

decent housing (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,

1978). A few statistics will emphasize the problem. From 1970 to

1978 the median sales price for a new one-family home rose from

$23,400 to $55,700, an increase of 138 percent (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1980, p. 792). The median sales price of existing one-family

homes rose from $23,000 to $48,700, an increase of 112 percent (U.S.
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Bureau of the Census, 1980, p. 791). During the same period, median

family income rose only 79 percent, from $9,867 to $17,640 (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1981, p. 2). Of course, most of this increase

in the price of housing is not attributable to zoning or other land

use policies. But it can be a significant factor. The HUD Task

Force on Urban Housing found that land supply considerations

significantly affect the availability of housing for low and moderate

income families (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,

1978).

Second, large-lot zoning often denies low and middle income

families the opportunity to move to a more spacious environment and

enjoy the advantages of suburban life. In metropolitan areas this

often means being confined to the crowded central cities. They are

thus denied the social, cultural, and recreational advantages the

suburbs offer. They are denied easy access to the increasing number

of suburban jobs or are forced to engage in expensive reverse

commuting.

Third, large-lot zoning reinforces patterns of economic and

racial segregation in a society that professes egalitarian ideals.

It is widely charged zoning regulations help to enforce this

segregation even though the intent may not be exclusionary (National

Commission on Urban Problems, 1968, p. 540; U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights, 1974, p. 577; Scott, 1974, p. 445-446). The problem becomes

especially severe in metropolitan areas where the white affluent

suburbs help, through their land use regulations, to confine the poor

and minorities to the crowded and financially troubled central

cities. But the problem is by no means confined to metropolitan

areas. Zoning practices in nonmetropolitan areas that separate low

density housing from high density housing perform the function of

segregating by race and income within individual cities.

Finally, large-lot zoning encourages low density patterns of

growth. It thus helps to produce urban sprawl and threatens valuable

resource lands such as farmland and forest land.
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In the face of these important costs, the question becomes

whether the benefits large-lot zoning brings justify also incurring

these costs. Does zoning result in an increase in economic

efficiency? Few authorities are willing to hazard a guess. However,

several authors have pointed out that the political process of zoning

does not institutionalize a careful balancing of costs and benefits

(Ervin et al., 1977, pp. 77, 98; Ellickson, 1977, p. 404-410). They

charge that it is too easy to ignore the costs because those who bear

the costs are often not included in the political process of enacting

zoning. Those that are excluded from a town do not participate

because they do not live in the town. Low and moderate income groups

within cities are usually not organized enough to make their needs

count. In many small to medium sized cities, both in and out of

metropolitan areas, political power rests with wealthier homeowners

who tend to form highly organized single-interest neighborhood groups

concerned with land use issues (Ellickson, 1977, pp. 404-410).

Substantial evidence indicates zoning decisions are strongly

influenced by public opinion of neighbors and other citizens (Davis

and Reuter, 1963).

Concerns over large-lot zoning do not end with efficiency

concerns, however. Equity concerns frequently overshadow the simpler

cost-benefit analysis. These concerns arise because those who

benefit from large-lot zoning are not the same people who bear the

costs. An increase in efficiency can be said unequivocally to

increase social welfare only if the gainers compensate the losers so

that no one is made worse off than they were before. An increase in

efficiency produces a surplus large enough to compensate the losers

and still leave enough left over to increase the welfare of the

gainers. If compensation is paid, no one is worse off, but the

gainers are better off, producing a clear increase in social welfare.

The problem with large-lot zoning is that compensation is not paid.

Furthermore, the gainers tend to be wealthy families that can afford

large lots in the suburbs, and the losers tend to be low and moderate

income families who cannot afford such housing. Large-lot zoning
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thus results in a redistribution from the poor to the rich. Some

commentators unable to condemn large-lot zoning on efficiency grounds

alone feel this regressive redistributive effect tips the scales

against large-lot zoning (Schoenbrod, 1969).

Overview of the Study

This study is concerned with evaluating some of the costs

created by typical zoning ordinances. First it asks whether the

zoning ordinances actually produce shortages of small lots. It

recognizes that not all zoning that separates land into different

districts with different minimum lot sizes is large-lot zoning with

its attendant costs. As discussed earlier, the zoning ordinance may

simply mirror consumer demand, providing adequate land in all zones.

Or the zoning ordinance may not indicate actual zoning policy because

of the prevalence of zone changes or variances. Second, the study

asks whether the zoning ordinances induce a shortage of small

structures. Finally, if effects on the supplies of small lots and

structures are found, the study asks what are the magnitudes of these

effects on housing prices and individual household welfare.

The basic procedure of the study is to make predictions from a

theoretical model about the effect of large-lot zoning on certain

parameters of the housing market and then to search for these effects

in actual housing markets. Parameters of the housing markets in a

sample of cities that have relatively small amounts of land in

residential zones with low minimum lot sizes--the "restrictive"

cities--are compared with parameters of the housing markets of a

sample of cities where most single-family residential land is in

zones with low minimum lot sizes--the "unrestrictive" cities. If the

model is correct and the restrictive cities are indeed practicing

large lot zoning, the observed parameters should differ in the two

sets of cities.

The rest of this work presents the results of the study.

Chapter II reviews and evaluates the relevant existing literature on
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the effects of large-lot zoning on single-family housing markets.

Chapter III presents the theoretical model and hypotheses. Chapter

IV describes the methods used to collect and analyze data to test the

hypotheses. Chapter V presents and discusses results obtained.

Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the study, draws relevant conclusions,

and makes suggestions for further research.
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II. EFFECTS OF LARGE-LOT ZONING ON THE SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING MARKET:

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.

In spite of widespread assertions in the trade literature that

governmental regulations significantly affect the price of land and

housing, research on the effects of any regulation on land and

housing markets is difficult and subject to constraints.

The first major problem is a lack of good data bases. No

summaries of local regulations and vacant land are available with

wide coverage over space. Few data bases of land and housing prices

with detail on parcel or house characteristics and with good areal or

time coverage exist. The two exceptions, an FHA series on houses

financed with FHA mortages and the occupant reports contained in the

decennial census, have been widely used but have major drawbacks.

Both are aggregate data bases providing only means or medians for

aggregates of parcels; the FHA series covers only a small percentage

of all house transactions; and the census series is based on occupant

estimates of value rather than sales prices. As a result of the lack

of easily available, high quality data, much research is based on

laboriously developed data bases usually generated from tax

assessment or real estate multiple-listing records for one place over

a short period of time. Studies based on these data bases therefore

are case studies and lack generalizability over space and time. The

second major problem derives from the fact that land and housing are

non-homogeneous goods traded in markets subject to many influences,

making it very difficult to untangle the effect of a single

regulation.

In spite of these difficulties, a number of researchers have

maintained an active interest in the effects of regulations,

particularly zoning, on the housing market. A major reason for this

interest is the possibility that the costs and benefits of

regulations could be determined from their effects on the prices and

quantities of housing traded in the market. Because of the
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difficulties mentioned above, theoretical research is further

advanced than empirical research. Much empirical research is

tentative and subject to doubts about its validity; strong

conclusions are difficult to draw.

The theoretical hypotheses about the effects of large-lot zoning

on the housing market and empirical tests of these hypotheses can be

organized into three major topics. The first two hypotheses are

related to the benefits of zoning. The first hypothesis proposes

that if zoning reduces negative externalities, these benefits should

be capitalized into land and housing prices. The most active area of

research in the whole field of effects of zoning is the search for

the effects of externalities on prices. A much smaller body of

research attempts to connect actual zoning policy to reductions in

externalities. The second hypothesis proposes that if large-lot

zoning can affect the fiscal situation of a community, fiscal

advantages or disadvantages may be capitalized into land and housing

prices. Research on this topic has concentrated on the search for

capitalization of fiscal advantages and the effect of zoning on

fiscal situation. The third major hypothesis claims that large-lot

zoning creates shortages of small lots. Research, in this area has

focused on the assertion that shortages of various types of land or

housing will be reflected in price differentials.

Of course, each zoning ordinance is different with different

intended or unintended effects on the housing market. To hypothesize

that every large-lot zoning ordinance has all three effects would be

incorrect. For example, a particular ordinance may reduce

externalities but not create shortages or affect the tax rate. It

would also be incorrect to conclude that because a particular

ordinance does not have one of the effects that all ordinances do

not. As a result, the total effect of a zoning ordinance may be the

sum of from zero to three individual effects. To properly understand

the effect of zoning on housing markets, the individual effects must

be disentangled, greatly increasing the difficulty of research on the

topic.
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Externality Effects

One of the major justifications for large-lot zoning is that

zoning reduces negative externalities in housing markets.

Theoretical arguments hypothesize that if externalities exist, they

should be capitalized into housing prices. Empirical research

seeking to determine whether zoning creates benefits from reduction

of externalities has therefore focused on the search for observable

effects of externalities on housing prices. Very little work to date

has attempted to empirically connect zoning policy to price effects

created by externalities.

Theoretical Models

The major theoretical exposition of the effect of

zoning-controlled externalities on housing markets is that of Ohls,

Weisberg, and White (1974). Smith (1978) and Freeman (1979) have

pointed out some problems in using analyses based on property values

in determining the benefits of reducing externalities.

Ohls, Weisberg, and White (1974) examined the effect on land

price and land consumption of using zoning to reduce the area

affected by externalities. They assumed a city of fixed area, a

fixed number of households with the same utility function and income,

no migration of households into or out of the city, and a

manufacturing sector of fixed area that creates a uniform negative

externality within a given distance from a manufacturing site. Their

results are easily generalizable to externalities created by higher

density single-family uses. They further assumed a constant

elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function in which the

utility created by externality affected land is 1/E times the utility

of unaffected land, where E is greater than one. This assumption

simplifies the analysis but does not affect the generalizability of

the conclusions drawn.
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Ohls, Weisberg, and White first asked what is the effect of the

externality on land price and land consumption. At equilibrium all

households must have the same utility; otherwise they would continue

to move within the city until this were true. If all households have

the same level of utility, the price ratio of unaffected land to

affected land is the same as the ratio of their marginal utilities,

E. If this were not so, it would be cheaper to attain a given

utility level from consuming one type of land, and households would

migrate to this type of land until its price rose to where the ratio

was E. Secondly, because the price of affected land is lower than

that of unaffected land, households consuming affected land will

consume a larger lot size than will households consuming unaffected

land. In fact, they will consume exactly E times more land because

they get the same utility at the same total cost from this much

affected land as do those consuming unaffected land. As mentioned

before, the exact ratios in this particularly simple solution to the

problem result from the assumption of a CES utility function, but the

general results that the price of affected land is less than that of

unaffected land and that households consuming affected land will

consume more land than households consuming unaffected land are not

changed by the choice of functional form.

Ohls, Weisberg, and White subsequently asked what happens if

zoning is used to concentrate manufacturing so that the amount of

residential land affected by externalities is reduced. They set up a

six equation system and used it to examine the effect of zoning on

aggregate land values. It is possible to conclude from their model,

although they did not discuss these implications, that the common

utility level will increase, that prices of affected and unaffected

land will decrease, and that consumers of both types of land will

consume more land. The logic behind these conclusions is as follows.

The total amount of externality affected land is decreased.

Initially the utility of those directly affected by this change will

increase with no decrease in utility for those not affected.

Subsequent migration within the town will ensue until the net
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increase in utility is spread over all households. The general level

of land prices decreases because those affected by the change reduce

the quantity of land they demand to 1/E their previous quanity. This

creates an increase in the relative supply of land, which in turn

decreases the overall level of land prices. Because land prices

decrease and because some land is freed by the reduction in demand

for land by those who experience a reduction in externalities,

households on both affected and unaffected land increase the amount

of land they consume. Changing the assumptions by allowing migration

or some elasticity in the supply curve for land would not change the

conclusions with respect to the effect of the externality but would

reduce the decrease in land prices and increase in lot size produced

when the amount of externality affected land is decreased by zoning.

Smith (1978) developed some theoretical difficulties in using

the typical regression analysis model that relates lot price to lot

characteristics to measure the price of freedom from an externality.

His approach is consistent with both Ohls, Weisberg, and White and

the accessibility models of urban land prices. He pointed out that

the coefficient of an externality in a typical regression model

seriously underestimates the price paid for freedom from the

externality because consumers decrease their consumption of land when

the price of land increases because of the absence of an externality.

The price actually paid includes the decrease in utility brought

about by consuming less land as well as the price paid to consume a

given amount of land at a higher price per acre. It is this latter

quantity the typical regression model estimates. He developed a

model to estimate the true price by respecifying the dependent

variable so it more closely approximates the change in consumer

surplus from consuming a large lot at a low price per acre rather

than a small lot at a high price per acre. These criticisms of

course do not apply if the intent is to measure effects on the

housing market rather than benefits of reductions in externalities.

The more inelastic is the individual's demand curve for land, the

more closely the two approaches coincide.
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Freeman (1979, pp. 108-164) very well summarized an extensive

literature that has developed over the past decade concerning further

pitfalls in using property values to measure benefits of

environmental improvements, including reductions in externalities.

One of the major points developed is that quantities determined from

property markets through hedonic multiple regression indices are

reduced form prices derived from the interaction of both supply and

demand. They thus cannot be used directly except with very strenuous

assumptions to measure areas under a demand curve, which is the

proper measure of benefits. Techniques have been developed to use

hedonic prices to estimate the relevant demand curves, but they

require information beyond market data (Rosen, 1974).

Finally, it must be pointed out that all these models that

hypothesize capitalization, either partial or complete, of

externalities into land prices rest on a number of common

assumptions. First, they require mobility of buyers to equalize

utility levels within a market. In other words, buyers must be

willing to do their buying someplace else if prices do not fall

enough in an externality affected area to equalize the desirability

of locations. Mobility of current owners of externality affected

land, though not required, greatly facilitates capitalization.

Second, buyers must have knowledge of the location and severity of

externalities. Third, they must engage in shopping behavior with

relatively low search costs. Fourth, a range of choices of housing

must be available. And finally, although utility functions and

incomes do not need to be identical as most of the models assume,

there must be a fair amount of agreement that certain externalities

are to be avoided if possible. It is not at all hard to conjure up

situations where these assumptions may not be fulfilled. It should

therefore be borne in mind that while empirical success at finding

price effects correlated with externalities may be enough to conclude

that there are benefits to reducing externalities, the converse is

not true. If price effects are not found it is not safe to conclude

there are no benefits to externality reduction.
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Empirical Search for Effect of Externalities on

Single-Family Property Values

The empirical search for effects of externalities on property

values has created the most extensive literature in the field of the

effect of zoning on housing markets. This literature can be roughly

divided, with some overlap of course, into two subgroups:

(1) studies primarly concerned with externalities directly controlled

by zoning such as those created by multifamily, commercial, and

industrial uses and by higher density single-family uses and

(2) studies primarily concerned with externalities hypothesized to be

only indirectly controlled by zoning such as income and social class

of neighbors, traffic, crime rates, and local public school quality.

Impact of externalities directly controlled by zoning

Non-single-family uses. Most investigators have concentrated on

the effect of non-single family uses on single-family property

values. Because externalities caused by non-single family uses are

not the prime focus here, these studies are only briefly summarized.

The earliest studies (Crecine, Davis, and Jackson, 1967; and

Reuter, 1973) found no evidence for capitalization of externalities

in Pittsburg.
3

Their models explained individual house prices as a

function of the presence of externalities but failed to control

adequately for lot and structure characteristics. It is thus not

suprising they failed to find significant effects. Maser, Riker, and

Rosett (1977a) performed a similar study for Rochester, New York,

with better controls for house characteristics, but still failed to

find significant effects.

3
To make results of the empirical studies comparable, a two

tailed .05 significance level is used throughout this chapter.
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More recent studies have been more successful. For the most part,

these investigators have hypothesized that non-single-family uses

have two opposing effects on house prices. Nearness to commercial or

industrial uses can create a positive accessibility effect on price

as well as a negative externality effect. Using models taking these

two effects into account, Jud (1980) found that both commercial and

industrial uses significantly affected house prices. Lafferty and

Frech (1978) and Li and Brown (1980) found evidence for an

accessibility effect for both commercial and industrial uses but an

externality effect only for industrial uses.

There is thus evidence that commercial and industrial land uses

create negative externalities for single-family residential uses.

The potential for zoning to create benefits by controlling the

location of commercial and industrial uses is therefore established.

However, no evidence was found in these studies to suggest that

multifamily uses create negative externalities.

Higher density single family uses. Zoning also directly

controls density of single-family residential uses. If higher

density uses create externalities for lower density uses, large-lot

zoning will create benefits for lower density residents. Apparently

only two studies have investigated the existence of externalities

caused by density of surrounding single family uses. Grether and

Mieszkowski (1974) found that the number of neighbors within 500 feet

in all directions was not significant but that the number of

neighbors within 500 feet along the street on either side of the

house was negative and significant. Lot size but not lot frontage

was controlled in their study; the density of neighbors along the

street face may thus be a proxy for the frontage of the house in

question. Other studies have shown that lot frontage is a significant

determinant of house price; it is therefore not suprising that the

density of neighbors on either side of the house in question was

significant. Li and Brown (1980) found that residential density of

the neighborhood was not significant. These two studies therefore do
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not provide very strong evidence that higher residential densities

create negative externalities.

Impact of externalities only indirectly

controlled by zoning

One of the major, although often unstated, justifications for

large-lot zoning is the hypothesis that large-lot zoning can control

the socioeconomic characteristics of one's neighbors. The hypothesis

assumes that density strongly influences size of structures and that

the resultant larger structures on larger lots influence

socioeconomic characteristics of the occupants. If people care about

the socioeconomic characteristics of their neighbors, the

socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhood will create

externalities that may be capitalized into housing prices as surely

as externalities created by incompatible land uses may be

capitalized.

A significant number of studies have searched for such

capitalization of socioeconomic characteristics. The major

characteristics of these studies and their results are summarized in

Table I. The basic approach has been to regress some estimate of

house price on a vector of measures of house and lot characteristics

and a vector of measures of socioeconomic characteristics of the

neighborhood. Variables chosen to be part of the vector of

socioeconomic characteristics differ, but frequently include such

variables as median household income, average price of homes, median

education, achievement level of school pupils, percent nonwhite, and

crime rate. Even when specifications are similar, the significance

of the same variables differs from city to city and study to study.

These differences make generalized conclusions about the importance

of individual variables difficult to make. From all results taken

together, however, it can be concluded that house prices and

socioeconomic characteristics are related.



TABLE I. SUMMARY OF STUDIES RELATING NEIGHBORHOOD SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS TO HOUSE PRICES

Authors/
Data Location, Date

Dap Type/
R , N

Dependent
Variable

Control for
House Char-
acteristics/
Non-SF Uses

1. Ridker and Henning Aggregate median owner- poor

(1969):

St Louis, 1960
.94, 167 estimated

house value
none

2. Anderson and Crocker
(1971):
a. Washington, D.C. Aggregate median owner- poor

1960 .79 estimated
house value

none

b. St. Louis, 1960 Aggregate median owner- poor
.92 estimated

house value
none

c. Kansas City, 1960 Aggregate median owner- poor

.76 estimated
house value

none

3. Kain and Quigley Individual appraised good

(1970): .73, 275 value good

St. Louis, 1967

4. Grether and Individual sales price good

Mieszkowski (1974): .89, 830 good

New Haven, 1962-1969

5. Peterson (1974a): Individual sales price good

Boston suburbs, 1971 .85, 1498 none

Significant
Neighborhood
Variables
(sign)

Nonsignificant
Neighborhood
Variables
(sign)

(continued on next page)

housing density(+)
low school quality(-)
socioeconomic index(+)
% non-white(+)
mean family income(+)

mean family income(+)
% non-white(+)

mean family income(+)

mean family income(+)
% non-white

factor--basic neighborhood % non-white(-)

residential quality(+) public school

median schooling(+) achievement(+)
crime level(-)

reading %ile neighborhood
schools(+)

pupil-teacher ratio(-)
neighbors within 500 ft.(-)

ave sales price of homes
in neighborhood(+)

school achievement test
%ile ranking(+)

located on traffic artery(-)

traffic
% non-white



TABLE I. (CONTINUED)

Authors/
Data Location, Date

Da4a Type/ Dependent Control for Significant
R , N Variable House Char- Neighborhood

acteristics/ Variables
Non-SF Uses (sign)

Nonsignificant
Neighborhood
Variables
(sign)

6. Jud (1980): Individual sales price good ave family income(+)
Charlotte, N.C., 1970 .76, 3513 divided by good

structure size

7. Krumm (1980): Individual sales price good amenity factor(+) median schooling(+)
Chicago .67, 452 none school reading score(+) income variation(+)

% black median income(-)

8. Li and Brown (1980):
a. Roston SMSA, 1971 Individual sales price good median income(+) % school

.79, 781 none dropouts(-)
housing density(-)
school scores(+)
noise level(-)

b. Boston SMSA, 1971 Individual sales price good % school dropout(-) median income(+)
.81, 781 good visual quality(+) housing density(-)

school scores(+)
noise level(-)

9. Smith (1978):

a. Chicago, 1971

b. Chicago, 1971

Individual lot value per good crime rate(-)
.11, 300 square foot poor % non-white

Individual premium good crime rate(-) % non-white
.55, 300 poor
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The early studies of Ridker and Henning (1968) and Anderson and

Crocker (1971) incorporated several problems largely corrected in

later studies. They used as a dependent variable the median

owner-estimated value of owner-occupied units in a census tract. The

use of aggregate data resulted in large R
2

values and assumed that

the relationship between house characteristics and house value was

linear. The use of owner-estimated value may have introduced unknown

bias into the dependent variable because owners may have based their

estimates on a different set of characteristics than the market.

Further, the only variable controlling for house characteristics was

the median number of rooms per dwelling unit. There is a strong

possiblity that the measures of socioeconomic characteristics used

were correlated with missing characteristics of the house and lot,

resulting in biased estimates of the true partial relationship

between socioeconomic characteristics and house prices. Because of

these problems, conclusions drawn from these studies are tenuous.

Kain and Quigley (1970) improved their data base by using data

on individual houses rather than aggregates of houses; they also

improved the quality of value estimates by using appraisals by

trained tax appraisers rather than by owners. They were able to

develop data on an extremely detailed vector of house and

neighborhood characteristics. They did find significant

relationships between house values and median schooling of adults and

between house values and a variable developed through factor analysis

relating to the basic quality of the exteriors of homes in the

neighborhood.

The later studies of Grether and Mieszkowski (1974), Peterson

(1974a), Jud (1980), Krumm (1980), and Li and Brown (1980) are of a

high quality and reached similar conclusions. They were based on

actual sales prices and so accurately reflect the market. An

extensive vector of house and lot characteristics allowed these

studies to control for these characteristics. One typical failing,

however, was the failure to include variables describing incompatible

land uses in the neighborhood. They used differing, though similar,
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specifications of the socioeconomic variables. The results were

generally consistent, with all variables having the predicted signs

except for the index of income variation and median income in Krumm's

study. Levels of significance varied from study to study, but it is

hard to escape the conclusion that socioeconomic characteristics and

house prices are related. Smith (1978), although forced to use

appraised lot values instead of house prices because of the nature of

his analysis, found that the magnitudes and significance of his

socioeconomic variables increased when the specification was changed

to include in the price paid for these characteristics not only

changes in the price of land but changes in the size of lots in

response to higher land prices. These results lead to the conclusion

that the potential exists for zoning to create benefits if it can

control socioeconomic characteristics.

The estimated coefficients from some of these later studies

indicate the magnitude of the effects. Jud estimated that a

difference of $1,000 in average neighborhood family income would

result in a $550 difference in the prices of otherwise identical

houses. Peterson estimated that a $10,000 difference in the average

sales price of homes in the elementary school attendance area

resulted in a $1,300 difference in the prices of identical houses.

He further estimated that a ten percent improvement in the

achievement test percentile ranking of the local elementary school

resulted in a $218 increase in house prices. Smith estimated that

households in effect paid $138 for every decrease of one crime per

1000 population.

Li and Brown (1980) added a note of caution to these general

conclusions, however. They hypothesized that median income is

actually a proxy for land use characteristics of the neighborhood.

When they included an extensive vector of micro-neighborhood

externalities describing the aesthetic, pollution, and proximity

characteristics of the neighborhood (equation b in Table I), they

noted that median income became nonsignificant. However, they did

not mention that the percentage of school dropouts became
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significant, lending less credence to their conclusion that

socioeconomic characteristics proxy for this vector of

micro-neighborhood variables.

In spite of the similar conclusions drawn from these studies,

however, they have been beset by a number of methodological problems

that limit the validity of their results. The first problem is the

high degree of multicollinearity between many of the socioeconomic

characteristics and house characteristics. Multicollinearity will

not bias the estimated coefficients but may severely decrease the

precision of the estimator, resulting in large standard errors and

underestimation of the true significance of some variables. A second

severe and largely intractable problem results from the fact that

socioeconomic characteristics are determined to a considerable extent

by the price of homes in a neighborhood. The line of causation thus

runs both ways; the price of homes determines socioeconomic

characteristics and socioeconomic characteristics determine house

prices. The relationship between socioeconomic characteristics and

house prices therefore should be modeled with a system of

simultaneous equations and the coefficients estimated with an

estimator appropriate to a simultaneous system. Estimates of the

one-way impact of socioeconomic characteristics on house prices will

therefore be subject to a simultaneous equation bias of unknown

magnitude when using a single equation model. Concluding from these

single equation models that socioeconomic characteristics are

capitalized into housing prices is not as certain as the standard

tests of significance indicate. The intractability of the problem

results from a lack of truly exogenous variables on which to base the

estimation of a simultaneous system.

Empirical Search for Effect of Large-Lot Zoning

on Externalities

Whereas the search for the existence of externalities has been

extensive, empirical attempts to link actual zoning policy with the
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appearance of positive or negative externalities has received much

less attention, surely in part because of difficulties in designing

research approaches in this area. On the surface, the question may

seem superfluous. Industry, commerce, multifamily housing, and

higher density single-family housing appear only in zones that

permit such uses, resulting in an obvious correlation between zoning

and the existence of externalities. There is a widespread suspicion,

however, that zoning in many municipalities follows market forces and

bends to developer desires rather than acts as a constraint on market

forces and developer interests. Where this is true, developers or

landowners could obtain rezonings to accommodate their plans;

large-lot single-family zoning would offer no protection against the

appearance of externalities. Also, there is a very real question

about the extent to which zoning can control socioeconomic

characteristics. Research in this area thus asks the related

questions of (1) whether zoning does in fact prevent the appearance

of externalities and (2) whether households believe zoning will

protect them from the appearance of externalities.

Peterson (1974a) investigated the first question. In his study

of the sales prices of single-family homes in 1971 in the Boston

suburbs, he established that similar houses will sell for more if

they are located in neighborhoods with higher valued homes. This

result indicated the existence of an external effect that might be

affected by large-lot zoning. To investigate this possibility,

Peterson hypothesized that in the absence of zoning the value of

houses built in a neighborhood depends on the character of extant

housing and on the distance from the central business district (CBD);

he then determined whether zoning had any effect on the outcome.

Empirically, he regressed the average sales price of houses in a

neighborhood in 1970 on the average sales price of houses in the

neighborhood in 1960, the distance to the Boston C80, and the

prevailing zoned minimum lot size. He found that the coefficient of

the zoned minimum lot size was significant. If his two other terms

adequately controlled for all exogenous determinants of the type of
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housing that would be built in the absence of zoning, then these

results indicate zoning affects an externality producing

characteristic of neighborhoods. The magnitude of the zoning

coefficient indicated a difference of 5000 square feet in the minimum

lot size would increase the average value of neighborhood houses over

ten years by about $1000, a modest value.

Avrin (1977) investigated the second question by determining the

effect of zoning protection on house prices. She made use of a

unique change in 1960 in the zoning ordinance of San Francisco that

subdivided an extensive residential zone without density restrictions

into five subzones with hierarchical density restrictions. She

reasoned that the increase in value over time, holding all house

characteristics constant by using only twice-sold homes, would be

greater for homes in the interior of a new district than for homes in

that district that bordered on districts with higher densities

allowed. The coefficient for the variable indicating a border

location was positive in her time series price index, contrary to

expectations, but not significant. Avrin concluded that zoning did

not protect properties from externalities caused by the spread of

higher density uses. Further, she concluded that such externalities

probably did not exist.

In conclusion, the empirical search for the effect of zoning on

externalities has clearly lagged behind the search for the existence

of externalities themselves. The limited results available so far

are contradictory but do indicate zoning's ability to control

externalities associated with higher residential densities in at

least some cities may be limited or perceived as limited. Benefits

to zoning may thus be less than indicated by the magnitude of

externality effects on house prices.

Fiscal Effects on the Housing Market

One of the common arguments for large-lot zoning hypothesizes

that large-lot zoning can enhance the fiscal position of a community
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so that property taxes can be kept low or service levels kept high,

or both. Several theorists have proposed these fiscal advantages or

disadvantages should, under certain conditions, be capitalized into

housing prices. This section investigates these hypotheses. First,

theoretical discussions investigating the effect of tax and service

levels on housing markets are discussed. Then empirical studies

searching for the hypothesized effects are presented. Finally,

evidence that large-lot zoning does in fact affect fiscal position is

analyzed.

Theoretical Models

The early models of the effect of property taxes and service

levels on the housing market were developed in an attempt to validate

the Tiebout hypothesis rather than to study the effect of zoning.

Tiebout (1956) had hypothesized that consumers in municipally

fragmented metropolitan areas "voted with their feet" for service

levels and tax rates. In other words, they shopped for a community

with desired service levels and tax rates. Tiebout's purpose was to

provide a mechanism to ensure economic efficiency in the markets for

public goods and services. He assumed full mobility on the part of

the consumers, full knowledge of service levels and tax rates, and a

large number of communities; at equilibrum his mechanism would result

in homogeneity of tastes and incomes within a single community but a

diversity of tastes, incomes, service levels, and tax rates between

communities.

Oates (1969) hypothesized that he could test the validity of

Tiebout's "voting with the feet" model by examining the effect of tax

rates and service levels on housing prices in metropolitan areas. He

did not develop a formal theoretical model, but rather informally

argued that if consumers are mobile, have knowledge of tax rates and

service levels, and care about tax rates and service levels, they

should be willing to pay more to live in a community with either tax

or service advantages. Since the way a household obtains these
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advantages is by purchasing a home in the advantageous community, the

previous statement is equivalent to saying that the demand curve for

housing is very elastic and shifts upwards in response to fiscal

advantages. When the demand curve shifts, the price of housing

rises, and the fiscal advantages become capitalized into the price of

housing.

Moss (1977) and McMillan and Carlson (1977) further illuminated

the mechanisms of capitalization by examining the effects of tax

rates and service levels on housing prices in isolated, nonfragmented

cities. Moss used a two-sector general equilibrium mathematical

model to derive the effect of an increase in property taxes in a city

with service levels held constant. His two sectors were urban

housing and rural agriculture. Demand for housing was downward

sloping because of migration and was expressed as a function of the

price of housing and the tax rate. Housing was a homogeneous good

produced from two inputs, capital and land. The supply of capital

was perfectly elastic at a constant price. The total land supply was

fixed, but the supply to the urban sector was relatively elastic.

His results, which I have interpreted in Figure 1, indicated that

(1) the quantity of housing produced declines, (2) the size of the

city decreases, (3) the price of housing falls by an amount less than

the tax increase, and (4) the price of land decreases. The mechanism

works as follows. When the tax rate increases, the amount consumers

are willing to pay for a given amount of housing plus taxes, D
H

+ t,

remains the same, but the amount they are willing to pay on the same

amount of housing, DH, decreases by the change in taxes, At.

However, producers are not willing to produce housing at the old

price minus At, so they decrease the supply, thereby increasing the

price and inducing some households to migrate until supply and demand

are again equal. Therefore, the quantity of housing demanded will

fall by AQ resulting in a decrease in the price of housing, AP
H' H'

that is smaller than the increase in taxes. Because the price of

housing capital is fixed, the decrease in the price of housing must

come from a decrease in the price of land. Because the tax change
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Quantity of housing

Figure 1. The effect of a tax increase on the price of housing.

is not fully capitalized into the price of housing, the amount a

household pays for taxes and housing together increases by At- AP

Moss went on to point out that if the supply of land to the urban

sector is perfectly elastic, the supply of housing will be perfectly

elastic. As a result, the price of housing would not change in

response to an increase in taxes. The tax increase would be

completely absorbed into a decrease in utility equal to At with no

capitalization into the price of housing.

McMillan and Carlson (1977) pointed out that because of

differences in the elasticities of supply and demand for housing in

isolated cities and fragmented metropolitan areas, capitalization is

likely to be small in the isolated cities and larger in metropolitan

areas. Demand elasticity is likely to be large for, a small city in a

metropolitan area because mobility between cities is high, but low

for an isolated city because mobility between cities is low. Supply

elasticity will depend primarily on the elasticity of supply of land

because the price of capital is fixed. Land supply elasticity is

likely to be smaller for a metropolitan city hemmed in by neighbors
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than it is for an isolated city with access to unurbanized land in

every direction. The effect of these differing assumptions about

elasticities on the degree of capitalization of a tax increase with

constant levels of services is apparent from Figure 2.

(a)

Quantity of housing

(b)

Quantity of housing

Figure 2. Effect of a tax increase on the price of housing in (a)
an isolated city and (b) a city within a metropolitan
area.

Hamilton (1975) and Hirsch (1977) have cast doubt on the

probability of capitalization even in fragmented metropolitan areas.

They see the Tiebout model and Oates' extension as a formula for

musical suburbs, with the poor following the rich around in search of

a subsidy by the rich in the form of a high tax base per capita.

This would ultimately result in a decline of the homogeneity within

municipalities and the heterogeneity between communities necessary to

an efficient solution under the Tiebout model. They realized the

Tiebout model results in efficiency only to the extent services are

financed through a head tax that charges everyone the marginal cost

they impose on the community. They argued that zoning is one
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mechanism to convert the property tax to a head tax, although Hirsch

doubted its efficiency for this purpose. Hamilton went on to argue

that if the property tax were so converted to a head tax for services

it would not affect the housing market at all; in other words,

differing tax and service levels would not be capitalized into

housing prices because the property tax would then be a pure price

for services with no more effect on the housing market than the price

of oranges. Zoning could perform this function by requiring that the

value of the house built be just sufficient to create enough revenue

to cover the marginal cost of providing the services. Each household

would choose a community offering the amount of housing and level of

services it wants; the property tax would be determined from the

housing value and level of services and would exactly pay for the

services the household consumes. Hamilton argued any tax

capitalization in metropolitan areas should be caused by surpluses or

shortages of communities offering certain levels of housing and

services. It should be apparent this model requires a very large

number of municipalities within a metropolitan area at any level of

accessibility. Therefore, some level of capitalization should be

expected in most metropolitan areas even under Hamilton's model

because of shortages in the required diversity of communities.

In sum, the theoretical arguments taken as a whole argue that

capitalization of fiscal advantages should be small in isolated,

nonfragmented cities. Capitalization in fragmented metropolitan

areas may be substantial, provided that mobility between communities

is great, knowledge of tax rates and service levels is common, and

zoning does not efficiently convert the property tax to a head tax.

It should be clear from these assumptions, however, that failure to

find capitalization does not imply that fiscal benefits of zoning do

not exist.
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Empirical Search for Capitalization of Fiscal Advantages

A significant number of studies within the past ten years have

sought empirical evidence for capitalization or lack of capital-

ization of fiscal advantages in metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

areas. All of these studies have been subject to two major

methodological problems, both of which have usually been recognized

at least in part by the authors. The first problem is simultaneous

equations bias, which arises because property values influence tax

rates in addition to being influenced by them. Unlike externality

researchers, workers in tax capitalization studies have typically

been aware of the problem and have taken some corrective measures in

response. The second problem is how to measure service levels,

whether the intent is to control for service levels or to actually

estimate the effect of variations in service levels. Empirical

measures of service outputs are extremely hard to come by; most

researchers have therefore used a measure of input such as dollars

spent on education. However, the possibilities of economies of scale

and other efficiencies or inefficiences between input and output make

the use of these proxies less than ideal.

A series of four empirical studies using very similar models

based on Oates' orginal work has investigated the impact of tax rates

and service input levels in three metropolitan areas and one area of

isolated cities. All four studies relied on census data aggregated

by municipality. The dependent variable was median owner-estimated

value of owner - occupied housing. The variables median number of

rooms and percentage of houses built since 1950 controlled for

characteristics of the housing. The distance to the CBD controlled

for accessibility. Median family income and percentage of families

below poverty level controlled for community intangibles. The basic

fiscal variables used were the equalized tax rate and per pupil

school expenditures. Using ordinary least squares, Oates (1969)

found for 53 muncipilaties in the New York metropolitan area that

both the tax rate and school expenditures were significant;
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Pollakowski (1973) found for 19 San Francisco area municipalities

that the coefficient for tax rate was significant but very large and

school expenditures was not significant; Kohlhepp and Ingene (1979)

found for 39 Columbus, Ohio, metropolitan area communities that

neither tax rate nor school expenditures was significant. With a

slightly modified model, McMillan and Carlson (1977) also found that

neither tax rate nor school expenditures was significant for a sample

of 65 small nonmetropolitan cities in Wisconsin. In sum, the results

for metropolitan areas are quite conflicting and do not support a

strong conclusion that fiscal advantages are capitalized. Of course

it is possible that conditions favoring capitalization vary from area

to area. The study of nonmetropolitan cities found, as expected,

that there was no evidence to support capitalization.

Several authors attempted to deal with some of the problems in

further analysis. Kohlhepp and Ingene noted severe multicollinearity

among many of their variables. They estimated a model with all

possible interaction variables as a means to simulate this

multicollinearity. Their results showed that one interaction term

containing the tax rate variable was significant but that the effect

of tax rates through this term was truly miniscule. McMillan and

Carlson and Kohlhepp and Ingene, recognizing that the vector of

variables controlling for house characteristics was very small, added

additional census variables describing the housing stock but with no

significant change in general conclusions. Pollakowski criticized

Oates for omitting variables for other public services, claiming

estimation of the remaining variables might be significantly biased.

Oates (1973) reestimated his model including a variable for

nonschool expenditures per capita and found that tax rate, school

expenditures, and nonschool expenditures were all significant.

Kohlhepp and Ingene also included the variable for nonschool

expenditures but found it to be not significant. Oates and McMillan

and Carlson tried to solve the problem of simultaneous equations bias

by treating tax rates and school expenditures as endogenous, with no

impact on general conclusions. Pollakowski criticized these efforts
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because median income, percent of families below the poverty level,

median education, and other variables used as exogenous variables in

these simultaneous systems were in reality endogenous. He

reestimated Oates system, omitting the income and poverty variables

from the second stage and three variables he considered endogenous

from the first stage; he found that the coefficient for educational

expenditures became implausibly large and that the standard errors

became so large useful information about capitalization of fiscal

advantages could no longer be extracted from the model. He

recommended that future studies rethink the relationships and

respecify the simultaneous model more plausibly. He further

recommended that the use of aggregated data be terminated in favor of

disaggregated data. In sum, these modifications of the model do not

add any additional support for capitalization and in some cases

considerably weaken the empirical case.

Several studies have investigated the capitalization of service

expenditures and tax rates using disaggregated data. All control for

a large vector of house and neighborhood characteristics. Peterson

(1974a) used the tax bill rather than the tax rate and found that in

the Boston suburbs a $1 savings in taxes increased the price of a

house by $9, a significant value; he did not, however, correct for

simultaneity between house values and taxes. Li and Brown (1980),

again investigating the Boston suburbs, found a $1 tax savings

increased the house price by $6; they used a procedure that corrected

for simultaneous equation bias but that did not allow them to

calculate a coefficient standard error. Wales and Wiens (1974) found

no evidence that differences in effective tax rates within a

muncipality in the Vancouver, B.C., area were capitalized into house

prices; however, differences in effective tax rates within a

community are not as well known to the buying public as differences

between communities.

In conclusion, studies based on Oates' model using aggregate

data provide at best spotty support for the hypothesis that fiscal

advantages in metropolitan areas are capitalized into housing prices.
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Other researchers, however, have severely criticized the model as

inadequate to test the hypothesis. Studies using disaggregated data

provide slightly more convincing support, but are based on very few

metropolitan areas and therefore have extremely limited

generalizability; further research in other metroplitan areas may

void the general conclusions. Studies in nonmetropolitan areas are

extremely few and, as expected, show no evidence of capitalization.

Concluding there is little evidence in the housing market for

benefits due to fiscal advantages does not mean benefits do not

exist, however. It is most likely that these benefits are not

capitalized because of the failure of the assumptions of knowledge

and mobility.

Effect of Large-Lot Zoning on Fiscal Advantage

A voluminous literature, much of it conflicting, exists relating

residental density, or zoning, to fiscal impacts. Unfortunately,

very little of this literature is empirically based but rather

consists of engineering analyses of costs combined with projections

of revenue for predicted types of development on various sized lots.

The hypothesis that large-lot zoning will bring fiscal

advantages is based on the assumption that large-lot zoning results

in a greater assessed valuation per dwelling unit with little or no

increase in municipal costs per dwelling unit. Research, some of it

empirically based, puts this assumption partially in doubt. Research

indicates that although there is a correlation between lot size and

structure size, it is relatively weak (Urban Land Institute, 1958;

Coke and Liebman, 1961; Sagalyn and Sternlieb, 1972). Further, it is

impossible to tell from the study designs whether lot size actually

influences structure size. The correlation could be caused by the

effect of structure size on lot size or by some other variable that

affects both lot size and structure size. It cannot be denied from

available data that lot size may influence package value, but the

data also show that lot size control will not control package value
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as efficiently as many people suppose. Theoretical considerations

indicate ability to control package value will be poorest for

unfragmented isolated cities and greatest for small cities in

metropolitan areas where very few of the municipalities practice

large-lot zoning.

The assumption that houses on large lots do not cost the

municipality any more than houses on small lots is also open to

question. The Real Estate Research Corporation (1974) and the Urban

Land Institute (1958) both investigated the effect of single family

density on community costs per dwelling unit. The Real Estate

Research Corporation found that increasing the density from 3.5 units

per net residential acre to 4.5 units decreased the present value of

capital outlay plus operating and maintenance costs per dwelling unit

by about 20 percent at a 5-10 percent discount rate. The Urban Land

Institute found that decreasing the lot size from 20,000 to 10,000

square feet decreased capital, operating, and maintenance costs per

dwelling unit by three percent at a 3.5 percent discount rate.

Windsor (1979) criticized the Real Estate Research Corporation

results by pointing out that if the cost is tabulated by the acre

rather than by the dwelling unit, high density development is much

more expensive than low density development. Windsor does not point

out that revenues per acre are also much greater for high density

development; what is crucial is the net effect of revenues minus

costs per dwelling unit. Windsor makes a valid point, however, that

for small cities in metropolitan areas where rate of growth is

determined to a large extent by the supply of new housing in that

city, the total impact of a small imbalance between revenues and

costs per dwelling unit will be much greater for an acre of high

density housing than it will be for an acre of low density housing.

None of the above authors addressed the possibility that zoning in

nonmetropolitan areas is unlikely to affect the characteristics of

the total population; the cost of providing services is thus unlikely

to decrease with lower permitted densities.
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The research cited above indicates that if large-lot zoning in

fact alters the distribution of lot sizes it may increase revenues

per dwelling unit, although not as much as many people assume, but

also may increase costs per dwelling unit. A large volume of fiscal

impact studies attempts to balance these two effects to determine the

net effect of altering lot size distributions. Almost all these

studies are a priori projections rather than a posteriori analyses.

They are therefore very sensitive to assumptions as to effect of lot

size on package value and on cost components such as number of school

children per dwelling unit. They usually do not consider the ability

of zoning to actually affect these values. Both Sagalyn and

Sternlieb (1972) and Muller (1975) summarized the results of these

studies. They found that results were extremely inconsistent.

Muller indicated that the results vary with the methodology and data

sources, the funding agency, the analyst, initial assumptions as to

what costs are allocated to new development, the techniques used to

calculate incremental costs, and differences in communities and their

fiscal structure. Numerous studies found low density housing to be

more advantageous than high density housing. Others indicated just

the opposite.

In conclusion, the evidence that large-lot zoning can improve a

community's fiscal advantage is not strong. The assumption that

large-lot zoning increases package value is open to question,

especially in nonmetropolitan areas, and the best evidence available

indicates costs per dwelling unit increase with lot size. The fiscal

impact studies that purport to determine net effect are so

conflicting as to produce little evidence of real value.

Shortage Effects

The most frequent charge leveled against large-lot zoning is

that it creates shortages of small lots. It is further frequently

charged that the required minimum lot size significantly affects the

size of structures built, with the result that large-lot zoning also
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creates a relative shortage of small structures.

This section explores theoretical hypotheses and empirical

evidence relating to the effects of a shortage of land zoned for

small lots. First, theoretical investigations of the impact of a

shortage of land zoned for small lots on land prices, house prices,

city area, and quantity of housing are discussed. Second, empirical

evidence for the existence of such shortages, based on the

theoretical predictions developed in the first section, is presented.

Finally, theoretical hypotheses relating lot size to the amount of

structure constructed are examined and followed with empirical

evidence for this translation of a shortage of small lots into a

shortage of small structures.

Theoretical Models for the Effect of a Shortage of

Land Zoned for Small Lots

The earliest and simplest model of the effect on land prices of

a shortage of land zoned for small lots was developed by Ohls,

Weisberg, and White (1974). In spite of its simplicity and in spite

of some unrealistic assumptions, it contains most of the basic

mechanisms of the more sophisticated subsequent models. The model

assumes two separate downward sloping derived demand curves for

land--one for apartment land and one for single-family land. The two

separate curves may be a result of differences in tastes and incomes.

The source of the downward slope is not discussed; it is not clear

whether it results from migration in response to changes in the price

of land or from changes in the quantity demanded by a fixed

population in response to price changes, or both. Further, although

Ohls, Weisberg, and White admitted the possibility that the demand

curves are related, most of their discussion and the conclusions they

draw are based on the assumption that changes in the price of

apartment land do not affect the demand for single family land, and

vice versa. Finally, Ohls, Weisberg, and White assumed an inelastic

supply of land; in other words, the size of the city is absolutely
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fixed. This assumption, however, is not necessary to the conclusions

they draw; it is only necessary that the supply not be perfectly

elastic.

Despite some unreality in the assumptions, the basic model,

diagrammed in Figure 3, is instructive. In the unzoned city, demand

for land for apartments and demand for land for single-family

dwellings are added to produce a demand for land, which interacts

with the fixed supply of land to produce a single land price, P, and

an allocation of Q
a
acres of land to apartments and Q

sf
acres to

single-family dwellings. Under large-lot zoning, the
z
supply of land

to apartments is reduced by the zoning ordinance to Q
a
and

z
the

supply of land to single family dwellings is increased to Q
sf

. As a

result, two different prices for land become established in the

market, with the price of land zoned for apartments increasing to P
a

and the price of land zoned for single-family dwellings falling to

P
sf

. The welfare of apartment dwellers is decreased and the welfare

of single-family dwellers is increased. Ohls, Weisberg, and White

pointed out that these welfare effects may provide a motivation for

large-lot zoning where zoning decisions are responsive to the welfare

primarily of single-family owner-occupants.

Two later models directly addressed deficiencies in the Ohls,

Weisberg, and White model, particularly the assumption that the

cross-price elasticities between the demand for high density housing

and the demand for low density housing are zero. To do this, both

models less realisticaly assume that all households have the same

income and tastes and are mobile enough so that utilities for all

households are equalized. The assumption of equal incomes and tastes

is not necessary to the basic conclusions drawn, but the assumption

of at least some mobility within the city on the part of buyers is

necessary.

White (1975a) examined the effect of large lot zoning by the

suburbs in a metropolitan area. She assumed a center city of fixed

size and an annular suburb of variable size. She assumed that all

households have the same utility function and income, that land and
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Figure 3. Ohls, Weisberg, and White model of the effect of large-lot zoning on land prices.
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structure are separate arguments in the utility function, and that

there is no migration to or from the metropolitan area. She further

assumed that the utility function is of Cobb-Douglas form, but this

is necessary not to the general conclusions but to specific estimates

of the effect of particular policies. Land supply was assumed to be

perfectly elastic at the city's edge. In the absence of zoning,

consumers maximize their utility At equilibrium all consumers have

the same utility, and land price gradients and residential density

gradients slope downwards from the center of the city.

She then considered the effect of a zoning regulation that

requires all suburban residents to increase their land consumption by

k percent with density uncontrolled in the center city. The effect

on land prices depends on what happens to city size. If the city

size increases the land price gradient must shift outward and land

price at all locations increases, and vice versa for a decrease in

city size. The slope of the land price gradient in the suburbs does

not change because the relationship between the densities at any two

locations remains the same before and after zoning.

The effect on city size can be visualized as follows. First

consider the effect of zoning if the city size remains fixed. Zoning

displaces suburban households to the center city where they compete

for land with center city residents. The price of center city land

increases and the lot size decreases until the supply of and demand

for center city land comes into balance. The utilities of both

center city and suburban residents decrease, in the center city

because the price of land increases and in the suburbs because

households are forced to consume more land than they desire. If the

utility of center city residents is now lower than that of suburban

residents, center city residents migrate to the edge of the city.

City size increases, land prices increase in the suburbs, and land

prices fall in the center city until utilities are equalized. The

effect is exactly opposite if center city residents initially have a

higher utility than suburban residents.
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The overall conclusions to be drawn are that utility for all

households drops, land prices in the center city unambiguously rise,

and land prices in the suburbs rise or fall depending on the size of

k, the relative initial size of the suburbs and the central city, and

the parameters of the utility function. These results then agree

with those of Ohls, Weisberg, and White in that a differential

develops between prices in high density zones and low density zones

but disagree in that the price of land in low density zones could

possibly rise rather than fall. The difference results because

requiring larger lots means it may take more land to satisfy the same

population, necessitating a rise in land_prices to bring more land

into housing. In the Ohls, Weisberg, and White model it was never

made clear what happened to those households that were displaced by

reducing the amount of land for higher density housing.

Courant (1976) separately examined the effect of large-lot

zoning by an entire metropolitan area and by a small community within

the metropolitan area. He assumed all households have the same

utility function and income, that there is no perfect substitute for

housing in consumption, and that the population is fixed. Because

the population is fixed, the downward slope in his demand curves is

caused entirely by changes in quantity demanded by a fixed population

in response to price. He assumed the total area of the metropolis is

fixed. He further assumed that housing is a homogeneous good

produced under the constraints of a production function with two

inputs, capital and land; the same amount of housing can be produced

with varying proportions of capital and land. Capital is assumed to

be elastically supplied at a fixed price. Producers are assumed to

be perfect competitors in long-run equilibrum so that all excess

profits are eliminated.

Courant then showed the effect of metropolitan-wide zoning that

reduces the allowed density on some land but leaves the rest of the

land without minimum lot size restrictions. The price of housing

rises in the zoned area because producers are forced to use

suboptimal input ratios. Households are displaced to the unzoned
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sector by the larger lot size requirement. The price of housing also

rises in the unzoned sector. This follows because if the price of

housing stayed the same, the price of land would stay the same,

resulting in the same input ratio and the same quantity of housing

being produced on the same amount of land. This is inconsistent with

accommodating more households in the unzoned sector, so the price of

housing must rise.

When the price of housing rises, the value of the marginal

products of both land and capital increase. Because the price of

capital and the amount of land are fixed, land prices rise and the

input of capital rises in the unzoned sector until conditions for

producer profit maximization are once more fulfilled. In other

words, more households are housed in the unzoned sector on smaller

lots at a higher housing price. Land price in the zoned sector may

rise or fall, depending on parameter values that Courant does not

further explain. However, a differential must exist between the

prices of zoned and unzoned land with the same characteristics, with

the price of unzoned land higher. This follows because for utilities

to be equal, consumers on both zoned and unzoned land must be

consuming the same amount of housing at the same price. But on zoned

land it would be more expensive to produce the same amount of housing

because of the required suboptimal input ratio unless the price for

zoned land is less.

Thus, in toto, the price of housing rises at all locations and

utility falls at all locations because of the higher price of

housing. The price of land in the unzoned sector unambiguously

rises, and the price of land in the zoned sector either rises or

falls. A price differential comes into existence between zoned and

unzoned land with the same characteristics. These are the same

conclusions drawn by White (1975a), but Courant's logic is

considerably more convoluted and the mechanisms used to arrive at the

conclusion are different. The difference in assumptions about fixity

of city size does not influence the conclusions even though White

assumed perfect elasticity of land supply at the city edge. White's
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formulation implies some inelasticity since the price at any location

must rise if the city edge moves outward.

Courant then went on to consider the effect of large-lot zoning

by a small municipality in the metropolis. In this case, the actions

of the municipality can have no effect on the supply of land in

various zones or the price of housing of various types. Further, the

demand for housing in the small city is perfectly elastic; consumers

will move someplace else in the metropolis if the price of housing in

the city increases. In this case the effect of large-lot zoning on

the price of land is unambiguously negative. Producers are forced to

use inefficient production processes and so cannot produce housing at

the given price unless the price of land falls.

At this point a discussion at some length of the major

difference in approach taken by Courant and White (1975a) is

appropriate because the issue will reoccur. I believe that the

assumption, made by many others besides Courant, that a homogeneous

good called housing exists is faulty and may ultimately lead to

incorrect conclusions and a faulty explanation of mechanism. I

believe structure and land enter separately into the consumer's

utility function and that the concept of a homogeneous good called

housing is based on the fact that different combinations of structure

and land can give the same utility rather than on the fact that

physical relationships in production set constraints on the amount of

a homogeneous good produced when various combinations of inputs are

used. The same basic conclusions are generally available directly

from consumer maximization of a utility function where structure and

land enter separately, as shown by White (1975a). There is a

tradeoff between the two approaches, however. Approaches based on

utility functions where structure and land enter separately generally

ignore the fact that structure and land are tied together in a

package by a producer; they implicitly assume structure and land are

produced and bought separately. The approaches based on production

of a homogeneous good are able to bring this fact into their

analyses. Theoretical work that provides analytical tools for the
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effective analysis of situations involving the production and

consumption of differentated goods without one of these simplifying

assumptions are still in the process of being developed (Rosen,

1974). I will argue, however, that there are few constraints in the

production function that limit the combination of land and capital;

it is therefore safer to ignore the producer's role in tying

structure and land together than it is to ignore the consumer's

separate demands for land and structure. Although the basic

conclusions in this case do not differ with approach, the explanation

of mechanism does; continued dependence on faulty assumptions may at

some point lead to faulty conclusions.

The work of Moss (1977) represented an increase in mathematical

sophistication in models of the effect of zoning. He developed two

and three sector general equilibrium mathematical models and solved

for the effects of zoning on land and housing prices and city size.

The three sectors are farming, suburban housing, and center city

housing. He assumed the output of each sector is a homogeneous good

produced from two inputs, capital and land, with constant returns to

scale. Moss indicated the differentiation of the housing good can

theoretically be handled by adding sectors for each type of housing,

but this quickly becomes unmanageable. Moss assumed a downward

sloping demand curve for the output of each sector. He thus did not

need to assume a common utility function and income. He allowed the

cross-price elasticities of demand for the two housing sectors to be

different from zero. Migration is assumed to be one of the causes of

the slope in the housing demand curves, an improvement over the fixed

population models of White and Courant. Capital is supplied

elastically at a fixed price. The total supply of land is fixed, but

there is considerable elasticity of land supply at the urban border;

he considers the effects of changing the elasticity of land supply at

the urban border to perfect elasticity. All sectors are in long run

equilibrium; all firms therefore make normal profits only.

Moss first considered the effect of increasing the minimum lot

size in a two-sector model consisting of suburban housing and
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agriculture. He set the model up basically as nine equations in nine

unknowns. The nine equations consist of two production functions,

four first-order conditions for profit maximization, two demand

functions, and one land constraint. One of the production functions

embodies the zoning constraint on lot size. The nine unknowns are

two output prices, land price, two output levels, and the four

amounts of land and capital devoted to each of the outputs.

After suitable manipulation he was able to show that the price

of housing increases and the quantity produced decreases. The

equations he presented can be rearranged to give an expression for

the change in the price of housing that shows three terms and

illuminates the mechanisms resulting in these changes. The first

term is positive and represents the effect of using a suboptimal

input ratio. The second term is also positive and represents the

pressure applied to the price of land by the increased land

requirement per house. The third term is negative and represents the

negative effect on the price of land of a decrease in quantity of

housing demanded because of an increase in the price of housing.

Moss's results showed that the combined effect of the second and

third terms is unambiguously positive, resulting in a total effect

that is positive. This result is logical because if the price of

land decreased enough to bring the price of housing back to its

original level, the quantity of housing demanded would stay the same

and the quantity of land demanded would increase. This is

inconsistent with a fall in the price of land.

Moss further concluded that the price of land could increase or

decrease as could the size of the city. The expression for the

change in the price of land shows two terms. The first is positive,

representing the increase in the demand for land from increasing the

minimum lot size. The second term is negative and represents the

decrease in the demand for land caused by higher housing prices.

Using reasonable estimates for the price elasticity of demand for

housing, Moss showed that the size of the city and the price of land

should increase. Moss claimed White was unable to draw this
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conclusion because she assumed a too elastic demand for land. Moss

went on to show that if the supply of land to the city is perfectly

elastic, the price of land does not change, but the price of housing

goes up and the quantity produced decreases.

Moss concluded by considering the effect of the same increase in

suburban minimum lot size in the presence of a central city of fixed

size without a lot size constraint. In a similar analysis, he showed

that the quantity of housing, price of housing, and price of land in

the central city all increase. The price of suburban land and the

size of the city can increase or decrease; the direction will depend

on the elasticity of demand for suburban housing in the presence of

the substitute of central city housing. If the demand is highly

elastic, then the price of land could decrease. In contrast to

Courant, Moss concluded the price of suburban housing could decrease.

I think this is an impossibility easily shown by verbal logic similar

to the logic presented in the two sector model for the price of

housing. The difficulties of mathematical manipulation in the three

sector model did not enable Moss to show this mathematically.

Finally, Peterson (1974b) pointed out an aspect of zoning in a

large metropolitan area passed over by, but not inconsistent with,

the other theorists. He incorporated the role of accessibility into

a model of zoning developed from a standard analysis of profit

maximization for a homogeneous product in the presence of a downward

sloping gradient in the price of housing. The introduction of a

homogeneous product is entirely unnecessary, as the same results are

more easily developed from simple utility maximization based on a

utility function in which land and structure enter separately.

Nevertheless, he showed that the land price gradient in the absence

of zoning depends on the lot size at each point. Therefore, in the

presence of zoning, a separate linear rent gradient will develop for

each zoning class, with the slope of each rent gradient proportional

to the allowed density in each zone. This is logical because at any

given distance the price of land will be equal to the price of land

at the margin plus the travel savings per acre, which increases with
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allowable density. The difference in land price between zoning

classes is therefore not constant but increases with distance from

the margin.

In concluding this section on theoretical hypotheses, it is

apparent, after considerable reconciliation of different assumptions,

definitions, and approaches, that all theorists reach a number of

common conclusions about the effect of large-lot zoning. First, a

differential develops in the price of land zoned for small lots and

land zoned for large lots, with the land zoned for small lots

commanding a higher price. Second, the price of land zoned for small

lots increases. These conclusions do not depend on whether the

theorists simplify the production side or the consumption side of the

model, although I prefer simplification on the production side. The

models differ in their conclusions as to the effect of zoning on the

price of land zoned for large lots. Ohls, Weisberg, and White found

that it decreased; Moss found that it increased; White and Courant

found that it could increase or decrease. These varying conclusions

are sensitive to assumptions made in the model as to the price

elasticity of demand for land or housing and the extent of migration,

the price elasticity of supply of land, and the cross-price

elasticities of demand between different densities of land or

housing. Models that assume the existence of the homogeneous good

"housing" find that the price of housing increases for all. All

models find that welfare decreases for those whose land consumption

is affected by zoning. Ohls, Weisberg, and White concluded the

welfare of those who desire large lots could increase.

Empirical Evidence for Misallocation by Large-Lot Zoning

The search for empirical evidence to confirm the hypothesis that

large-lot zoning misallocates land to density classes has taken three

basic routes, each of which will be considered separately. The first

route is to look directly for a correlation between zoning policy and

density after controlling for other factors that could influence the
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marketplace determination of density. The second and third routes

make use of the hypothesis developed in the theoretical section that

predicts shortages of land zoned for small lots will result in price

differentials between land zoned for high densities and low

densities; the second route looks directly at the price of land and

the third searches for land price effects inferred from the prices of

houses.

Effect of zoning on density

The only study that has directly looked for effects of zoning

policy on density is Orr et al. (1969). They developed a multiple

regression model to explain differences in households per residential

acre in 31 communities in the Boston metropolitan area in the early

1960s. They hypothesized that density in the absence of zoning would

be a function of household income and of access to employment both in

the community and in other communities. To introduce the effect of

zoning, they included a variable representing the lowest

single-family minimum lot size allowed in the community. This was

admittedly a very gross measure of zoning policy, but afte2r examining

data on lot sizes Orr et al. felt it was adequate. The R value of

the estimated equation was high, .81, and all variables were

significant with the expected signs. The zoning variable, just

barely significant with a t-value of 2.04, indicated density

decreased with increases in the minimum lot size. Orr et al.

concluded zoning affects density. This conclusion is valid, of

course, only to the extent the access and income variables adequately

proxied for all other influences on density.

Effects on land prices

There is a great quantity of literature, particularly in the

trade press, that purports to show land prices vary with zoned

density. Most of this evidence is very weak, relying primarily on
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developer or real estate agent estimates. The best of this

literature can be roughly divided into two groups--studies that

simply tabulate some measure of central tendency in land price or

value by zoning class and multiple regression studies of land values

or prices that control for other factors affecting land value.

Two representative studies in the first group are Mann and

Davidoff (1968) and Gruen and Gruen (1977). Mann and Davidoff

examined land prices in various zoning classes in Montgomery County,

Maryland, and Greenwich, Connecticut, in the mid 1960s. They

included no documentation as to the source of their data, a marked

defficiency, but they are clearly based on actual land sales. In

Montgomery County, a suburb of Washington, D.C., they tabulated total

vacant acreage and modal price per acre for each of six single-family

zoning classes. They found (pp. 41-43) that a vast majority of the

vacant land was in two-acre and 15,000 square foot minimum lot size

zones. Very little vacant land was available in the 10,500, 8,000,

and 6,000 square foot zones. Modal land price per acre ranged from

$9,000 in the two-acre zone, to $13,000 in the 15,000 square foot

zone, to $18,000 in the 6,000 square foot zone. In Greenwich, Mann

and Davidoff found (p. 174) median sales prices per acre ranged from

$4,286 in the four acre zone to $14,447 in the 20,000 square foot

zone. Again documentation as to sampling procedures is unclear.

Gruen and Gruen (1977, p. D-8) examined average price per acre for

parcels less than 10 acres in size in various zoning classes in the

Tucson, Arizona, metropolitan area in 1976. The average price per

acre rose steadily from $4,022 in zoning classes with a permitted

density of about .25 units per acre to $75,949 in zoning classes

permitting about 19 units per acre. Documentation as to sampling

procedure is absent, but data are from actual land sales.

Both groups of investigators concluded relative shortages of

land zoned for small lots were affecting land prices. However,

conclusions based on these data are weak for two reasons. First, no

documentation on sampling plan or data on variances are included.

The precision and accuracy of the estimates of central tendency are
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therefore not known, making it impossible to determine if reported

differences in land prices are significant. Second, no control for

other factors influencing land prices was included in the analysis.

Accessibility in large metropolitan areas such as these has been

shown to have a significant impact on land prices. Land price, in

turn, has a significant impact on density. The results reported may

therefore simply reflect the fact that parcels with greater

accessibility, and therefore a higher land price and greater desired

density, are zoned for higher densities.

Studies designed to correct this last deficiency generally rely

on a multiple regression model that explains land price as a function

of many characteristics of the parcel such as size, accessibility,

and availability of public services in addition to zoned density.

Milgram (1967), in a study of land conversion in the northeast sector

of Philadelphia in the 1950s and 1960s, found that although most

people in Philadelphia lived in row houses, only one percent of the

total vacant acreage in the study area was zoned for row houses. In

a multiple regression model well controlled for other factors

affecting land price and using a 100 percent sample of actual land

sales as a data base, Milgram found land zoned for twin houses or row

houses was about twice as expensive as single-family zoned land

(p. 7). Peterson (1974b) examined the empirical validity of his

theoretical prediction, discussed earlier, that the effect of

large-lot zoning on the price of land would decrease with distance

from the city center. He did in fact find in a study based on a 100

percent sample of land sales in Fairfax County, Virginia, that

separate land price gradients existed for each zoning class with

steeper gradients for the higher density zones. He used price per

acre as his dependent variable and controlled for sewer availablity,

size of parcel, road access, and neighborhood quality. The

magnitudes of the coefficients indicated land zoned for ten units per

acre was seven times more expensive than land zoned for one unit per

acre at four miles from the CBD, but only three times more expensive

at 15.6 miles.
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In conclusion, limited evidence does suggest that zoning in a

number of municipalities does produce price differentials for land

zoned at different densities, indicating an allocation of land to lot

size classes different from what would be produced by the market.

Studies based on tabulating mean land prices for various zones have

definite weaknesses, but their conclusions are supported by multiple

regression studies that control for other factors affecting land

prices.

Effects on house prices

The relative scarcity of land sales and of data on land sales

has induced several investigators to look for evidence of shortages

of land zoned for small lots in the housing market. Data on house

sales are much more readily available. Besides, the principal

concern of most investigators is the ultimate effect of zoning on

housing prices rather than on land prices. However, all such studies

have been hampered by the lack of a good theoretical model for the

effect of zoning on housing prices.

The earliest of the studies that attempted to study the effect

of zoning on housing prices was that of Sagalyn and Sternlieb (1972).

They developed a regression model that explained the selling price of

a new house as a function of the physical features and amenities of

the structure, variables descriptive of the builder and the

development such as builder's scale of operations and development

size, variables descriptive of the marketplace such as the tax rate

and value of extant housing stock, and a vector of variables

descriptive of public policy The variables they chose to represent

zoning policy were the actual lot size and lot frontage of the house.

They found that the coefficients of both variables were positive and

significant and concluded that zoning increases the price of houses,

although it is by no means the prime determinant of house price.

This conclusion is clearly unfounded. A larger lot can be expected

to cost more than a smaller lot with or without zoning; showing that
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this is in fact true in no way demonstrates that zoning has any

effect on house prices. To draw this conclusion it is necessary to

assume to begin with that zoning is the only determinant of lot size.

It is this assumption, that zoning does in fact alter the allocation

of land to lot sizes, that the study should have been designed to

test. Further, the sample was drawn according to a very poor

sampling plan. The list from which the sample was drawn was created

from newspaper advertisements of homes for sale and was stratified in

such a way that individual houses had greatly different probabilities

of being drawn.

Maser, Riker, and Rosett (1977a) greatly improved on Sagalyn and

Sternlieb's design. They drew a one-sixth sample of all real estate

transactions in the City of Rochester for the years 1950, 1960, and

1971. For all residentally used parcels, they further subdivided the

sales in each year into two groups--those parcels in single-family

use and those parcels in two-family use. This gave six strata, each

of which was treated as a separate sample. They developed a model

which predicted the sales price divided by the lot size would be a

function of the assessed value of the structure divided by the lot

size, the externalities to which the parcel was subjected,

accessibility, socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhood, and

zoning. The effect of zoning was introduced with a series of dummy

interaction variables between the zoning class and access to the

center city. The formulation is therefore similar to Peterson

(1974b). The three zoning classes were single-family, two-family,

and walk-up apartments. The access classes were the driving time to

the center city divided into five minute intervals. Using an F-test,

Maser, Riker, and Rosett tested for the significance of the entire

vector of zoning dummies. In only one sample, the 1960 two-family

sample, were any of the zoning variables significant. Maser, Riker,

and Rosett concluded that in general there was very little evidence

for a misallocation of land to zoning classes.

Peterson (1974b) responded to results similar to those of Maser,

Riker, and Rosett by suggesting that for most single-family and
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two-family existing houses, the probability of conversion to a denser

use is remote enough that zoning for more intensive uses will not

affect the price of the house. For houses not candidates for

conversion, value is created by the existing characteristics of the

structure and lot and not by what the zoning ordinance would permit

if the structure were razed and the block replatted. Peterson went

on to suggest that misallocation effects can be determined by looking

only at those houses that are candidates for conversion and seeing if

zoning affects their value.

Peterson tested his hypothesis in a multiple regression study of

single-family house prices in the Boston area. The model controlled

for an extensive vector of house and lot characteristics,

neighborhood characteristics, and accessibility characteristics. His

first version of the model included a dummy variable for zoning

authorization for two-family use and a variable for the minimum

allowed lot size. The two-family variable was significant and

positive; the minimum allowed lot size variable was negative and not

significant. He then reformulated the two zoning variables into four

new variables. The first was a dummy representing actual two-family

use in a two-family zone; the second was a dummy for old, large

houses in a two-family zone; the third was a dummy representing

location in a two-family zone without characteristics making the

house attractive for conversion to two-family use. The fourth

variable was constructed by determining the number of lots that could

be legally created from the parcel according to the zoning ordinance;

it was greater than one only for houses on very large lots in zones

that allowed denser use. When this second formulation was estimated,

all variables were significant except the dummy for a house in a

two-family zone but not a candidate for conversion; a denser

permitted use therefore confered value only if the property could

easily be converted to that denser use. These results indicate

zoning does misallocate land, but that the effect can be picked up

with a zoning variable in a study of housing prices only if the house

can be converted to a denser use without razing or replatting.
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Avrin (1977) also studied the effect of zoning on the value of

houses where all development was occuring by conversion of existing

uses into denser uses, either by remodeling or razing. Her sample

consisted of twice sold homes in San Francisco between 1950 and 1973.

Her dependent variable was sales price per square foot of structure,

and the model was adequately controlled for lot and house

characteristics. Her zoning variables consisted of dummies for the

R1 to R4 zoning classes, which varied in permitted density from

single-family on a 3000 square foot minimum lot size to apartments

with one unit per 125 square feet of lot space. She found that all

zoning dummies were significant and that R4, R3, and R2 zoning

conferred values over R1 zoning of $2.00, $1.20, and $.80 per square

foot of structure, respectively. These effects were large since the

mean sales price was only $11.90 per square foot. These results

indicate there was a relative shortage of property zoned for the

higher densities.

Jud (1980) studied the misallocation effects of large-lot zoning

in a 100 percent sample of house sales in 1970 in Charlotte, North

Carolina. His dependant variables were sales price of structure and

sales price per square foot of structure; he adequately controlled

for house and lot characteristics and neighborhood externalities.

His zoning variable, a dummy representing location in a zone

requiring minimum lot sizes of 15,000 square feet or more, was

negative and significant in some functional forms of the

relationship. Magnitudes indicated location in a large lot zone

decreased the sales price by less than $100 to around $2000,

depending on the functional form. Jud concluded that there was an

oversupply of large-lot zoned land, which depressed the values of

houses in the large lot zones. Of course, it could also mean there

was a shortage of land in small lot zones. It is also possible that

all Jud was picking up with his zoning dummy was a nonlinearity in

the relationship between house price and lot size.

In conclusion, these results as a group provide limited evidence

that zoning does create a shortage of land zoned for small lots
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relative to the quantity of land zoned for large lots. The evidence

here, however, is much less clear and direct than for land prices.

Although Jud and Avrin were able to pick up apparent scarcity effects

in existing houses with variables representing the zoning, the work

of Peterson indicates much of the scarcity effect of large-lot zoning

may not be capturable with zoning variables unless houses that are

candidates for conversion are separated out.

Theoretical Models for Effect on Structure Size

One of the frequent arguments put forth against large-lot zoning

is the hypothesis that a shortage of small lots will induce a

shortage of small structures because builders will produce larger,

more expensive structures than they otherwise would. Indeed, this is

often the principal argument because welfare effects caused by a

shortage of small structures are far greater than welfare effects

caused by a shortage of small lots because the proportion of total

housing costs is far greater for structures than for land.

Theoretical explanations of this hypothesized effect are rare.

Bergman et al. (1974, pp. 60-63, 96-100) provided on explanation

based on Rubenfeld's (1973) assumption of a Cobb-Douglas production

function for housing. The argument runs as follows (Figure 4). If

producers are rational, the ratio between the amount of land and

capital used to produce any amount of housing will be a constant

times the ratio of the price of land to the price of capital. This

constant ratio is represented by the line XY; a house of size h
1

will

be produced at "a" and a house of size h
3

will be produced at "b".

If, however, a zoning ordinance requires a minimum lot size of 1

b'
c
b

units of capital will be used and amounts of housing less than h
3

will not be produced.

The entire argument, however, has only limited validity. The

assumption of the existence of a homogeneous good, housing, with a

typical homogeneous good production function has been commented on

previously; here is one of the places where such an assumption may
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Cc, Cb

Y expansion
path

Capital input

Figure 4. Hypothesized effect of minimum lot size on amount

of capital used in the production of housing.

lead to incorrect conclusions. If the isoquants in Figure 4 are not

true product isoquants but are defined by combinations that give

equal utility, treating them as if they are isoquants of product will

lead in this situation to opposite conclusions about the effect of

zoning than if they are treated as utility isolines. If they are

utility isolines, the utility maximizing position under zoning

requires a smaller amount of capital because of the constraint

imposed by the budget line.

Even assuming a Cobb-Douglas production function for a

homogeneous good does not necessarily lead to the conclusions of

Bergman unless it is assumed the demand for housing is perfectly

elastic, an assumption that can realistically be made only for a very

small municipality in a large metropolitan area. If demand is not

perfectly elastic, a reduction in the supply of h
1

houses and an

increase in the supply of h
3
houses due to zoning will increase the

price of h
1

houses and reduce the price of h
3
houses. This will

induce producers to shift production toward h
1

houses produced at

"c". A new equilibrium will be reached when prices for h1 and h3
3
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houses are just sufficient to cover costs of production at "c" and

"b"; at that point there will be no reason for producers not to

supply the demand for h
1
houses. The number of h

1
houses produced

will be smaller than before zoning, however, because the increased

costs of production at "c" will induce some consumers to find a

substitute for h
1

housing.

In conclusion, the effect of a shortage of small lots on the

size of structures built has received very little theoretical

attention. Although the model of Bergman has very limited validity,

the hypothesis that zoning influences structure sizes cannot be said

to be invalid until more work has been done in the area.

Empirical Investigation of the Effects

on Amount of Capital Employed

The hypothesis that large-lot zoning can influence the amount of

capital employed in the construction of a house has received more

empirical than theoretical attention. Two separate hypotheses can be

distinguished. One examines the effect of lot size on lot

improvements and the other examines the effect of lot size on size of

the structure.

Many commentators have noted that a large percentage of lot

costs consists of improvement costs and not raw land costs. The

relationship between zoning and lot improvement costs is less clear

than the relationship between zoning and lot area. In an engineering

study of lot dimensions and improvement costs, the Urban Land

Institute (1958) found that on-site improvement costs such as grading

and landscaping increased linearly with lot area up to about 20,000

square feet; after which they leveled off. But off-site costs such

as sewers, water lines, storm drainage, and streets increased

linearly with lot frontage, not lot area, as long as standards

remained constant. Sagalyn and Sternlieb (1972) in their study of

the determinants of new house prices found lot frontage was a

significant determinant of prices, each additional foot adding
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$112.25 in sewered developments. Because off-site improvements are

the principal cost in lot improvement, the question of the effect of

zoning on lot improvement costs becomes primarily a question of how

zoning affects lot frontage.

Many zoning ordinances control lot frontage in addition to lot

area, with frontage requirements often being approximately

proportional to lot area. If such an ordinance increases lot area,

it can be assumed to also increase improvement costs. Others have

noted that lot area and lot frontage are often closely correlated.

Sagalyn and Sternlieb (1972, pp. 50-51) found that the correlation

between lot size and lot frontage in their sample was very high, .81.

It is impossible to say whether this correlation results from zoning

ordinance frontage requirements being correlated with area

requirements, from production function relationships that require

larger frontages for larger areas, or from a demand for larger

frontages by consumers who also demand larger areas. If either of

the first two reasons is true, zoning regulations that increase lot

size will also increase lot frontage and increase the cost of

improvements. If the third reason is primarily responsible for the

noted correlation, it is impossible to determine from the fact of the

correlation whether higher minimum lot sizes also cause an increase

in lot frontages. In conclusion, from data available it is

impossible to determine to what extent requiring larger lots also

affects lot improvement costs when lot frontage is not controlled by

the zoning ordinance.

Of more importance is the effect of lot size restrictions on

structure size. Again, the evidence here is suggestive but does not

support firm conclusions. In a survey of builders, Seidel (1978,

p. 168) found that 60.6 percent of the builders indicated they

responded to zoning by building more expensive structures. Field

interviews by Seidel with builders in North Carolina indicated

lenders were reluctant to make building loans when the improved value

of the lot was more than 20 percent of the total package value,

thereby setting a floor on structure size for any given lot. Burns
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and Mittlebach (1968, pp. 93-94) reported the conclusions of a study

investigating the effects of an Oakland, California, change in zoning

regulations requiring one garage space per apartment unit,

effectively increasing the land requirement per unit. The author

concluded that units per acre decreased, that median land costs rose

$.10 per square foot, that construction costs per square foot

declined because of the low cost garage space, but that construction

costs per apartment unit rose from $6,613 to $7,805 because of the

construction of larger units. A copy of this study was not

available, so the validity of its conclusions cannot be evaluated.

Most of the evidence relating to the effect of lot size on

structure size consists of correlations between lot size and

structure size or package value. Such evidence is very difficult to

evaluate because it cannot be determined whether the correlation

results because production or institutional relationships require

structure size to follow lot size, in which case a shortage of small

lots could create a shortage of small structures, or because people

who can afford large lots also want and can afford large structures,

in which case a causal effect of lot size on structure size is not

indicated. Even investigators who obtain similar results do not

agree on the conclusions they draw about the impact of large-lot

zoning. Mann and Davidoff (1968) presented data similar to that of

many other commentators and concluded, like others, that zoning

affects the structure size. They found, based on sales prices in

Greenwich, Connecticut, in 1966, that median house price fell

steadily with lot size from a high of $80,000 in the four-acre zone

to $27,500 in the 6,000 square foot zone. The Urban Land Institute

(1958) plotted lot size versus valuation for 4,000 single-family

units in 18 Boston communities. They found that average valuation

did not increase between 10,100 and 39,000 square feet of lot size

but did increase with lot size for lots above 40,000 square feet.

But even for the largest lot sizes there was a wide range of

valuations from lowest to highest. They concluded that lot size was

not a good predictor of total valuation. Coke and Liebman (1961) in
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a study of new houses in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, between 1956

and 1960, found that the correlation between lot size and sales price

for lots between one-quarter acre and one and one-quarter acre in

size was .5. They suggested that this was not high enough to

conclude that zoning policy efficiently affected package value.

Further supporting their conclusion, they found by inspection that

the price of homes built on lots less than one-quarter acre bore no

relationship to lot area and that a wide range of home prices could

be found in each zoning category. Sagalyn and Sternlieb (1972,

p. 66) found a correlation between lot size and liveable floor area

of .43 and between lot area and price of .61. They concluded, with

Coke and Liebman, that the relationship between zoning and structure

size is weak.

In conclusion, it cannot be denied that a relationship exists

between lot area and capital improvements. The design of the

studies, however, does not distinguish between the following three

possibilities: (1) lot size influences structure size;

(2) structure size influences lot size; and (3) lot size and

structure size do not influence each other but are each influenced by

some third factor such as income. Only if the first possibility were

true would it be likely that a shortage of small lots would create a

shortage of small structures. Further, the magnitude of the

correlation between lot size and capital improvements is not

generally large enough to conclude lot size control can efficiently

control capital employed.

Summary

This chapter has surveyed the literature on the impact of

large-lot zoning on the housing market. Three major effects have

been proposed--an externality reduction effect, a fiscal effect, and

a shortage effect. Interest in the effects of zoning on the housing

market has been heightened by the possibility the benefits and costs

of zoning could be determined from these effects.
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Large-lot zoning is hypothesized to reduce negative

externalities, the benefits of which are capitalized into housing

prices. This result is derived theoretically from the mobility of

households in response to perceived differences in utility;

households will move from areas with externalities to areas without

until housing price differentials between the two areas compensate

exactly for differences in utilities due to externalities. Available

empirical studies have failed to document the existence of

externalities caused by higher residential densities alone after

socioeconomic differences have been controlled. However, work

designed to measure the impact of externalities created by

neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics thought to be controlled

by density has indicated such characteristics are related to house

prices. Research designed to determine whether zoning does in fact

affect externalities has lagged; results so far are scarce and

conflicting.

The second proposed effect of large-lot zoning is a fiscal

effect; fiscal advantages caused by large-lot zoning are hypothesized

to be capitalized into housing prices through a theoretical mechanism

very similar to that for capitalization of externalities. The

mechanism should work efficiently, however, only in fragmented

metropolitan areas. Early work on capitalization of tax and service

differentials using aggregate data provided only spotty support for

capitalization; more recent work using disaggregated data has been

more convincing. The proposition that large-lot zoning does in fact

create fiscal advantages is not clearly supported by a very

conflicting body of primarily a priori engineering studies and

cost-revenue impact analyses.

Large-lot zoning is also hypothesized to increase the relative

scarcity of smaller lots. Theoretical work indicates such

misallocation may increase the price of land zoned for small lots,

may increase or decrease the price of land zoned for large lots, but

in any case will create a price differential between the two types of

land. Empirical work to determine whether zoning ordinances
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misallocate land has generally been able to show such differentials

in the price of land but has been less successful in observing

differentials in the price of housing. It is very possible the price

of a house is determined by the supply and demand for its

characteristics and is not affected by the zone it is located in

unless the house is a likely candidate for conversion to a denser

use. The hypothesis that a shortage of small lots may also affect

the sizes of structures built was examined. Theoretical work to

explain this effect is scarce, is based on the possibly misleading

construct of a homogeneous housing good, and in any case yields the

predicted results only for small cities in metropolitan areas.

Empirical work to investigate this effect finds that lot size and

package value or structure size are significantly related, but that

the strength of the relationship is weak. Further, the methodologies

used cannot determine if lot size influences structure size or

whether both are influenced by some other factor such as income.
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III. A THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE EFFECTS ON THE HOUSING MARKET OF A

SHORTAGE OF LAND ZONED FOR SMALL LOTS

The following discussion presents a unified theoretical model of

the effects on the housing market of a shortage of small lots produced

by large-lot zoning. The primary purpose is to derive a set of pre-

dictions about observable housing market phenomena that can be used to

empirically test for the existence of a shortage of small lots under

large-lot zoning.

The model is very similar in many respects to the models of

Ohls, Weisberg, and White (1974), White (1975a), Courant (1976), and

Moss (1977) discussed in the literature review. It is, however, more

complete and is based on more realistic assumptions than previous models.

It focuses attention on the prices and quantities of housing, as op-

posed to land, because house price data is more reliable and more

available than land price data and because the ultimate concern is

with effects of zoning on the price of housing rather than on the

price of land. It explicitly takes into account the housing consumer,

the housing producer, the landowner, and the zoning authority. The

model specifies the good in question to be heterogeneous to both the

consumer and the producer. Care is taken to make realistic assump-

tions and to examine the impact of changes in those assumptions.

The discussion begins with a summary of the theory developed by

Rosen (1974) to underlie the hedonic approach to the analysis of

markets for heterogeneous goods like housing. These are the basic

concepts used to develop the model on the impacts of zoning. The

basic model of the effects on the housing market of a shortage of

small lots due to large-lot zoning is then presented under the

assumptions that the market is in long-run equilibrium and that there

are no impacts on the size of structures built. The effects of

changes in the assumptions as to land supply elasticities, the

existence of long-run equilibrium, and the role of the housing stock

are examined. The theoretical discussion concludes by examining

various theoretical explanations of the reported induction of a
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shortage of small structures by a shortage of small lots; the basic

model is modified to take this effect into account. In summary, the

hypotheses to be used in the empirical search for shortages are stated

and discussed.

Hedonic Approach to Market Equilibrium in the Housing Market

Housing is a differentiated good. That is, all houses are not

alike but differ in characteristics that are important to both

consumption and production decisions. Traditional economic theory

based on the concept of homogeneous goods that are alike in all

important characteristics may be inappropriate to understanding

markets for differentiated goods. Lancaster (1966) developed a

theory that has been adapted to explain the consumption decision for

differentiated goods. In his new approach to consumer theory he

argued that all goods have characteristics, and it is these

characteristics that are arguments in the consumer's utility func-

tion. The consumer maximizes utility subject to a budget constraint

defined on the prices and quantities of goods consumed and subject to

a technology constraint relating the amount of each characteristic

consumed to the quantities of goods consumed. Rosen (1974), making

the assumption that the consumer consumes only one "model" of each

good in question, extended this approach to the production decision

and to market equilibrium for such goods. Because the model of the

impacts of zoning is based on Rosen's work, his theory is summarized

in the following discussion.

A class of goods, such as housing, is completely described by

a set of n characteristics describing a plane of several dimensions.

A particular house is thus represented by the vector of coordinates

2 = (z1, z2,...,zn), with zi measuring the amount of characteristic

i contained in the good. A wide variety of different packages of

characteristics are available. Further, a price p(2) = p(zi,z2,...,zn)

is defined for each 2 and guides both consumption and production

decisions. Perfect competition prevails because individual consumers
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and producers cannot influence p(i). P(2) need not be linear, as is

typically the case for homegeneous goods, unless the consumer can

"untie" packages once they have been produced and repackage them more

to his tastes. P(i) is the hedonic price index estimated when the

prices of houses are regressed against their characteristics. The

following description of consumption and production decisions and

market interaction of the two describes how p(i) is generated.

The Consumption Decision

The consumption decision for a differentiated good is tradi-

tionally described as the maximization of the utility function,

U=U(x,zi,z2,...,zn), subject to the budget constraint, Y=x +p(z).

X is all other goods with a price of 1; i is the vector of

characteristics describing the differentiated good with price

vector p(i); and Y is income.

This solution can be reformulated as follows. Define for each

household a bid function 0 = 0(U,Z,Y) which describes the price the

household is willing to pay for a given z at a given utility level

and income. For a constant income this function is a set of in-

difference surfaces of equal utility relating z with x foregone.

The constraint imposed by the market requires that the amount the

household is willing to pay must be as great as the market price.

The household maximizes its utility subject to this constraint when

p(i) =

and ap(i) = 30 for all i.
z. Dz.

These equations state that the amount the household bids, 0, must

at least cover the price, p(i), of the model it buys and that the

household increases its consumption of each characteristic, zi,until

the marginal price it must pay to get one more unit of zi exactly

equals the marginal amount it is willing to pay for that extra unit.
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Geometrically, utility maximization is diagrammed for character-

istic z1 in Figure 5, all other characteristics but z1 fixed at their

optimal levels. P(i) represents the price that must be paid to

obtain the model desired as a function of the amount of zl. 8 is

represented by a set of indifference curves given the household's

income. The subscript represents the utility level. 03, for example,

represents the amount the household is willing to pay for models

with different levels of z1 at constant utility level U3. The utility

level of the curves increases towards the lower right corner. Note

that the curves increase at a decreasing rate; the amount the house-

hold is willing to pay for additional units of z1 decreases as the

total quantity of z1 increases. Utility is maximized when p(i) is

just tangent to the indifference curve with the highest attainable

utility. This occurs at point 0; the household will purchase a

model with z10 units of z1 at a price of forfor the whole house.

Y p(2)

z" z, )fixed

Figure 5. Utility maximization for a household with bid function 8.
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Another household with a different bid function would purchase a dif-

ferent model at a different price.

The Production Decision

The firm chooses the number of units it will produce and the

characteristics of those units by maximizing profit, 7, which is

equal to revenue, Mp(i), minus costs, C(M,2). M is the number of

houses produced; the vector i describes the characteristics of the

houses produced; and p(i) is the price obtainable in the market for

a house with characteristics Z. The cost function, C(M,z), depends

both on the number of units built and the characteristics of those

units; it is derived by minimizing factor costs subject to a joint

production function relating M, i, and factors of production.

This traditional problem can be reformulated as follows. Define

for each firm an offer function (I) = (I) (7,2), which describes the

price per house the firm would require to offer a model with

characteristics i at a given profit level, it, when the number of

houses constructed is optimally chosen. This function forms a

family of production indifference surfaces of equal profitability.

The constraint imposed by the market requires that the price the firm

is willing to accept be at least as small as the price that prevails

in the market. The conditions of profit maximization can be stated

mathematically as

P(2) =

and Bp(2) = D(I) for all i.

Bzi 9zi

These equations state that the offer price must equal the market

price and that the firm increases its production of individual

characteristics in a house until the marginal price received for an

additional unit of characteristic exactly equals the additional

amount the firm is willing to accept to add that additional unit.

The production decision for characteristic zl, when all other

characteristics and M are fixed and optimally chosen, is diagrammed
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in Figure 6. P(2) represents the price obtainable in the market for

a house as a function of the amount of zl. (I) is represented by a set

of indifference curves giving the amount the firm is willing to

accept for a model at constant profit. The subscript represents the

amount of profit. The profit increases towards the upper left

corner. Profit is maximized when p(2) is just tangent to the indif-

ference curve with the highest attainable profit. This occurs at

point 0; the firm will produce houses with a level of characteristic

z1 of z10 at a price PH°. Another firm with a different cost func-

tion would produce houses with different levels of zl.

0

greater
profit P(2)

Figure 6. Profit maximization for a firm with offer function (1).

Market Equilibrium

A sale occurs when a buyer and a producer are perfectly matched

with their bid and offer functions "kissing" along p(i) (Figure 7).

The line p(i) therefore represents a joint envelope function for a

family of offer functions from various firms and bid functions from

various households. P(i) results from the interaction of both supply
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and demand and does not, without additional assumptions, reveal the

underlying utility or cost structures of households or firms. It is

generated by a market clearing mechanism that requires quantity

demanded to equal quantity supplied at every point. The markets at

each point are highly interrelated, however; the quantities demanded

and supplied at each point depend on the entire function p(i). If

quantities supplied and demanded are not equal at a point, given

prevailing prices, the effect of the price change induced by this

imbalance will have a ripple effect over the entire function p(i) as

producers and households make substitutions and locational changes

everywhere on the plane.

Figure 7. Conditions required for a market transaction.

Under certain assumptions more can be said about p(i). If all

households have identical utility functions and incomes but pro-

ducers differ, p(i) is the same as one of the indifference surfaces

comprising 0; all households must have the same utility even though

they are consuming houses with different characteristics. If all

producers have the same cost structure but households differ, p(i)
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will be identical to one of the production indifference surfaces of

q; all firms will be making the same profit even though they produce

different models. If the market is in long-run equilibrium, all

firms will have adjusted their plant scale to build the models they

offer at minimum cost, and entry or exit will have ensured that all

firms are making zero profit. P(i) will be determined solely by the

envelope of optimal scale, zero profit offer indifference surfaces

of all firms in the market. Variations in quantities of a given

model produced will be achieved by changes in the number of firms.

Demand will have no influence on p(i) except to the extent that

higher levels of demand increase factor prices.

Basic Model of Effects of a Shortage of Small Lots

The discussion in this section develops a model for the effects

on the housing market of a zoning ordinance that zones less land for

high density single-family housing than the unfettered market would

provide. It first assumes no alternatives to single-family housing

exist and then examines the impact of different alternatives.

In order to examine the basic mechanisms, this section makes

three assumptions that are unrealistic to a greater or lesser degree.

These are the assumptions that (1) the housing market is in long-run

equilibrium, (2) all housing is produced new, and (3) there is no

effect of large-lot zoning on the size of structures built. The

impacts of and probable effects of lifting the first two assumptions

are discussed in the following sections. The third assumption is

the topic of the next-to-last section.

The model hypothesizes four types of actors in the housing

market in a city:

1) Landowners;

2) Housing producers;

3) Households; and

4) The zoning authority.
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Landowners are the sole source of vacant land for building. The

total land area in the city is divided into three sectors. No

monopoly of landholding exists in any sector, and the land supply

curves in each sector are neither perfectly elastic or perfectly

inelastic. These elasticity assumptions are realistic for a wide

range of cities; however, the effects of changing these assumptions

are discussed in the following section. Producers of housing, or

developers, are profit maximizers in perfect competition producing

a differentiated product using at least three inputs--land, capital,

and entrepreneurial ability. Not all producers have the same cost

structure; some, type A, are specialized to produce housing on

small lots, and others, type B, are specialized for production on

large lots. Capital is supplied with perfect elasticity; any

desired quantity is available at the same price. All producers are

knowledgeable of the price function for housing. Households are

utility maximizers subject to a budget constraint. Both functions

are defined on x, or all other goods with a price of one, and z, a

vector of housing characteristics. Two types of consumers are

evident. The first, type A, has a utility function and income

leading it to consume small lots; the second, type B, has

characteristics leading it to consume large lots. All buyers are

mobile within the city and have knowledge of the prices of houses

with various characteristics. The final actor is the zoning

authority, which is empowered to divide the city into zones with

different minimum lot sizes. The zoning ordinance is perfectly

effective; it is impossible for any other actor to influence the

zoning rules.

The Unzoned City

In order to determine the impacts of large lot zoning, it is

necessary first to examine equilibrium in the land and housing

markets in the unzoned city where there is no migration and no

alternative to single family housing. Equilibrium in the land
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market will be examined first, although in actuality equilibrium in

both markets is a simultaneous process. .

The price of land is determined by the demand for land by

developers and the supply of land by landowners. Consumers have a

demand for land embodied in their multidimensional bid functions

for housing. Producers alter their long-run offer functions for lots

depending on the price of land. The interaction of these two func-

tions produces a derived demand for land by developers. Note that

because there is no migration the slope in the demand curves is

caused only by differences in quantity demanded at different prices

by a fixed population. In this model, the total derived demand for

land, DA +B, is given by the horizontal geometrical summation of the

derived demand curves for the two types of consumers (Figure 8).

4-0
U

Fr

Da

t2, 12, t2,

Quantity of land

Figure 8. Equilibrium in the land market in the unzoned city.
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The total supply of land, S1+24.3, is given by the horizontal summa-

tion of the supply of land by landowners in the three sectors. The

price of land to all is PL° and the amount of land used is L °.

Because of the way the sectors were defined, type A households occupy

sectors 1 and 2 with L1° plus L2° acres of land used in these two

sectors. Type B households occupy L3° acres of land in sector 3.

The price of land, PL°, along with the prices of other factors

and the production function, determine the long-run zero profit

housing offer functions for the two types of producers, A and B

(Figure 9). These zero profit offer functions define the price

function, which has been here generalized to p(i). The two types of

households, A and B, then maximize their utility in response to

these offer functions, selecting lot sizes of ls and 11 respectively.

This defines equilibrium in the housing market. The number of house-

holds in each sector is:

o o o
= L

I '

N2° = L2°, and N
3
° = L3o.

1
s

1

s 11

Thus sectors 1 and 2 are occupied by type A households on small lots

of size ls, and sector 3 is occupied by type B households on large

lots of size 1
1.

Effect of Zoning with No Alternatives

Suppose the zoning authority now establishes a zoning ordinance

that specifies that sector 1 will henceforth have a minimum lot size

of ls, and sectors 2 and 3 will have a minimum lot size of 11.

Further, the amount of land to be used for housing in sector 1 will

be limited to Li°. In other words, the supply of land in small lot

use will be reduced from L1° + L2° to L1° and will be perfectly

inelastic at that quantity.

Examine first the effect of this restriction on the N10 + N2°

type A households that normally consume the small lots. Let p(i)°

be the price function for housing. N2° of the type A households
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zero profit d312-

zero profit 04

p(2)

Lot size, (z2....zr,) fixed

Figure 9. Equilibrium in the housing market in the unzoned city.

now may no longer consume the cheaper, smaller lots at a package

cost of PH° (Figure 10). They must consume the bigger 11 lots at

a higher total housing cost of PHA, suffering a loss in utility

because now the highest utility they can attain corresponds to the

utility of 02 rather than that of 03. Because of intracity mobility,

however, at equilibrium all type A households, both the N10 consuming

lots of size is and the N20 now consuming lots of size 11, must have

the same utility. The price of houses on is lots will be bid up

until households are indifferent between the two types of houses.

This occurs when all households have a utility corresponding to 02

with the price of houses on small lots having risen to PH B . The

curve p(2)° has flattened to p(2)1. A measure of the loss in welfare

due to zoning is PH B
-PH0. Note that it is not PHA -PHo ; a
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household is perfectly willing to pay RHA -PHB with no loss of

utility to consume a large lot.
4

PCB

IS Lot size, (z2... z,,) fixed

Figure 10. :[nitial effect of zoning on price of houses on small lots.

4 It should be noted at this point that in this analysis (z2,...,zn)

are fixed. Ifa household were allowed to change some or all of

(z2,...,zn) in response to being forced to consume an 11 sized lot, it

could probably increase slightly its utility over that corresponding

to 02. However, this introduces several difficult to portray addi-

tional dimensions without changing the basic mechanism or results.

This aspect is therefore ignored for this graphic presentation.
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The effect of zoning portrayed above is not the entire story,

however, if the effects on the land market are considered. Figures

lla and lib show the new derived demand curves for land in sectors 2

and 3. The old demand for land in sector 2 by type A households was

0202' with a price of PL° and quantity of land in use of L20 = N201s

(Figure 11a). Under zoning, however, these N2° families must consume

no less than N2°11 land, which is greater than L20. Demand therefore

becomes inelastic at N20.11 to give the new demand curve D2D2".

Dz

L:

(a)

Quantity of land

0
0

D,

l4=N;".1,

(b)

Quantity of land

Figure 11. (a) Demand for land after zoning by type A households
residing in sector 2.

(b) Demand for land after zoning by type B households.

Likewise, derived demand from type B households, who desire 11 sized

lots, was 0303' (Figure lib). Now, because they are prevented by

zoning from consuming Tess than N3°. 11, demand is 0303".

Because land in sectors 2 and 3 has the same zoning restric-

tions and cannot be distinguished, demand and supply in these two

sectors must be combined to yield the new land price and quantities

in use in these sectors (Figure 12). The new land price in sectors

2 and 3 is Pzi.,24.3, which is greater than PL°. L3° acres of land
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are in use by the N3° type B households and L2z acres, greater than

L2° acres, are in use by the N2° type A households. The basic reason

for the increase in land price is that more land is required to house

the same population under large lot zoning; a higher land price is

required to bring this additional land into urban use. The increase

in land price is greater the greater the difference in size between

11 and is and the smaller the area of land allocated to small lots.

0

0
(L)

0

D,

24 3

L: Quantity of land

LZ

Figure 12. Equilibrium after zoning in the land market in
sectors 2 plus 3.

The increase in the basic price of land changes the zero profit

offer function of developers for houses on large lots. They are no

longer willing to supply such houses at PHA but instead require PHC

(Figure 13). Type A households consuming such houses can now only

attain the lower utility level corresponding to e, and bidding for

houses on small lots increases their price to PHD so that all type A

households have the same utility. The price function is now p(2)f,

with a slope that is similar to p(i)i. The loss in welfare has
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increased to the total increase in price of houses on small lots,

PH
D -PHo . Note that the loss in welfare can no longer be determined

by the change in slope of p(i) between the zoned and unzoned city

because of the intercept change caused by the increase in the price

of land. Type B households that were consuming houses on 11 sized

lots for PHA before zoning are now consuming the same houses at the

higher price PHC; their welfare has decreased by PHC -PHA.

0

Lot size.(z2... zn) fixed

Figure 13. Final equilibrium in the housing market after zoning.

To complete the picture, final equilibrium in the land market

for sector 1 is portrayed in Figure 14. Households initially bid up

the price of houses on land zoned for small lots to PHB. At the old

land price, PL°, developers producing such houses make greater than

normal profits. This would induce other developers to enter this
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market until competition among developers bid up the price of sector

1 land, establishing a price differential between land zoned for

small lots and that zoned for large lots. When the price of land in

sectors 2 and 3 rises to PLz,2.1.3, the price of housing on small lots

increases further to PHD, resulting again in greater than normal pro-

fits and causing a further increase in the price of sector 2 land to

The land price differential between sector 1 and sectors 2

or 3 land is maintained. Note that the demand for land in sector 1

is very elastic because the demand for housing is elastic. Consumers

are willing to pay PHD but no more for housing in sector 1 because

housing at a price that will give equal utility is available in

sectors 2 and 3. In order to maintain zero profits at a constant

price of housing, developers will not produce rather than pay a

higher price than PL1 for land.

S,

l2;
Quantity of land

Figure 14. Final equilibrium after zoning in the land market in
sector 1.

In summary, the basic model without alternatives results in a

lower utility for both type A and type B households. Land prices
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rise in all sectors, with prices higher in the small-lot zone than

in the large-lot zones. Finally, and most critically for this study,

the slope relating house price to lot size, all other characteris-

tics held constant, is shallower under large-lot zoning.

Effect of Zoning with Alternatives

The assumption in the previous section that there were no

alternatives to single-family housing in the city in question is

clearly unrealistic. In reality there are always alternatives.

The two alternatives that will be considered here are a move to an

apartment or migration to a different city. The effect on the im-

pact of zoning is similar for both alternatives, but they will be

considered separately because if out-migration is a possibility,

in-migration is also a possibility.

Effect of the availability of apartments

If apartments are a partial substitute for single-family

housing, a household of either type A or type B that maximizes

utility in a single-family house when p(i)equals p(2)° will find

that at some higher price of housing their utility may be maximized

instead in an apartment. Suppose that a type A household, which

before zoning attains a utility level U3 corresponding to 03 by

consuming a lot of size ls, can attain a maximum utility level of

UApT corresponding to 0ApT by consuming an apartment instead of a

single-family house (Figure 15). Suppose further that although

UApT is less than U3, UApT is greater than U2, the highest utility

level attainable by consuming a house on a large lot at a price

PHA. It is clear that the price of is houses cannot increase to

PH
B

because demand for is houses will become perfectly elastic at

PH
F

. Further, if those producers who produced is houses in sector

2 before zoning wish to attract any type A households to 11 housing

in sectors 2 or 3, the price of 11 housing must fall to PHE. The
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new slope of p(2), p(2)
APT

, is again shallower than p(i)° but is

shifted downwards from the p(2)1 produced when apartments were not

available. Note that type B households can now consume an 11 house

at a lower price than before; their welfare has increased.

PN

PB

PH°

I s Lot size,(z2...zn) fixed

Figure 15. Effect of supply of apartments on equilibrium in the
housing market after zoning.

The new p(i) also affects the land markets. Derived demands

for land from the N10, N20, and N3° households originally occupying

sectors 1, 2, and 3 are given in Figure 16. Demand for 1s houses

is perfectly elastic at PHF, greater than PH°, so that the derived

demand for sector 1 land is perfectly elastic at a price PLT,

greater than PL°, such that greater than normal profits are elimi-

nated (Figure 16a). Demand for 11 houses by former sector 2 residents

is likewise perfectly elastic at PHE, less than PHA. Because
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I D2

I

D3

Quantity LZ K-1,=L; Quantity N3 I, = L3 Quantity
of land of land of land

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16. Demand for land by (a) the N1° type A residents of sector 1, (b) N2° type A residents of
sector 2, and (c) N3° type B residents of sector 3.
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producers of these houses will operate at a loss at the old price

of land, PO, the derived demand for land from the N2° type A

sector 2 households will become perfectly elastic at a price below

PL0 (Figure 16b). Type B households are also unwilling to pay an

infinitely high price for 11 housing before moving to an apartment,

resulting in the derived demand for these households also becoming

elastic at a higher price (Figure 16c).

Market equilibrium in the two zones is determined by adding

supply curves to the sector 1 demand and the combined sector 2 plus

sector 3 demand (Figure 17). The price of land in sector 1 is

PM., greater than PL°, and the quantity in use remains at L10. The

price of land in sectors 2 and 3 falls to PU1+3, less than PL . The

lower price of land means type B households will expand the amount of

land they occupy from L3° to L3APT since all demand above the price
DAFT
'L,2+3 is due entirely to type B households. The amount of land

occupied in sectors 2 plus 3 by type A households falls from L2z,

when apartments were not an alternative, to L2APT. Obviously a

great number of the N20 type A sector 2 households have moved to

apartments.

The results obtained above all depend on the position of 0ApT

If UApT were less than U2 but more than U1, the indifference curve

0APT defining p(i)APT would be above 02 and the prices of all types

of housing and land in all sectors would rise. This would have very

little effect on the slope of p(i) but would affect its vertical

position. If UAPT corresponded to an indifference curve much closer

to 03 than in the analysis above, the right most plateau in demand

in Figure 17b, where type A households are moving to apartments,

might be much lower. This could result in all type A households

moving to apartments with type B households increasing their con-

sumption of land to the point where they entirely fill supplied land

in sectors 2 plus 3. If this were true, p(i) would be steeper than

curves defined by the slope of a member of 0 for type A households

because no type A households occupy 11 housing. There is thus no

requirement that the prices of is and 11 housing result in equal
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utilities to type A households. However, p(i) would remain

shallower than p(i)°.

Li° Quantity of land

(a)

3

L303

L2z
1 < I)

1.22°T

(b)

Quantity of and

Figure 17. Equilibrium in the land markets of (a) sector 1 and
(b) sectors 2 plus 3.

In summary, when UApT can be obtained by moving to an apartment,

the price of land in sector 1 rises, but not as much as under zoning

without apartments; in sectors 2 and 3 land price rises or falls

depending on the position of ()APT. Utility for type A households

falls, but not as much as under zoning without apartments; utility

of type B households rises or falls depending on what happens to the

price of land in sectors 2 plus 3. The relationship between size of

lot and house price, all other characteristics held constant, is

similar to that obtaining under zoning without apartments.
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Effect of migration

The availability of out-migration opportunities has the same

effects on the impact of zoning as does the availability of apart-

ments. Some Om corresponding to the utility level attainable by

migration simply takes the place of ()APT. If migration out is

available and relatively easy, however, migration in is probably

just as easy. Therefore as the price of 11 housing begins to fall,

type B households may begin to enter. Possible results are described

in Figure 18. Om corresponds to the maximum utility attainable by

type A households by migrating. When zoning goes into effect, the

price of is houses will rise to PHF because of competition among type

A households. If type A households were the only households avail-

able to occupy the zoning induced surplus of large-lot zoned land,

the price of 1
1
houses would drop to P

H

E
. But before this happens type

B households migrate in until the land market is again in equilibrium,

resulting in only a very small drop in the price of 11 houses to PH
G

.

The effect of zoning is the migration out of N2° type A households and

their replacement by new type B households. If type B households

are more desirable than type A households, a motive for large-lot

zoning is established. 1)(2) is no longer defined by Om, but it is

shallower than p(z)° as long as Om lies well above 01. If migration

were so easy for both type A and B households that demand for both

is and 11 houses were completely elastic, p(i)0 would remain un-

changed but the ratio between type A and type B households would

drop dramatically.

Summary of effect of availability of alternatives

The availability of substitutes to single family housing in the

zoned city sets upper bounds to the rise in price for is and 11

housing and to the fall of utility levels. When alternatives are

available, the rise in price of houses on small lots is less than

it otherwise would be. If substitution imposes very little loss in
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utility, the price of 11 housing and large-lot zoned land may

actually decrease because so many households move to the substitute

that the total quantity of land required to house the population

decreases. But no matter what the absolute rise or fall in the price

of housing, except in the case where substitution occurs by costless

migration in and out, a difference in the price of land zoned for

small and large lots becomes established, and the partial relation-

ship between lot size and house price is shallower than in the

unzoned case. Where migration in and out is costless, as in a small

city within a large metropolitan area, the sole effect of zoning is

to replace households that prefer small lots with households that

prefer large lots.

0

0
0

R4E

P:

P(2)

Lot size, (z,...z) fixed

Figure 18. The effect of zoning on equilibrium in the housing
market when migration is relatively easy.
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Little research is available indicating the willingness of

households to move to apartments or to migrate in response to house

prices. Such information on price and cross-price elasticities of

demand for housing and land would be necessary to an a priori

determination of what would happen to house prices under zoning.

The answer would, of course, vary dramatically between cities,

depending on the actual availability of alternatives to households

in that city.

Effects of Changes in Assumptions on the Basic Model

Some of the assumptions made in the basic model are unrealistic

for all or some communities. This section examines the effects of

relaxing some of these assumptions. Such relaxation will not change

the basic mechanisms or results derived previously but will provide

qualifications important to the empirical search for the hypothesized

effects of zoning. Which assumptions are appropriate for a parti-

cular city is largely an empirical question.

Changes in Land Supply Elasticities

In the basic model land supply price elasticities were assumed

to be neither perfectly elastic nor perfectly inelastic before

zoning; after zoning land supply in the small-lot zone, sector 1,

was assumed to be perfectly inelastic. Although these assumptions

were reasonable for a wide range of communities, they are not

reasonable for some.

If land supply after zoning is more inelastic in the large-lot

zone, sectors 2 plus 3, land prices and housing prices in all sectors

would tend to rise further than they otherwise would. If land supply

is perfectly inelastic in all sectors, as might occur for a city in a

metropolitan area surrounded by neighbors, it would be impossible to

bring the land and housing markets into equilibrium by increasing the

land in urban use in response to a zoning regulation that requires
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more land to serve a fixed population. Land prices and housing

prices in all sectors would increase, with a differential in land

price between the two zones, until enough households moved to

alternatives to establish equilibrium in the land markets.

Increased elasticity in any zone would tend to moderate rises

in land and housing prices. If the land supply were perfectly

elastic in sectors 2 and 3, as might happen if all landowners were

farmers willing to sell their land at its value in agricultural use,

the price of land in sectors 2 and 3 could neither fall nor rise. In

this case, p(i)i in Figure 10 would represent the final equilibrium.

It would still be shallow in slope but would not be displaced up-

wards or downwards because of land price changes in the large-lot

zones. If the land supply after zoning were not perfectly inelastic

in the small lot zone, as might happen if zoning boards just made it

difficult but not impossible to increase the amount of land in that

zone, the amount of land in urban use would rise in sector 1 as the

price of land in that sector rose in response to zoning. Sector 1

could therefore house more households, and less pressure would be put

on the land supply in sectors 2 and 3. The land price differential

between large and small-lot zones would be maintained, but land and

housing prices in both zones would be lower than they would be

otherwise. If land supply in all zones were perfectly elastic, land

and housing prices would not change at all. In such a case the

zoning authority separates large-lot from small-lot zones, but

places no restrictions on the amount of land in any zone.

Change in Number of Types of Consumers and Producers

In the basic model only two types of households and two types

of developers were employed. In reality there are very many types

of both, resulting in production and consumption at many different

points on the multidimensional plane describing housing. Relaxing

this assumption has very little effect on the model; the mechanisms

and results are the same. The major effects are (1) the development
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of a smooth continuous price function, p(i), because production and

consumption now occur at more than two points, and (2) the loss of

angularity in the derived demand for land curves because each house-

hold has a different utility function and different opportunities

for substitution. Neither of these changes will change the basic

results; in fact, the development of a smooth, continuous price

function is necessary to the empirical techniques used in this

study.

Absence of Long-Run Equilibrium

There is of course no necessity that a housing market in a city

be in long-run equilibrium. There are very good reasons why it

would not be. Trends in demand are constantly changing. In addi-

tion, demand is subject to relatively severe short-run cycles of

high and low demand caused by the cyclic nature of the national

economy. It takes time for housing suppliers to adjust to these

changes by changing plant size or entering or exiting from the

market.

When the market is not in long-run equilibrium, p(i) is

dependent not just on factor prices and the long-run production

function but on the distribution and characteristics of types of

producers and consumers in the market at that time. It is there-

fore important to be aware of the possible effects of these distri-

butions and characteristics when interpreting p(2). A few examples

will illustrate the problems.

First, after the imposition of zoning, type A producers with

characteristics suited to the production of small lots may not

exist from the market immediately, and type B producers with

characteristics suited for large lots may not enter rapidly.

Because type A producers are inefficient at producing large lots, a

cost of inefficiency comes into existence that may be passed along

to either consumers or landowners to the extent that their demand

for housing or supply of land is inelastic. If the cost is passed
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on to consumers, the slope of p(i) will be steeper than it would be

after long-run adjustments in supply. Second, after the imposition

of zoning, type A households with attractive substitutes available

may be unwilling to move. Demand therefore becomes more inelastic

than it would be if households were very mobile, resulting in p(i)

being shifted upward more than it would be otherwise.

The above examples indicate adjustment of p(i) may be incom-

plete for some time after the imposition of zoning. When zoning has

been in place for many years, the market will probably have made

such adjustment. A greater danger to making inferences from p(i)

lies in the possibility that some other factor affecting p(z) in

the short-run, such as a change in the characteristics of demand,

may be correlated with the restrictiveness of zoning ordinances,

leading to a possible faulty inference about the effects of zoning.

In defense of the assumption of long-run equilibrium, it must

be said that long-run equilibrium is the direction all markets are

moving, and so the requirements of long-run equilibrium are bound to

have a major impact on p(i). Further, adjustment of supply in the

housing market is very rapid; there are a few barriers to entry and

exit, and all resources used except land are very mobile.

Effect of Introduction of Housing Stock

Up to this point the housing market has been treated as if all

housing is produced and purchased new at the same time. Of course,

in reality there exists a very large stock of housing that is not

Produced and not sold in any given time period.

This fact has a number of effects on the basic model. First,

it means that all houses in the market are not new, adding a

dimension to the multidimensional plane representing the space in

which production and consumption decisions are made. This new

dimension has a ripple effect throughout the plane, affecting con-

sumption and production decisions everywhere.
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Second, the existence of a stock raises the question of which

producers and which consumers are in the market and therefore likely

to affect p(i) in the short run. It would be possible to simplify

the problem by assuming that producers are developers and those

homeowners of used houses who are compelled to move by exogeneous

forces related to changes in job location and financial or life-cycle

status. Households in the market would be there because of similar

exogeneous forces. If this were so, only the characteristics of

houses that actually sold would define the supply of houses, and

demand would be defined by only a subsample of the population. It

would likewise be possible to assume that supply is defined by the

total stock of housing, new and old. Demand would be determined by

the characteristics of the total population.

The problem is that neither assumption is correct. Only if

current homeowners not subject to an exogeneous force dictating a

move were perfectly immobile would the first assumption be correct;

only if they were perfectly mobile would the second assumption be

correct. P(i) is therefore affected to some unknown extent by the

characteristics of two populations about which relatively little is

known--the stock of housing not sold in a given time period and the

subpopulation of households subject to exogeneously determined moves.

It may thus be difficult to draw inferences from p(i) when this

information is unknown.

An example will indicate the problems involved. Suppose the

zoning authority changes its policy from no zoning to large-lot

zoning with no concomittant change in the characteristics of new

population. Because houses actually sold have a high proportion of

new houses, the large average lot size of houses actually sold would

not be representative of the total stock and would indicate that the

slope of p(2) with respect to lot size should be shallow. However,

if the price of houses on small lots were bid up, owners of used

houses on small lots could increase their welfare by selling their

house at a price higher than they paid and using the increase, with

the addition of a small sum they are willing to part with, to buy a
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house on a large lot. This would bring down the price of houses on

small lots and re-establish the steep slope of p(i). The observer

who noticed a high average lot size of houses sold but a steep slope

of p(i) with respect to lot size would falsely conclude that the new

zoning ordinance is not restrictive because of the failure to take

the characteristics of the total stock into account.

Further, the existence of a large stock compared to the volume

of new construction is a further reason the housing market may not

be in long-run equilibrium. Demand for certain housing characteris-

tics may change faster than the supply of these characteristics in

the total stock can change. Such shortages or surpluses can affect

p(i) in a systematic way, making inferences about the impact of

zoning difficult.

Summary of Effects of Changing Assumptions

In sum, changes in the assumption about number of types of

producers or consumers will have very little effect on p(i).

Changes in assumptions about land supply elasticities may affect

the vertical position of p(i) but are unlikely to greatly affect

its slope with respect to lot size in the presence of restrictive

zoning. If the market is not in long-run equilibrium, as was

initially assumed, a variety of forces affecting distributions of

characteristics of households and producers may affect p(i); any

inferences based on p(i) should be made in awareness of these

possibilities. The existence of a stock of used housing introduces

a new dimension to p(2) and makes it possible that inferences about

the impact of zoning on p(i) may be faulty because of lack of

information about exactly which houses and which households are in

the housing market.
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The Effect of Large-Lot Zoning on Structure Sizes

Theoretical explanation of the effect of large-lot zoning on the

producer's decision about what size structure to build has received

little attention in the literature. It remains a common but unproved

assumption that large-lot zoning will increase structure sizes built.

The following discussion explores theoretical explanations, concluding

that the hypothesis is not a general feature of the production

decision but depends on invoking specific assumptions about the

functional form of the price function, p(2), or the cost function,

C(M,i). Whether these assumptions are accurate is an empirical and

not a theoretical question. The discussion is based on the concept

of housing as a differentiated good. It therefore does not consider

theoretical explanations, such as Bergman's (1974), that rely on the

existence of the homogeneous good called housing. Reasons for

rejecting this explanation were discussed in the literature review.

Assumptions Leading to the Hypothesized Effect

Four possible assumptions about the shape of price or cost

functions result in the hypothesized effect of a minimum lot size

requirement on structure size under a standard analysis of producer

profit maximization. Two of these assumptions are considered to be

very unlikely to be true and are considered briefly first. The

remaining two more likely assumptions are considered in more detail

afterwards.

The fii..st two assumptions both result in the marginal cost of

producing structure being reduced when the lot size increases

(Figure 19). Assuming that both revenue and costs increase lin-

early with M, the number of houses produced, the developer will

increase the size of structure built, s, until the marginal revenue

from increasing structure size by one unit on an individual house,

3p(i)/s, equals the marginal cost, DC/s, of producing that unit.

If the marginal cost of producing an extra unit of structure drops
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when required lot size is Increased from to 11, the profit maxi-

mizing structure size will increase from ss to sl. The first

assumption that will result in the desired change in marginal cost

requires that the price of some factor besides land used in the

production of structure be related to the amount of land used in a

house. This could occur, for example, if the developer should re-

ceive discounts on interest rates or lumber prices if he were

building houses on large lots. The possibility is considered un-

likely. The second assumption requires that there be some "joint-

ness" in the production function such that savings in the cost of

producing structure are realized when the lot size is increased.
5

marginal cost for l= Is

marginal cost for 1=1,

marginal price of s

ss s, Structure size,
(z3.-. z,) fixed

Figure 19. Effect of decline in marginal cost of structure on the
profit maximizing structure size.

5
A cost function of the form C = az12 + bz22 cz1z2 would

satisfy this requirement
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Note that the savings must be relatedto the size of the lot and not

just to the fact that lot and structure are produced jointly by a

single developer. This could occur, for example, if design and

engineering costs related to fitting house plans to lots were re-

lated to the size of the lot. Again, this possibility is con-

sidered to be of little significance because lot and structure

production involve such different processes.

The third assumption resulting in the hypothesized effect

requires that the marginal price received for an additional unit of

structure increase with the size of the lot (Figure 20).6 When the

marginal price of structure increases as shown with increase in lot

size from is to 1
l'

the size of the structure can become larger on

large lots before the profit maximizing condition that marginal cost

equals marginal revenue is reached, again assuming revenues and costs

increase linearly with M. Differences in the marginal price of

structure related to the size of lot have been reported in the

empirical literature (Li and Brown, 1980, and Witte, Sumka, and

Erekson, 1979). It is not at all hard to hypothesize conditions

leading to such price functions for the short-run. It is unclear

how they could be maintained in the long-run when factor prices do

not depend on the amount of other factors used in a given house.

The fourth assumption requires that total costs be a nonlinear

function of M, the number of houses built, with the marginal cost

for each additional house increasing.
7

This could occur, for example,

where managerial resources become increasingly inefficient or

financial resources become increasingly scarce with increases in M.

Furthermore, the "confusion" cost, D2C(M,2), must depend on 2, or
3M2

6
A price function of the form p(2) = az1 + bz2 + cz1z2 would

satisfy this requirement.

7
A cost function of the form C = aM

2
(bz

2
+ cz2

2
) would suf-

fice, but one of the form C = aM (bz12 + cz22 + dM2 would not.
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marginal cost of s

marginal price for 1=

marginal price for 1.1,

ss s, Structure size,
4) fixed

Figure 20. The effect of an increase in the marginal price of
structure on the profit maximizing structure size.

the characteristics of the house, and not just on the number of

houses built. It is not necessary for 9C/Dzi to depend on any other

characteristic zj. Where this is so, the marginal cost of adding

units of lot or structure are increasing functions of M:

MC, = 9C = f(l,M)
as

MC s
= 9C = f(s,M).

When a producer maximizing profits at small values of lot and

structure size, is and ss, is forced to increase lot size from is

to 11, he is forced beyond the profit maximizing condition

Dp(2)/D1=MC1, which states that the marginal cost of additional units

of lot equals the marginal revenue received for those additional

units, to 9p(i)/91<MCi. The developer can, however, reduce MC1

back to equivalence with marginal revenue by decreasing M. But

when M decreases, the profit maximizing condition for structure size,

13(2)/s = MCs, is thrown out of balance to 9p(i)/9s>MCs because
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the marginal cost of s depends on M. The producer corrects this

imbalance by increasing the amount of structure produced per house,

thereby increasing MCs back up to equivalence with marginal revenue.

This is the desired result that structure size constructed increases

with required lot size. A diagram of the effect would look exactly

like Figure 19; an increase in lot size reduces the marginal cost

of adding structure.

In summary, the result that zoned lot size affects structure

size can be derived from a standard producer profit maximization

under certain assumptions about the shape of price or cost functions.

The viability of these assumptions is an empirical question on which

little evidence is available. The possibilities described here make

it reasonable to assume that large-lot zoning may result in a

shortage of small structures relative to the quantity demanded given

the price structure p(i)i. The effect of such shortages on p(2) is

explored in the next section.

Price Effects of a Shortage of Small Structures

The short-run

If large-lot zoning induces a shift by existing developers

towards larger structure sizes, the slope of p(2) with respect to

structure size is likely to be affected similarly to the effect of

a shortage of small lots on the slope of p(i) with respect to lot

size (Figure 21). P(i)i represents the relationship between the

price of housing and z after the relationship between p(z) and lot

size has become more shallow but before any effect on the relation-

ship between p(2) and structure size has occurred.
8

After zoning,

8
I the discussion that follows the price of land in sectors

2 plus 3 is assumed not to change in response to large-lot zoning.
The assumption has no impact on the general conclusions drawn. When
the assumption is made, p(2)0 is very similar to p(2)1 in the 11
plane.
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2

5, S, Structure size,
lot size fixed at I,

Figure 21. Effect of zoning on price of small structures
on large lots.

the type A households displaced to the largelot zone find they

maximize utility by consuming a small structure of size ss on a

large lot at a price PHA, at a utility level corresponding to 02.

However, type A producers, when forced to build on large lots,

increase the structure size built to s
l'

Only type B builders

continue to produce small structures on large lots, creating a

shortage of ss structures on 11 lots. If no alternatives are

available, some type A households will be forced to consume large
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structures at price PHH at a lower utility level corresponding to O1.

Competition by type A households will increase the price of ss

structures on 11 lots to PH/ until all households have the same

utility.
9

The relationship between p(i) and structure size has

flattened from p(z)1 to p(i)ii. The only difference between this

effect and the effect caused by lot size misallocation is that

capital and labor are supplied elastically; increased amounts are

available at the same old price. As a result, there is no tendency

for the price of large structures on large lots to increase above

PHH. Further, producers of small structures on small lots make

greater than normal profits since the price of capital and labor do

not rise to eliminate this surplus.

If substitutes are available, they will have the same effect on

the relationship between p(i) and structure size as they did on the

relationship with lot size. If moving to an apartment will give a

utility level corresponding to 0ApT which is greater than that

corresponding to 01, the price of small structures on small lots

will not increase as much and the price of large structures on large

lots may actually drop if producers do not exit fast enough

(Figure 22). P(i)ii is displaced vertically downward to p(i )>>APT,

but remains shallow. The welfare of type A households remains lower

than it would be if there were no shortage of small structures, but

the welfare of households who desire large structures is increased.

If OApT is attainable by migration rather than by moving to an

apartment, the price of small structures will again rise only to

PH K, but because of corresponding in-migration PH
H may fall only

slightly. Households desiring small structures will leave the city

to be replaced by those desiring large structures. The slope of

9Note that when the price of small structures on large lots
increases and the attainable 0 drops to 01 the price of small
structures on small lots will increase above that projected in the
basic model to maintain all type A households at the same utility.
The relationship between p(2) and lot size will remain flat, how-
ever, with only an upward shift in vertical position.
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p(i) will not decrease as much. If both in-migration and out-migra-

tion are essentially costless, as might occur in a metropolitan area,

the slope of p(i) with respect to structure size will remain near

p(i)1, and the sole effect of the increase in size of structures built

will be a change in the characteristics of households in the city.

70

0
0

PNJ

PHA

p(2)"

p(2)"'"

e,

e,,

e,

s, s, Structure size,
lot size fixed at I,

Figure 22. Effect of zoning on the relationship between house
price and structure size when apartments are avail-
able as substitutes.

When apartments or migration are available as substitutes, it

is also possible, even if such moves are not costless, for average

structure size to increase with no effect on the relationship

between price and structure size. Type A households, that before

zoning maximized utility along 03, may find that they can gain a

utility corresponding to ONDT or Om that is lower than that corres-

ponding to 03 but higher than that corresponding to 02, the highest

level attainable on a large lot. In this case they would make the
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substitution before ever entering the market for a small structure

on a large lot; no price raising competition would therefore occur

for small structures, with p(i) remaining at p(i)i.

The long-run

The above analysis of price effects of changes in size of

structures built is based on a short-run analysis with no entry and

exit of developers. Further analysis based on the long-run reveals

that p(2)ii is a transient short-run position of p(2); p(2)i remains

the goal towards which the market will move.

After zoning, but before structure sizes were affected, type B

producers were producing small structures on large lots at a price

PHA at zero profit, and type C producers were producing large

structures on large lots at price PHH at zero profit (Figure 23).

Both types of producers were in long-run equilibrium, creating the

price function p(2). Large-lot zoning induced a change in the

relationship between p(2) and lot size to give p(i)i. However, the

slopes of p(2)' and p(2)° with respect to structure size remain

similar because the costs of adding a unit of structure have not

changed. As a result, there is little inducement for type B or type

C producers to change the size of structures they build. Type A

producers who had been producing small structures on small lots are

induced by zoning to increase the size of structures they build

above ss, creating a short-run change in the slope of p(2)' to

p(2)" and an increase in the price of ss structures to PHI. This

creates excess profits for type B producers whose zero profit offer

curve does not change because the prices of labor and capital do not

increase. Therefore, in the long-run, more type B producers will

enter the market, increasing the supply of ss structures on large

lots, eliminating their excess profits, and returning p(2)ii to

p(i)i. Type A producers will tend to exit from the market.
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Figure 23. Long-run effects of zoning on structure size.

Any force that prevents the attainment of long-run equilibrium

would tend to ensure stability over a period of time for p(2)ii. It

is possible that the builders' rule of thumb that states small

structures on small lots or large structures on large lots have the

best markets can create impediments to the attainment of long-run

equilibrium. Building loan lending agencies or even builders

themselves may adhere too rigidly to the rule of thumb, preventing

the appearance of enough small structures on large lots to return

p(i)ii to p(i)i. Such behavior on the part of lenders or developers

may be a form of satisficing rather than optimizing behavior.
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Summary of Effect of Zoning on Structure Sizes

Under specific but not general assumptions it is possible to

derive the result that large-lot zoning will induce existing builders

to increase the size of structures they build. This effect would

tend to induce the relationship between p(i) and structure size to

become more shallow providing (1) that both in- and out-migration

are not costless, as might occur in a small city in a metropolitan

area; and (2) that households that originally desired small struc-

tures on small lots do not have alternatives available giving a

higher utility than that attainable with a small structure on a

large lot. As the price of small structures on large lots in-

creases, profits for producers of such houses would become exces-

sive because their costs do not rise. This effect on p(i) would

tend to therefore be a shortrun effect if no barriers exist to the

entry of new developers specialized to provide small structures

on large lots at minimum cost.

Hypotheses for the Empirical Study

To summarize the theoretical analysis, empirically verifiable

hypotheses developed from the theoretical analysis are stated and

discussed below. These hypotheses form the basis for the empirical

study to determine whether typical zoning ordinances in western

Oregon cities do in fact produce shortages of small lots and small

structures.

Preliminary Hypotheses

Hl: The variation in house prices within a community is

a function of variation in lot and structure character-

istics, locational characteristics such as accessi-

bility and nearness to externalities, and zoning pro-

tection against externalities.



Hypothesis one is the basic hypothesis of the hedonic approach.

Although its validity has been confirmed many times over, it remains

a useful starting point in any study of house prices. Note that the

only variation in house prices under consideration in the model is

that within cities. No attempt is made to explain variation in

prices between communities. For this reason, the only zoning

characteristic included in the model is protection against

externalities. The effects of zoning induced shortages of small

lots and structures will affect the supply of house characteristics

and will thus be expressed through the relationship between price

and lot or structure characteristics. The effects of zoning on

property tax and public service levels will be felt citywide and

therefore will have little effect on the relative prices of

struct res within the community.

H : There are positive partial correlations between lot size

and house price and between structure size and house

price in cities with unrestrictive zoning.

Again, hypothesis two has been confirmed many times, but it is

important to re-establish this fact for the cities under con-

sidertion here. If lot size and structure size are not signifi-

cant determinants of house prices, there is little reason to

beliee that zoning has an important effect on the housing market

since zoning primarily affects lot and structure sizes. The test

is corned to unrestrictive cities only because of the hypothesis

that .1.arge-lot zoning significantly affects the relationship between

price and lot or structure sizes.

Hypotheses Related to Shortages of Small Lots

3: Lot sizes tend to be larger in cities with restrictive

zoning than in cities with unrestrictive zoning.
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The ba

restri

fact a

of lot
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data a

cities

ic hypothesis under test is whether the presumptively

tive zoning ordinances in a number of Oregon cities do in

ter market outcomes. If zoning does alter the distribution

sizes, lot sizes in a given city after zoning should be

than before zoning. Unfortunately, controlled before and after

e not available. It is therefore only possible to compare

with restrictive ordinances with cities with unrestrictive

ordinances. This introduces the strong possibility that other dif-

ferenc

of the

s between cities, such as differences in incomes and tastes

population and differences in factor prices, may also affect

the ditribution of lot sizes. Hypothesis three is therefore a

weak tfst of the hypothesis of a shortage of small lots because

other variables, particularly incomes, do vary between cities.

H14: The relationship between lot size and house price, all

other structure and lot characteristics held constant,

is shallower in restrictive cities than in unrestrictive

cities.

Hypoth sis four is the most important hypothesis of the empirical

study. It is based on the prediction, developed in the theoretical

analysis, that the slope of p(i) with respect to lot size is smaller

under large-lot zoning than it otherwise would be. This hypothesis

represents a much stronger test than hypothesis three because the

slope of p(i) is much less subject to variations in incomes and

tastes of the population than is mean lot size. In fact, to the

extent the housing market is in long-run equilibrium, the slope of

p(i) is unaffected by tastes and incomes and affected only by dif-

ferenes in factor prices and production functions. Hopefully, if

a shortage of small lots exists, it will dominate remaining dif-

ferenes in incomes, tastes, factor prices, and production functions.

The theoretical analysis also predicts p(i) may be shifted verti-

cally depending on the availability of housing substitutes. This

second prediction is not empirically verifiable because the vertical



shift ruld be combined in a city-wide constant with many other

effect caused by other determinants of intercity variation in

prices. Because the vertical shift is not estimated, unambiguous

estimates of the change in welfare for various types of consumers

are not possible.

Hypotheses Related to a Shortage of Small Structures

H5: Structure size and lot size are closely correlated in

both restrictive and unrestrictive cities.

The hypothesis that large-lot zoning also induces a shortage of small

structures has been based on a presumed close relationship between

lot size and structure size. The existence of a strong relationship

does not necessarily imply a causal effect of lot size on structure

size,

ships

however. The relationship may be a result of causal relation-

between each of these variables and some third variable, such

as household income.

H6: Structure sizes tend to be larger in cities with

restrictive zoning ordinances than in cities with

unrestrictive ordinances.

Hypothesis six is the companion to hypothesis three. The comments

expressed there apply here, especially those related to the effect

differences in household income between cities can have on dif-

ferences in structure sizes. It should also be realized that

struc

witho

holds

sing)

leadi

ure sizes may be larger in a city with restrictive zoning

t any shortage of small structures existing because house-

that desire small lots and small structures may leave the

-family housing market when small lots are not available,

g to a reduction in demand for small structures.
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H7: The relationship between structure size and house price,

all other structure and lot characteristics held constant,

is shallower in restrictive cities than in unrestrictive

cities.

Hypothesis seven is the companion to hypothesis four; all comments

expres

for a

income

they a

facto

slope.

sed there are important here. This test is a stronger test

shortage of small structures than is hypothesis six because

Is and tastes are less important to the slope of p(i) than

re to the distribution of structure sizes. Differences in

prices, however, may still be a significant influence on the
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IV. METHODOLGY FOR THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

the basic procedure of the empirical analysis to determine

wheth r large-lot zoning produces shortages of small lots or small

strut

with

ures is to compare parameters of the housing market in cities

estrictive minimum lot size requirements with the same
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parameters in cities with unrestrictive requirements. The

theortical analysis indicates certain parameters can be expected to

vary ith the restrictiveness of the minimum lot size requirements.

he following discussion describes the specific procedures used

in this analysis. It begins with a precise statistical statement of

the hYpotheses to be investigated. The second section describes the

sampling procedures used to collect the basic data on housing

markets. The third section presents a description of the data

collected and its sources. The fourth section explains procedures

used to estimate the parameters. The last section describes the

procedures used to draw inferences as to the validity of the

hypotileses.

Statistical Statement of the Hypotheses

The seven hypotheses presented at the end of the last chapter

are here reformulated into precise statistical statements that define

the inferences drawn.

Hypothesis one proposes the hedonic hypothesis that the prices

of houses in each of the six cities are related to their

chara

overa

cteristics. The test of this hypothesis took the form of an

11 test of the significance of a regression:

For the model P. = )Th. 69 = 00 1 1 1

H1 : 13. # 0,
a 1

for all i,



where Pi = the price of a single family house in city i;

X = a vector describing the characteristics of a house;

= a vector of parameters for city i;

6 = a random error term.
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Hypothesis two postulates that lot size and structure size, the

chara teristics hypothetically affected by zoning, significantly

affec housing prices and are thus significant parameters of the

housing market:

and

H2
0

.

li
1 . = 0

H2
a
':

Sli
# 0

2
o
": = 0

13si

2a ": psi # 0, for all i unrestrictive,

where01.i=theelementofF3.corresponding to lot size;

psi
= the element of Si corresponding to structure size.

13/pothesis three predicts that large-lot zoning will result in

differences in mean lot size between restrictive and unrestrictive

cities:

H 3

0
: The populations of restrictive and unrestrictive cities

have the same distribution of mean lot size

a
: Mean lot size tends to be different in restrictive cities

than it is in unrestrictive cities.

H

This test was repeated for the subpopulations of new, used, and all

hous s that sold in the given period. The subpopulation of new

hous9s was examined for the clearest evidence of the effect of

current zoning policy on lot sizes produced. The subpopulation of



used

lot s

ouses gave evidence as to the effect of past zoning policy on

zes. The population of all houses was examined to determine
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the combined effect of past and present policy on the lot sizes of

hous4 in the market.

Hypothesis four proposes that the existence of a shortage of

small lots could be detected by comparing the partial relationship

betwe n house price and lot size for restrictive and unrestrictive

citie!. If a shortage existed in the restrictive cities compared to

the unrestrictive cities, the coefficient describing this

relationship should be smaller for the restrictive cities. The test

examined the parameters corresponding to lot size in the regression

models developed under hypothesis one:

40: For the model Pi . TC,I + 6 , the populations of

restrictive and unrestrictive cities have the same

distribution of 131i

4a: ftli tends to be different in restrictive cities than

it is in unrestrictive cities.

Symbo s are as defined under hypotheses one and two. Hypothesis four

was tested using the total sample of all houses sold. New and used

houses were assumed to be in such highly interrelated submarkets that

the same models and parameters applied.

hypothesis five proposes the existence of a strong relationship

betwen lot size and structure size. Its purpose was to investigate

the pt?ssibility that lot size constraints may affect structure sizes

built. The first test of this hypothesis was:

Pls,i
0

15a p
ls,i # 0 , for all i.

plso equals the correlation between lot size and structure size in
city j. The analysis of the relationship between lot size and

structure size went beyond the simple investigation of the existence
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of any statistically significant relationship, however; the

relationship between lot size and structure size needs to be quite

strong before it is accepted that a change in the lot size

distribution may significantly alter the structure size distribution.

In order to investigate the strength of the relationship, the

magnitudes of the correlations were examined, and the relationship

between lot size and structure size was displayed in crosstabular

form for each city. This analysis of necessity depended on judgment

rather than on statistical tests of significance. Hypothesis five

was tested using the subpopulation of new houses in each city. The

relationship between lot size and structure size could be expected to

change over time owing to changes in factor, prices, production

technology, and consumer tastes or incomes. Including houses built

in the past under different conditions in the investigation of this

hypothesis could mask the hypothesized effect.

Hypotheses six and seven postulate a shortage of small

structures induced by a shortage of small lots could be detected by

differences between restrictive and unrestrictive cities in mean

structure size and in the relationship between structure size and

house price. The hypotheses are the exact counterparts of hypotheses

three and four; the discussion presented there is not repeated here.

H6
0

: The populations of restrictive and unrestrictive cities

have the same distribution of mean structure size

H6
a

: Mean structure size tends to be different in restrictive

cities than it is in unrestrictive cities.

H7 : For the model P. = 6 , the populations of

restrictive and unrestrictive cities have the same

distribution of
Qsi

H7a: 13si tends to be different in restrictive cities than it

is in unrestrictive cities.

Symbols are as defined under hypotheses one and two.
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Sampling Procedures

The sampling problem can be expressed as the desire to estimate

the expected value of a parameter of the housing market in two

populations--the population of restrictive cities and the population

of unrestrictive cities. To do this, a two-stage sample design was

chosen. The first stage consisted of taking a sample of cities from

each of the two populations of cities. The second stage consisted of

taking a sample in each city from the population of all houses sold

in that city in a given time period. The sampling procedures in each

stage will be examined separately.

The First Stage

The cities sampled in the first stage were selected through the

application of seven criteria to the population of all cities. The

first criterion divided the total population into the restrictive and

unrestrictive subpopulations. Cities with most of their vacant

single-family zoned land in zones with minimum lot sizes of 6,000

square feet or less were classified as unrestrictive. Cities with

most of their vacant, single-family zoned land in zones with minimum

lot sizes of 8,000 square feet or more were classified as

restrictive. This criterion was determined in large part by the

characteristics of zoning ordinances in available cities; it simply

divided available cities into less and more restrictive categories.

The second through fourth criteria eliminated cities where the

theoretically predicted effects could not be detected. These

criteria can be said to limit the total populations to the

populations from which the samples were desired. First, restrictive

cities without at least some land in zones with minimum lot sizes of

around 6,000 square feet were eliminated because the test of the

primary hypothesis, hypothesis four, depended on the relative price

of houses on small lots as compared to houses on large lots. Second,

cities that were not the major housing supplier in their market area
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were eliminated because where demand is very elastic, zoning can have

very little effect on house prices; smaller cities in or on the

outskirts of major metropolitan areas were thus eliminated. Third,

cities with populations less than about 10,000 were also eliminated

because the number of houses sold in a given year would be

insufficient to precisely estimate the desired parameters.

The last two criteria pruned the populations sampled for reasons

of pure convenience. Only cities near to Corvallis, Oregon, could be

included because of the cost of obtaining data from county assessors'

offices in distant locations; cities not in Oregon west of the

Cascades were thus eliminated. Finally, data in county assessors'

offices on house sales prices and house characteristics had to be

available and in a format conducive to obtaining the information

required for this analysis.

The last two convenience criteria reduced the large populations

from which the samples were desired to three restrictive and three

unrestrictive cities; these six cities constituted the cities sampled

in the study. The restrictive cities were Corvallis, McMinnville,

and Medford; the unrestrictive cities were Albany, Woodburn, and

Eugene.

The necessity of imposing the last two convenience criteria

meant that the samples of the two desired populations were not

probability samples even though the sampled cities were selected

according to criteria rather than arbitrarily. This fact made it

strictly impossible to use sampling theory to place a confidence

level on any inferences made about differences between the greater

populations of restrictive and unrestrictive cities. Extreme care

and judgment must thus be exercised in drawing general conclusions

based on these samples.

The Second Stage

Sampling in the second stage consisted of selecting a sample in

each city of all houses sold in that city in a given year. Standard
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probability sampling procedures could be applied because of the

existence of an excellent sampling frame for such houses in the

yearly Sales Ratio Report prepared by each county assessor for the

Assessment and Appraisal Division of the Oregon State Department of

Revenue. The year selected was September 1977 through August 1978

because of the high volume of sales in that year.

The sampling frame

The yearly Sales Ratio Report is prepared to certify that the

county is in compliance with the state requirement that tax

appraisals be made at full market value. One portion of the report

consists of a list of most sales of real estate properties in the

county during the year and forms the basis of the sampling frame used

in this study. The list includes information for each sale on the

tax account number, the location, the assessed value, the sales price

and sales date, the year the improvements were constructed, and a

code that allows single-family residential properties to be isolated.

Most of the sales not included in this report are excluded for

reasons that make them unsuitable for inclusion in a frame prepared

exclusively for this study. Rejected sales include sales unlikely to

be true arms-length transactions; thus sales are excluded where one

party is a political subdivision or a financial, charitable, or

religious institution; where parties are relatives or business

associates; or where the grantor is transferring the property to

avoid a lien. Other sales are rejected because the price reflects

personal property, crops, timber, or only a portion of the property.

Some sales are rejected because important data such as sale date or

characteristics of the property are not available.

A number of sales that should be included in this study are

rejected from the Sales Ratio Report list. These include sales where

an appraised value is not available or the assessed property is not

the same as the property sold. A substantial portion of these are

new houses that have not yet been appraised. New houses rejected for
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this reason were added back to the frame in each city by examining

county assessors' files of rejected sales. Used houses rejected for

this reason were not added back, but the number of these was small.

Finally, the frame for the city of Woodburn was adjusted by

removing all houses in the Senior Estates subdivisions. These

subdivisions are part of a retirement community that restricts

residents to older people. The county assessor indicated these

houses constitute a distinct market within the city of Woodburn.

Including these houses, with their distinctive characteristics and

different price structure, would make Woodburn noncomparable to the

other cities.

Sampling scheme

In order to ensure the sample contained enough new houses so the

characteristics of these houses could be estimated precisely, the

list of sales in the sampling frame for each city was divided into

two strata--new houses with construction dates of 1976 or later and

used houses with construction dates before this. Sampling ratios

were selected to give, if possible, a total sample size within each

city of 300 to 500 sales of which at least 150 were new. A

systematic sample from each stratum was then drawn at the desired

sampling ratio.

Table II presents the sampling ratios, sample sizes, and

response rates for each city. The samples in McMinnville, Albany,

and Woodburn were self-weighting; the sampling ratios in the two

strata in each of the other three cities were not greatly different

from each other. The sample size goals were met in all cities but

McMinnville and Woodburn, the smallest cities. The completed samples

were smaller than the initial samples because invariably the

appraisal files on a few of the houses either could not be located or

were massively incomplete. The ratio of completed cases is in almost

all cases so high that the chance of introducing bias is minimal.
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TABLE II. SAMPLING RATIOS, SAMPLE SIZES,
AND RESPONSE RATIOS WITHIN CITIES.

City Stratum
Sampling

Ratio

Size of
Initial

Sample

Size of
Completed
Sample

Response
Ratio

Restrictive
Cities

Corvallis New 1/2 193 183 .948
Used 1/3 184 176 .957
Total 359

McMinnville New 1/1 73 69 .945
Used 1/1 210 188 .895
Total 257

Medford

a. sales price New 1/2 228 216 .947
plus lot Used 1/3 256 239 .934
size only Total 455

b. complete New 1/2 228 190 .833
data set Used 1/3 256 165 .645

Total 355

Unrestrictive
Cities

Albany New 1/2 155 150 .968
Used 1/2 259 245 .946
Total 395

Woodburn New 1/1 29 29 1.000
Used 1/1 104 90 .865
Total 119

Eugene New 1/4 220 198 .900
Used 1/5 401 370 .923
Total 568
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The only major problem revealed by the response ratios concerns

the city of Medford. The appraisal files for all properties located

in the southwestern corner of the city were not available because

these properties were being reappraised. The only information

available for these properties was sales price and lot size.

Statistical procedures requiring only these two pieces of data were

based on the entire sample with a response ratio of about .94.

However, procedures requiring additional information on

characteristics were based only on 83 percent of the entire sample of

new houses and 64 percent of the entire sample of used houses. These

low response ratios introduced the possibility of bias into such

procedures. Comparison of available information on mean lot sizes in

the two sectors of the city revealed the problem may be minor for new

houses but may be significant for used houses. Mean lot size for new

houses was 10,162 square feet in the southwest corner and 9725 square

feet in the rest of the city; the similarity in mean lot sizes may

indicate there was little difference between new houses in the two

sections of the city. However, mean lot size for used houses was

7251 in the southwest corner and 10,912 square feet in the rest of

the city; the large difference reflected the fact that the earliest

development occurred at high densities in the southwest sector and

indicates used housing in the two sections of the city may have

significantly different characteristics. The tests of hypotheses

four and seven were not expected to be biased because the least

squares regression estimators are unbiased no matter which members of

the population are included as long as the same model and parameters

apply to all units (Hanushek and Jackson, 1977, p. 152). The test of

hypothesis three was based only on lot size data, which were

available for all houses; the test of hypothesis five used only new

houses, for which the problem appeared to be minor. The test of

hypothesis six on mean structure sizes for used and total houses was

thus most sensitive to any possible bias caused by the low response

rate for used houses in Medford.
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Description of the Data and Data Sources

The primary data collected consisted of information on zoning

ordinances and on the prices and characteristics of houses sold

during the period from September 1977 through August 1978. In

addition, limited data were collected on characteristics of the total

population, the total housing stock, and the home building industry

in each sampled city. The following discussion describes the data

collected and their sources.

Data on City Zoning Policies

Data on city zoning ordinances were obtained from city planning

departments. The zoning classes and their minimum lot size and other

restrictions were obtained from the zoning ordinance in effect in

1977. The amount of vacant land in each zone was obtained from

vacant land surveys completed by each city planning department.

Fortuitously, each city had completed a vacant land survey reporting

vacant land by zoning class for a date around January 1978 for use in

their comprehensive planning process required by recent Oregon

legislation. These surveys were very accurate compilations of vacant

land at that date, being based either on air photographs or

windshield surveys with acreage determined from accurate land survey

maps. Most of the surveys included enough information to allow the

subtraction of land that was unbuildable because of location in a

flood plain. The only problem that arose in the use of the vacant

land surveys was how to classify the lot size requirements of the

substantial areas zoned Planned Development in Corvallis. The

problem was solved by assigning the vacant single-family acreage of

each planned development to the minimum lot size class most closely

approximating the approved density of the single-family portion of

the planned development.

Additional information on zoning policy was obtained by a

personal interview with a planner in the planning department who had
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considerable knowledge of planning policy during the period surveyed.

The questionnaire used for this interview is contained in Appendix I.

The questionnaire sought to obtain information about vacant land

definitions, zoning history, zone change policy, community attitudes

towards zoning, planner perceptions of land supply, and other

influences on the housing market.

Data on House Prices and Characteristics

A sample of houses sold during the given time period in each

city was drawn according to the procedures described earlier. The

sales price and month of sale for each house were obtained from the

Sales Ratio Report for each county. The characteristics of each

house were determined from the appraisal file on each property

maintained by the county assessor. The characteristics were recorded

in the file by a trained appraiser after a personal inspection and

measurement of the property during the past six years. The quality

of these data was high.

The characteristics on which data were collected were determined

by the availability of information in the appraisal files and by a

review of characteristics found to be significant by previous house

price studies. The data collected on house and lot characteristics

included:

1) Finished, heated floor area in square feet;

2) Lot area in square feet;

3) Year the improvements were constructed;

4) Percentage of functional and physical depreciation

as estimated by the appraiser;

5) Index of construction quality from a low of 1 to

a high of 8, as estimated by the appraiser;

6) Square feet of extra, unfinished floor area;

7) Number of baths, in units of one-half;

8) Presence of a family room or den;

9) Presence of one or more fireplaces;
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10) Number of garage spaces;

11) Number of built-in kitchen appliances;

13) Type of street--dirt, gravel, or paved; and

14) Presence of a swimming pool.

Very little information was available in the files on the locational

characteristics of the property such as nearness to specified

externality producing uses. The only locational information

collected was:

15) Location next to a golf course; and

16) The sixteenth of a land survey section in which

the house was located.

Zoning information in the files was limited to the major type of use

allowed:

17) Location in a zone that allowed non-single family uses.

A description of the data collected in each city is given in

Appendix II. It includes the mean, variance, minimum, and maximum

for each variable in the data set.

Other Data

A limited amount of other data was also collected on the

characteristics of the population, the characteristics of the housing

stock, and the home building industry. The most recent data on the

characteristics of the total city population and the total housing

stock were found in most cases in the 1970 Census of Population and

Housing. Data on 1970 population, household size, educational level,

household income, percentage of units that were owner-occupied,

number of rooms per unit, age of units, and house value were obtained

from the Census. 1978 estimates of total population and median

family income were obtained from the Center for Population Research

and Census at Portland State University and from the Oregon State

Housing Division, respectively.

Information on the homebuilding industry was obtained by

interviewing two home builders in each community. The builders
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interviewed were chosen from a list of knowledgeable and experienced

builders provided by the local Homebuilders Association. No claim is

made that this sample is representative of all builders, and data

obtained from them were not used in any statistical procedure. The

purpose of the interviews was to obtain an informal feeling for

trends in the housing market, effects of zoning regulations on

builders, their perceptions of the zone change process, land supply

and land prices, and reasons for any shortfalls in the supply of

small lots or small houses. The questionnaire used in the interviews

with builders is contained in Appendix III.

Estimation Procedures

Estimation of Regression Models

The tests of hypotheses one, two, four, and seven required the

estimation for each city of the parameters of the same regression

model explaining house prices as a function of date of sale, house

and lot characteristics, locational characteristics, and zoning

protection against externalities.

Specification of the model

The model was not specified in advance. Various specifications

of both the dependent variable and independent variables were tried,

with the final form determined byMSE values, the significance of

individual variables, and the form of residual plots.

Three forms of the dependent variable were tried--price, the

logarithm of price, and price divided by floor area. The variance of

the untransformed residuals, the significance of individual

variables, and residual plots provided no reason to choose one form

over any other. The simplest form, sales price, was therefore

selected.
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Many different specifications of the independent variables were

tried, including nonlinear and interaction forms. The most

satisfactory specification, along with variable mnemonics, is given

in Table III. A substantial number of house and lot characteristics

were included. The quality of construction was included as a series

of interaction variables between floor area and dummies representing

the various quality index levels. The amount of depreciation was

also included as an interaction variable between depreciation and

floor area. The effect of both quality of construction and

depreciation were expected to vary with the size of the house.

Variables describing the number of kitchen built-ins and age of the

house were eliminated. The number of built-ins was eliminated

because it was uniformly not significant and of low magnitude, and

age was eliminated because it was almost perfectly correlated with

depreciation. The locational characteristics of a house were

described principally by a series of dummy variables, one for each of

the land survey sections in the city. The coefficients of these

variables indicated the premium that must be paid to obtain a house

in a given one mile square of the city. This was a very gross

control for the locational characteristics of a house, but a finer

description was not possible with the available data. It did

effectively control for the fact that certain neighborhoods did have

locational price premiums associated with them but did not indicate

what elements of the neighborhood were responsible for the premiums.

This was not a problem, however, because the interest in this study

was not in identifying the source of premiums but rather in

controlling for them to obtain unbiased estimates of other

parameters.

Estimation

The parameters of the model and the variance-covariance matrix

were estimated with the least squares estimators using the SPSS

statistical package (Nie et al., 1975). The aptness of the model and
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TABLE III. DEFINITIONS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
IN FINAL REGRESSION MODELS

Variable Definition

DATE

Lot and House Characteristics

LOT Lot size in square feet.
FLR Finished floor area in square feet.
FLR3 Interaction variable, the product of FLR and a dummy

variable equal to one if the construction quality
index is 1, 2, or 3 (low quality).

FLR5 Interaction variable, the product of FLR and a dummy
variable equal to one if the construction quality
is 5.

FLR6 Interaction variable, the product of FLR and a dummy
variable equal to one if the construction quality
index is 6.

FLR7 Interaction variable, the product of FLR and a dummy
variable equal to one if the construction quality
index is 7 or 8 (high quality).

DEPFLR Interaction variable, the product of FLR and DEP,
the percentage of physical and functional
depreciation.

BATH Number of baths, in units of one-half.
GAR The number of garage spaces.
FMRM Dummy variable, equal to 1 if a family room or den

is present.
FP Dummy variable, equal to 1 if one or more fireplaces

are present.
XTRA Square feet of unfinished floor area.
POOL Dummy variable, equal to 1 if house has a pool.
IMP Dummy variable, equal to 1 if street NOT paved

with a curb.

Locational Characteristics

Ll-L22 Dummy variables, equal to 1 if house is located in
a given land survey section, with number of
dummies varying with number of sections in the
city.

GC Dummy variable, equal to 1 if house located at edge
of a golf course.

Zoning Characteristics

ZONE Dummy variable, equal to 1 if zoning allows non-
single family uses.
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the appropriateness of the least squares assumptions were examined

through residual analysis. The only problem revealed was significant

heteroscedasticity for Eugene, where residual variance increased with

floor size and decreased with depreciation. The problem was

corrected by using weighted least squares (Neter and Wasserman, 1974,

pp. 131-136). All variables in Eugene, including the constant, were

divided by floor size. Further residual plots indicated the problem

was corrected. However, because of the transformation of the

dependent variable, R
2

and F values for Eugene were not comparable

with the other cities.

The problem of multicollinearity was investigated through the

correlation matrices for the independent variables; when

multicollinearity is present, estimates are not biased but can become

very imprecise (Hanushek and Jackson, 1977, pp. 86-96). Large

correlations are identified for each city in Appendix IV. Only 27

correlations in all six cities were above .5, but most of these

involved FLR, a variable of particular concern. A large number of

the correlations were between .3 and .5; variables especially

involved were FLR, BATH, FP, FMRM, GAR, DEPFLR, and ZONE. The

primary concern from the point of view of the tests of the critical

hypotheses was that the coefficients of LOT and FLR might become too

imprecise. The correlation matrix indicated there was little reason

to fear the coefficient of LOT might be affected significantly

because it was involved in no correlations over .5 and only seven

over .3. FLR was significantly involved in many large correlations

in all cities; its variance was certainly affected. The results

presented in the next chapter, however, indicated the coefficient of

FLR was known precisely enough to allow a good test of the

hypotheses. The variances of the coefficients of the other

significantly involved variables listed above were most probably

inflated also; the failure of these variables to be significant in

some cities may be attributable to the multicollinearity. But since

none of these variables was important to the hypotheses, the problem

was not severe.
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Estimation of Means and Variances of the Mean

The tests of hypotheses three and six required estimation of lot

size and structure size means and variances of the mean in each city.

Weighting procedures were used in these calculations to make sure the

estimates reflected the different stratum weights. The estimators

used were:
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ij
n = number of houses in sample of j stratum in city i
ij
w, = proportion of population of all houses in city i
ij

that are in stratum j.

Estimation of Correlations

All correlations were Pearson product moment correlations

estimated with the SPSS statistical package (Nie et al., 1975).

Inference Procedures

The tests of the hypotheses required two types of inference.

Hypotheses one, two, and five required an inference as to the

significance of a regression and the significance of coefficients in
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a regression for an individual city. The inference was made only to

the population of all houses sold in the city so the appropriate

variances stemmed from the variation between houses in the city. The

standard F-test for significance of a regression and t-test for the

significance of an individual coefficient were therefore the correct

tests. A two-sided significance level of .05 was chosen for these

tests.

Hypotheses three, four, six, and seven, however, required an

inference as to whether a parameter of the housing market differed

between the populations of restrictive and unrestrictive cities. The

appropriate variance to use in the calculation of a test statistic

was not as clear cut here. Possible approaches can be examined by

considering the formula for estimating the variance of the mean under

two-stage sampling (Cochran, 1977, p. 278):
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x. mean value of x for the i city;
.1
x = mean of R for all cities;

1

N = number of cities in the population;

n = number of cities sampled;

M. = number of houses in city i;
th

m. = number of houses in the sample in the i city.
1

The first term in the expression is an estimate of the between city

variance, treating the mean for each city as a fixed number. The

second term is an estimate of the within city variance.

The expression reveals two possible ways to approach the

inference problem. The first approach is to restrict the two
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populations under study to only those cities sampled. In rejecting

the null hypothesis, one would conclude that the mean is different in

these three restrictive cities than it is in these three

unrestrictive cities. This is the safest approach because all

samples taken are probability samples, thereby allowing precise

estimates of the probability the inference is not true. In this case

n/N = 3/3 = 1 , and the formula reduces to the second term, the term

based only on variance in x within cities.

The second approach is to consider the populations under

investigation to be the larger populations of all restrictive and

unrestrictive cities. The inference extends beyond the six cities

studied. It is a much stronger statement about the properties of

restrictive and unrestrictive cities in general and is the type of

inference desired from empirical studies such as this. But making

such a statement based on the sample of cities in this study is not

as safe as the first approach because the sample of cities is not a

true probability sample. It is impossible to make a precise

statement about the probability that the inference is wrong. If this

approach is taken n/N is very small, and the formula for estimating

the variance reduces to the first term, the term based only on the

between city variance.

The second approach was cautiously selected here because of two

reasons. First, the primary purpose of the study was to make general

statements. Second, the second approach in this particular case was

more conservative. This arises from the fact that n, the number of

cities sampled, was so small that the estimate of the between city

variance was larger than the estimate of the within city variance.

Inferences in this study about differences in expected parameter

values between restrictive and unrestrictive cities were therefore

based on the variation of parameter values between cities, treating

the estimated parameter values in each city as fixed numbers.

However, a nonparametric rather than a parametric test was used. The

Mann-Whitney test (Daniel, 1978, pp. 82-86) combines the parameter

estimates from each city in the two samples and ranks them from
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smallest to largest. It then calculates a test statistic from the

sum of the ranks for each sample. Again, a two-sided .05

significance level was chosen. In the case of two samples of three

cities each, the difference in expected parameter value is

significant at the .05 level if there is no overlap in the ranked

positions of the two samples.
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V. RESULTS OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

This chapter presents the results of the empirical investigation

into the existence and magnitude of costs attributable to minimum lot

size requirements. It begins with a discussion of relevant descrip-

tive information on the six cities in the samples--their location,

population growth, socioeconomic characteristics, building activity,

and index of housing prices. The second section describes the

characteristics of the zoning ordinances that make the cities re-

strictive or unrestrictive. The last three sections describe the

tests of the seven hypotheses concerning the relationship of house

prices to house characteristics and the effect of large-lot zoning on

lot size, structure size, and house price.

Background Data on the Sample Cities

All sample cities are located in western Oregon, with all but

one of them, Medford, in the Willamette Valley (Figure 24). A

major concern in the selection of the cities was to ensure that the

cities were the major suppliers of housing within their respective

housing markets so that zoning policy in the individual cities would

be reflective of zoning policy in the market. The cities selected

largely satisfy this criterion. Woodburn and McMinnville do attract

some commuters from Portland and Salem; some commuting exists

between Corvallis and Albany and between Medford and Ashland;

and Eugene with a population of about 100,000 is located in the same

metropolitan area as Springfield with a population of 40,000. All

cities, however, remain the major suppliers in their markets. The

problem in Eugene is less severe than it might seem because single-

family zoning policies in Eugene and Springfield are almost iden-

tical.

The populations, population growth, socioeconomic'characteris-

tics, building activity levels, and housing price indices for the
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Figure 24. Location of the six sample cities.
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six sample cities are described in Table IV. It is immediately

apparent that the restrictive and unrestrictive cities cannot be

categorized along any one dimension. Population figures for 1978

indicate that both the smallest and largest cities were classified

unrestrictive. Four of the six cities, evenly split between restric-

tive and unrestrictive, experienced very rapid population growth of

about 40 percent over the period 1970 to 1978. Two of these, Woodburn

in the unrestrictive class and McMinnville in the restrictive class,

experienced an influx of relatively wealthy commuters from Portland

during this period. Both may have reacted to this influx and rapid

growth by limiting building activity in the later years of the

period; they have low rates of building activity for the period 1976

to 1978. Two cities, Corvallis and Eugene, experienced relatively

slow growth during this period.

The income distribution of households in the sample cities is

particularly relevant in this study because higher income households

can be expected to consume larger structures and lots. The 1969

median family income data from the 1970 U.S. Census and the 1978

median family income estimates from the Oregon Division of Housing

indicate income alone cannot explain differences between the restric-

tive and unrestrictive cities. The highest and lowest median incomes

belong to Eugene and Woodburn, both unrestrictive cities. The

Woodburn figure is low at least partly because of the large number of

retired households in the Senior Estates subdivision; Woodburn's

median income therefore underestimates the income of households in

that portion of the market used in this study because houses in

Senior Estates were eliminated from the sample. The other four

cities have very similar median incomes, with the highest and lowest

within this group of four belonging to Corvallis and Medford, both

restrictive.

Comparison of the estimated price of a new house with standard-

ized characteristics to median income can be used to modify actual

income to a more meaningful index of income relative to the price of



TABLE IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE CITIES

City Population
1978

Percentage
Population

Growth
1970-19781

(%)

Median family income
Persons
Per Owner
Occupied
Unit

1970

Median
Adult
Education

19703
(yrs)

Average Annual
Building Permits

Per Person
1976-19782
(x10-2)

Estimated
Price For
Standard New
House, 19784

( $ )

1969
3

1978
2

($)

Unrestrictive

Albany 26,150 43.8 9118 18,120 3.1 12.3 2.27 45,461

Woodburn 10,860 44.9 6623 2.5 12.1 .92 43,040

Eugene 103,500 26.2 9996 19,000 2.8 12.3 1.87 52,254

Restrictive

Corvallis 40,500 15.2 9542 18,500 3.2 14.2 1.80 51,309

McMinnville 14,350 41.7 9384 2.9 12.4 1.62 45,880

Medford 39,500 38.8 9072 16,070 2.9 12.4 1.89 48,218

1

Center for Population Research and Census, Portland State University.

2
Oregon State Housing Division.

3
1970 U.S. Census of Population and Housing.

4Estimated with regression models in Table VII.
two baths, a two car garage, a fireplace, no family room,
houses, and was sold in February 1978.

Standard house has 1400 ft
2
of structure, 8000 ft

2
of lot,

a locational premium equal to the average premium for all new
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housing. It is apparent that the range of relative incomes is smaller

than that of actual incomes. Eugene and Corvallis, with both high

median incomes and high housing prices, have lower relative incomes

than actual incomes indicate; Woodburn with both a low median income

and low housing prices has a higher relative income than its actual

income indicates. Housing prices thus tend to equalize relative in-

comes between the sample cities.

Available data on two social characteristics of the cities'

populations, household size and median education of adults, are given

as indicators of household tastes, another determinant of household

consumption levels. Greater household size may indicate a greater

preference for large structures and large lots. Corvallis and Albany

have the largest mean household sizes; Woodburn has the lowest, again

probably because of the high percentage of one and two person retired

households. Differences in household size thus do not distinguish

restrictive from unrestrictive cities. Median years of education is

larger for the restrictive cities than for the unrestrictive, but the

differences are very small in magnitude with the exception of

Corvallis, which has a high percentage of university personnel.

Zoning Policy and Land Supply

Although the restrictive and unrestrictive cities do not differ

significantly in their socioeconomic characteristics, they do differ

markedly in their zoning policies and lot supply characteristics.

These differences are described in this section. First the length

of time present policies have been in effect is investigated. Then

two aspects of zoning policy expected to most influence the supply

of lots of various sizes--the supply of vacant land in the various

zones and the zone change policy--are analyzed. The discussion

is then completed with an examination of other factors that could

have influenced supplies of various sized lots.
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Age of Current Zoning Policy

Investigation reveals that for the most part present single-

family zoning policies have been in effect in the sample cities for

a considerable period. The year of enactment of present ordinances

indicates that in 1977-78 most cities had been operating under their

current ordinances for a considerable period (Table V). The ordi-

nances in the restrictive cities date from the mid to late 1960s,

and the ordinances in Woodburn and Eugene date from the early 1970s.

Albany substantially revised its 1960 ordinance in 1977, but the

1977 changes were too recent to have had much impact during 1977-78.

Questioning of planners revealed that previous ordinances and

previous zone change policies were very similar to the present

ordinances and present zone change policies with respect to

single-family housing. The only major changes in policy during the

past were in directions that indicate the classification of these

cities as restrictive or unrestrictive is sound. Policy in Albany,

where the present policy is unrestrictive, was less restrictive in

the past than it was in 1977-78; substantial areas have been

recently downzoned from smaller minimum lot sizes to larger minimum

lot sizes. Corvallis and McMinnville, classified by their 1977-78

policy as restrictive, were more restrictive in the past. The

Corvallis planning department has attempted in recent years to en-

courage higher densities, and zone changes in McMinnville to higher

densities have become easier to obtain. As a result of the fact

that zoning policies have been relatively consistent for a long

period of time, they can be expected to have had a substantial im-

pact on the housing markets in their respective cities if zoning does

in fact affect the distribution of lot sizes.
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TABLE V. YEAR OF ENACTMENT OF ZONING
ORDINANCES IN EFFECT.

City Year of Enactment of Zoning Ordinance

Unrestrictive

1960, 1977Albany

Woodburn 1973

Eugene 1971

Restrictive

Corvallis 1966

McMinnville 1968

Medford 1966

Zoning of Vacant Land

The availability of vacant single-family zoned land with

various minimum lot sizes was the basic criterion used to classify

cities as restrictive or unrestrictive (Table VI). The vacant land

data compiled by the cities include subdivided but unbuilt land as

well as unsubdivided land. The definition of vacant varies slightly,

indicating figures for various cities are only roughly comparable.

In general, the data exclude land that is unbuildable because it is

in a flood plain, but Woodburn and Eugene also exclude other un-

developable or unavailable land.

The data indicate substantial differences in the zoning of

vacant land between unrestrictive and restrictive cities. The un-

restrictive cities had 88 to 100 percent of their vacant land in

zones with minimum lot sizes of 6,000 square feet or less. The amount



TABLE VI. VACANT SINGLE-FAMILY ZONED LAND
BY MINIMUM LOT SIZE.

Small-lot zones Large-lot zones

City
Minimum
lot size Acres

Acres/person
(x 10-2)

% of SF
vacant land

Minimum
lot size Acres

Acres/person
(x 10-2)

% of SF
vacant land

Unrestrictive

5000 42 .16 5.6 8000 86 .33 11.5Albanyl
(1978) 6000 621 2.37 82.9

Total 663 2.53 88.5 Total 86 .33 11.5

Woodburn
2

6000 160 1.47 100.0
(Jan. 1977)

Eugene
2

6000 3076 2.97 100.0
(Jan. 1978)

Restrictive

Corvallis
1

'

4
5000 105 .26 17.6 8000 490 1.21 82.4

(Jan. 1978)

McMinnville3 7000 113 .79 18.3 9000 504 3.51 81.7
(1978)

Medford
1

6000 287 .73 12.3 8000 666 1.69 28.4
(1978) 10000 1380 3.49 58.9

Total 15000 8 .02 .4
287 .73 12.3 Total 2054 5.20 87.7

1

No vacant land is excluded, but exclusion of flood plains would notaffect figures much according to planners.

2Flood plains and other undevelopable land are excluded.

3
Flood plains are excluded.

4
To arrive at acreages, planned developments were assigned to minimum lot sizes similar to their approved densities.

Numbers of subdivided lots were converted to acreages using approximate developed gross densities for each zone.
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of such land was substantial, with at least 1.50 x 10-2 acres of land

per person available. The restrictive cities, on the other hand, had

less than 20 percent of their vacant land in small-lot zones with

minimum lot sizes of less than 8,000 square feet; the amount of land

in these zones was less than .8 x 10-2 acres per person. Corvallis

and McMinnville stand out as having particularly restrictive distribu-

tions of vacant land, Corvallis because there are only .26 x 10-2

acres of small-lot land per person and McMinnville because the lowest

permitted lot size is 7,000 square feet. In Corvallis, the rest of

the vacant land is in a large-lot zone requiring 8,000 square feet.

In McMinnville, most of the vacant land requires a 9,000 square foot

lot size. And in Medford, there exists a plentiful supply of land

divided into zones requiring 8,000, 10,000, and 15,000 square feet;

most of it requires 10,000 square feet, but the supply of land in the

8,000 square foot zone is large relative to supplies of vacant land

in other cities.

Zone Change Policy

A lenient zone change policy in a restrictive city could

indicate it is less restrictive than its vacant land distribution

indicates. Both developers and planners were therefore questioned

about effective zone change policy. Opinion about the ease of zone

changes to higher densities in Corvallis was mixed. One developer

indicated such changes were very difficult to obtain because of

citizen opposition. The planner and the other developer indicated

zone change requests to higher densities did encounter significant

opposition but that a well prepared application with good reasoning

behind it could go through. All three individuals interviewed in

McMinnville agreed zone changes were not easy to get but were a

normal part of the development process. They indicated that even

though most vacant land was in large-lot zones, a majority of actual

development occurred in small-lot zones after a zone change. In
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Medford, all builders and planners indicated zone changes to the 6,000

square foot zone were almost impossible to obtain and that zone

changes to the 8,000 square foot zone were difficult and involved

considerable delay because of the substantial citizen opposition

such requests encountered. In summary, the combined effects of the

availability of vacant land and the ease of zone changes indicate

that Medford is clearly very restrictive. McMinnville is less

restrictive than was initially supposed; its housing market could be

expected to show fewer effects of a shortage of small lots than the

other restrictive cities. Corvallis may be less restrictive than its

vacant land distribution indicates but still exhibits clear evidence

of being substantially restrictive.

Lot Supply

Planners and developers were also questioned about the supply of

lots of various sizes and other reasons for shortages besides zoning.

Developers in all cities indicated lots of all sizes were in short

supply during 1977-78 because the housing industry had just entered

a boom period following a substantial period of very low housing

demand. Not enough time had elapsed to replenish the stock used up

during the early stages of the boom, and some builders and lenders

had been hesitant to commit resources to rapidly expand the stock.

Those questioned believed there were relative shortages of small

lots compared to large lots in the restrictive cities but that in the

unrestrictive cities of Woodburn and Albany no such relative shortages

existed. One of the developers in unrestrictive Eugene, however,

felt there was a relative shortage of small lots in that city because

the supply of these lots had been more rapidly depleted in the boom

than had the supply of large lots. This comment indicates that lot

suppliers in the years previous to 1977-78 had not correctly esti-

mated the future distribution of demand. The Eugene planner believed
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there might have been a shift in demand to smaller lots because of

the new systems development charge, which was higher for larger lots.

Planners and developers indicated there were other reasons for

lot shortages in four of the cities, two restrictive and two un-

restrictive. Primarily because it was rapidly running out of sewer

capacity, Woodburn had instituted in early 1977 a controlled growth

ordinance that limited the number of building permits granted.

Developers indicated they were reluctant to commit resources to pro-

viding lots when there was substantial risk they could not build on

them. McMinnville's planning commission in the past had been in

favor of slowing down the growth rate and had made it very difficult

to obtain subdivisions. Corvallis had recently adopted a charter

provision that required a citizen vote on all annexations; all

annexations submitted in 1978 had failed to pass. Finally, vacant

land in both Corvallis and Albany was concentrated in a few owner-

ships that were holding substantial amounts off the market. In all

four cases described above, however, developers felt the shortages

caused by these other factors were not substantially influencing the

lot size distribution.

Summary

All the evidence so far confirms that zoning in Corvallis and

Medford was restrictive, resulting in a shortage of small lots.

Similarly, the evidence for Albany and Woodburn indicates zoning was

unrestrictive and that a shortage of lots in general did not create

a relative shortage of small lots. These four cities can reasonably

be expected to exhibit the hypothesized housing market characteris-

tics of restrictive and unrestrictive cities. The other two cities

may show characteristics less typical of the zoning policy class into

which they were placed. The zone change policy in the restrictive

city of McMinnville was relatively lenient; it may show evidence of

being less restrictive than the other restrictive cities. Although
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the zoning policy in Eugene is clearly unrestrictive, there is some

evidence small lots were in short supply because of poor planning by

land developers, a change in demand, or some other reason; the housing

market in Eugene could thus be expected to display some characteris-

tics of a restrictive city.

Tests of the Hypotheses

Tests of the Preliminary Hypotheses

Hypothesis one proposes that there is order to the pattern of

housing prices with prices related to the date of sale, house and lot

characteristics,locational characteristics including accessibility

and nearness to externality producing land uses, and zoning protection

against externalities.10 If this hypothesis were not true, then the

theoretical model, on which the rest of the hypotheses are based, has

limited validity. Hypothesis two specifies that the individual

characteristics lot size and structure size are significantly related

to price. If these two characteristics were not significant determi-

nants of price in unrestrictive cities, there would be little reason

to believe that zoning, hypothesized to affect these characteristics,

significantly affects the housing market.

The results of the tests of these two hypotheses are presented

in Table VII. The very significant F-values for the entire vector of

characteristics in each of the regressions indicates very strong

support for hypothesis one. The high R2 values ranging from .84 to

10
In this chapter, all hypotheses are assumed to be stated in

their positive form, as given in Chapter III, rather than in their
null form, as in Chapter IV. Rejection of the null form of the
hypothesis is stated as confirmation of the positive form of the
hypothesis. Failure to reject the null form of the hypothesis is
expressed as the possession of insufficient evidence to accept the
positive form of the hypothesis.



TABLE VII. ESTIMATED REGRESSION EQUATIONS
EXPLAINING SALES PRICE

Variable Coefficient (t-value)
Eugene Corvallis McMinnville Medford

City: Albany Woodburn

CONSTANT 9043. ( 5.89) 6559. (2.85) 1456. ( 3.71) 13511. ( 7.53) 9988. (4.47) 14141. (5.06)
DATE 648, ( 9.80) 601. (5.13) 913. (11.78) 638. ( 9.44) 855. (7.59) 933. (8.59)
LOT .553 ( 5.16) .656 (4.21) .289 ( 3.80) .125 ( 2.46) .253 (3.20) .087 (1.28)*
FLR 14.1 (12.65) 6.6 (4.06) 17.4 (11.11) 17.1 (12.23) 14.3 (8.70) 14.1 (6.92)
FLR3 2.01 ( 2.27) -10.40 (3.08) 4.22 ( 3.46) - 1.93 ( 1.19)* -3.88 (3.28) 4.04 (2.16)
FLR5 2.43 ( 5.67) 1.03 (1.80)* 2.75 ( 4.12) 1.67 ( 2.96) 3.81 (5.36) 2.81 (3.50)
FLR6 5.04 ( 4.70) 3.22 (3.37) 6.30 ( 6.35) 3.74 ( 4.77) 7.55 (6.25) 5.94 (5.46)
FLR7 Log ( 4.09) -2 11.25 ( 8.18) 7.05 ( 3.92)

_2
15.38 (9.84)

DEPFLR - .154 ( 6.84) - .334 ( .45)* - .203 ( 6.03) - .186 ( 5.12) .175 (6.50) - .071 (1.81)*
BATH 1681. ( 3.02) 4278. (3.99) 3132. ( 3.99) 1268. ( 1.56)* 1966. (2.02) 3447. (3.32)
GAR 1596. ( 3.80) 2491 (2.97) 1204. ( 2.23) 1604. ( 2.64) 2873. (4.55) 266. ( .31)*
FMRM 148. ( .27)* 1711. (1.96)* 1691. ( 2.06) 495. ( .71)* 531. ( .53)* 7. ( .01)*
FP 1324. ( 2.49) 2957. (2.99) 1672. ( 2.31) 709. ( .86)* -402. ( .39)* 647. ( .59)*
XTRA 4.37 ( 4.55)

2
5.99 ( 3.35) 7.68 ( 6.10) 3.23 (2.38) .24 ( .08)*

POOL _2 _2
5216. ( 1.04)*

2 2
16186. (6.46)

IMP -3335. ( 3.03) -1727. ( 1.69)* 3. ( .00)* 35. ( .20)* -302. ( .22) 463. ( .46)*
GC 2 2 2 2 _2

13871. (3.42)
ZONE -1036. ( 1.94)*-1375. ( .65)* -1 -1183. ( .95)* 2661. (2.12) -1890. ( .74)*

(continued on next page)



TABLE VII. (CONTINUED)

Variable
City:

Coefficient (t-value)
Albany Woodburn Eugene Corvallis McMinnville Medford

LI

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6
L7

L8
L9

L10
L11

L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
117
118

119
L20
121

L22

N
R2

F(probability)

1899. ( 2.12)
5068. ( 3.42)
1364. ( 1.27)*

90. ( .96)*

622. ( .65)*
1468. ( 1.39)*
157 ( .24)*
861.

2
( 1.15)*

-

-

-

395.

.859

98.6(.000)

-290. ( .22)*
3151. (2.96)

2570 (2.34)
-2

-

-

-

-

_

115

.900

55.3(.000)

1675. ( 1.31)*
4206 ( 2.45)
4723 ( 3.45)
5027. ( 1.78)
5067. ( 3.16)
4100 ( 3.05)
2500 ( 1.39)*
5512. ( 3.98)*
6309. ( 3.57)
5525. ( 2.74)

9-450. (.7269):
705. ( .40)*

l

1081.
121))**

2345. ( 1.50)*
1751.

( 1.04)'
4402. ( 3.40)

20))

2330. ( 1.76)*
6486.

( 2.72)

548.

19.6(.000)3

1363. ( .85)*
-2121. ( 1.12)*
4682. ( 4.06)
4791. ( 3.06)
2899. ( 2.54)
2750. ( 2.35)
2176. ( 2.04)
3646. ( 3.60)
5307. ( 4.11)
4754. ( 3.02)

( 5.08)
9836: 2

358.

.853

73.8(.000)

1358. (1.06)*
3300. (2.38)
-1063. ( .64)*
-2622. (1.11)*
-1952. (1.24)*
-4267.

2
(1.81)*

-

-

-

255.

.835

59.4(000)

-2642. (1.65)*
-2171. (1.45)*
1337. ( .69)*

-2025. (1.40)*
-1905. (1.26)*
-1683. ( .86)*
3537. (1.58)*
2758. (1.50)*
2346. (1.96)*
-1495.

2
( .69)*

332.

.881

88.2(.000)

Not significant at the .05 level.
No data on zoning existed for Eugene.

2
No houses had this characteristic.

3
Values are not comparable to other cities because weighted least squares was used to correct heteroskedasticity.
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.90 indicate that the vector of characteristics explains about 84 to

90 percent of the total variance in house prices.11 Hypothesis one

is therefore accepted for all cities.

The t-values for individual variables can be used to assess the

significance of the four subvectors of characteristics--date of sale,

house and lot characteristics, locational characteristics, and zoning

protection. DATE, measuring the month of the sale, is highly signi-

ficant in all cities. Rough calculations indicate the price of a

typical house in these cities was increasing at about 1.7 percent per

month, or 20 percent per year, a very rapid rate of inflation.

The vector of house and lot characteristics is also highly

significant. Of the 77 individual house and lot variables in the

six regressions, 56, or 73 percent, are significant. Of particular

importance, LOT and FLR are highly significant in the unrestrictive

cities, with t-values ranging from 3.8 to 5.2 for LOT and from 4.1 to

12.7 for FLR. Hypothesis two can therefore be accepted. The posi-

tive implicit prices for lot size and structure size indicate they

make a claim on the household's budget, enter the household's utility

function, and enter the producer's cost function. The allocation of

lot and structure sizes therefore can be expected to affect both

producers and consumers.

Examining the individual coefficients for variables in the house

and lot characteristics vector reveals further information. Problems

requiring explanation are few. Only four coefficients--XTRA in

Medford, FP in McMinnville, and IMP in Corvallis and Medford--have

unexpected signs, but the coefficients are all not significant.

Sagalyn and Sternlieb (1972) also encountered unexpected signs on

variables describing street improvements and suggested it was because

very low density developments are more likely to have expensive

R
2

value for Eugene was .849.

11
Before transformation to correct for heteroskedasticity, the
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houses and few street improvements; the same phenomenon could be

occurring here. Of the 22 nonsignificant coefficients, six, or more

than one-fourth, occur in Medford, and twelve involve the three

variables FMRM, FP, and IMP. The number of large correlations

between variables in Medford and involving FMRM and FP could indi-

cate multicollinearity is playing a significant role in increasing

standard errors of these coefficients. Coefficients in Woodburn tend

to have high standard errors and to be at the extreme ends of the

ranges defined by the same coefficients in other cities. The small

number of cases and the high degree of multicollinearity could be

responsible for these problems. With the exception of the problems

cited above, the coefficients in the house and lot characteristics

vector tend to show expected patterns and good consistency from city

to city. LOT and FLR show wide variations in magnitude, but such

variations lie at the heart of subsequent hypotheses and are not

commented on here. Higher quality construction significantly in-

creases the value of a house as indicated by the magnitudes and

significance of the interaction variables FLR3, FLR5, FLR6, and FLR7.

The presence of extra bathrooms, garage spaces, a family room, and a

fireplace all add moderate value to a house in line with their costs

of production. Greater physical and structural depreciation

decreases the value of a house in all cities but Woodburn and

Medford. The problem in Woodburn is a very large coefficient

standard error probably influenced by significant involvement of

DEPFLR in several multicollinearities, but the reason for the very

low magnitude for DEPFLR in Medford is unclear. The presence of a

swimming pool in the two cities where pools occurred adds a very

large increment of value to a house.

The vector of variables describing locational attributes of a

house is also highly significant. Location next to a golf course in

Medford adds a very large $13,800. Of the 60 locational dummies in

all six regressions, 25 are significant. The large number of non-

significant variables in Albany, Medford, and McMinnville is to some
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extent caused by a fortuitous choice of the section for which all

dummy variables have the value zero. This degree of significance

and the large magnitudes indicate that inclusion of the set of

dummies is probably important to the development of unbiased models

and that the use of the dummy variable approach is a reasonably

successful means of controlling for locational attributes. The

magnitudes of the coefficients indicate neighborhood effects are

large; the range from the smallest to the largest neighborhood

premium in each city varies from $3,000 in Woodburn to $12,000 in

Corvallis, with the rest between $5,000 and $8,000. It is of course

impossible to tell what is the relative importance of amenities,

accessibility, or nearness to externalities in creating these magni-

tudes, or even the identity of the externalities or amenities.

Rough calculations indicate ranges in locational premiums within a

city of these magnitudes probably could not be caused exclusively by

gasoline savings due to accessibility. In addition, the geographic

pattern indicates the highest premiums are often found on the out-

skirts of a city, contrary to the accessibility model. It thus

seems relatively safe to say that at least part of the locational

premium is caused by unknown amenities or externalities.

The only variable describing zoning protection against exter-

nalities is the dummy ZONE, which takes on a value of one when non-

single-family uses are permitted. If zoning protects or is per-

ceived as protecting against externalities and if the existence of

externalities is controlled for by the location dummies, this

variable should have a negative coefficient. A negative coefficient

was observed in four of the five cities for which the coefficient

could be calculated, but in all cases it was not significant. The

magnitudes, ranging from $1,000 to $1,900 for 1977-78 are, however,

consistent with dud's significant coefficient magnitude of $1,100

for the year 1970 (dud, 1980). The coefficient for McMinnville was

large, significant, and of the wrong sign. It is possible that the

effect of a scarcity of land zoned for non-single-family uses
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outweighed the protection effect of single-family zoning. But in

conclusion, it must be said that these results do not support the notion

that people are willing to pay for zoning protection against non-

single-family uses.

Tests of the Hypotheses Related to Lot Size Misallocation

The tests of hypotheses three and four investigate whether a

shortage of small lots is associated with zoning in the restrictive

cities. The test of hypothesis three investigates differences in

mean lot sizes between cities; it is the weaker test for shortages

of small lots in the restrictive cities because differences in the

distribution of incomes can so easily affect the distribution of lot

sizes. The test of hypothesis four investigates the relationship

between lot size and house price; if shortages exist the coefficient

of lot size in a hedonic price index should be smaller in the

restrictive cities. It is the stronger test because the distribu-

tions of incomes and tastes are less likely to affect this parameter

than they are to affect mean lot size.

Hypothesis three

The results of the investigation into the mean lot size of new,

used, and total houses in the six cities are displayed in Table VIII

and Figure 25. The results for new houses provide the best evidence

for the current effect of zoning policy on new construction. The

mean lot size in each of the restrictive cities is larger than the

mean lot size in any of the unrestrictive cities. The differences

are significant, confirming hypothesis three for new houses; mean

lot sizes for new houses tend to be larger in restrictive than in

unrestrictive cities. A comparison of the magnitudes of the mean

lot sizes for new houses is instructive. Among the unrestrictive

cities, Albany and Woodburn have the lowest mean lot sizes of
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TABLE VIII. MEAN LOT SIZE FOR NEW, USED,
AND TOTAL HOUSES BY CITY

Mean lot size in square feet (Standard error)
City New houses Used houses Total houses

Unrestrictive

Albany 7152 (125) 7548 (170) 7398 (116)

Woodburn 7096 (241) 8030 (334) 7803 (262)

Eugene 7874 (160) 9571 (254) 9021 (179)

Restrictive

Corvallis 9698 (513) 9201 (242) 9405 (254)

McMinnville 8756 (358) 9579 (480) 9358 (365)

Medford 9778 (367) 9422 (404) 9552 (298)

Probability <.05 <.20 .05

approximately 7,100 square feet. The Eugene value is higher, around

7,900 square feet. There are a number of reasons for the higher

value in Eugene. Median income in Eugene is high, perhaps indi-

cating Eugene home buyers desire larger lots. The possibility that

land developers in Eugene may have underestimated the high demand

for small lots was discussed earlier. Finally, a substantial pro-

portion of the available land in Eugene is in the hilly south and

Figure 25. Mean lot size (square feet) for new, used, and total
houses.
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Figure 25. Mean lot size (square feet) for new, used, and total
houses.
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southwest portions of the city; hilly terrain is less conducive to

the production of small lots. The mean lot sizes in Corvallis and

Medford are around 9,700 square feet, a substantial 1,800 to 2,600

square feet larger than that of any of the unrestrictive cities. The

McMinnville value is lower, around 8,700 square feet, but still

significantly larger than that for any of the unrestrictive cities.

This lower value for McMinnville corroborates the reports of planners

and developers that zone changes are a normal part of the development

process because the mean lot size of 8,700 square feet is below the

9,000 square foot minimum lot size of the large-lot zone.

Used houses present a slightly different picture. Unrestric-

tive Albany and Woodburn still have the lowest mean lot sizes,

although these are slightly larger than for new houses. Restrictive

Corvallis and Medford still have high values, although these are

slightly lower than for new houses. McMinnville, however, now has

the highest value, confirming the reports that zoning policy was more

restrictive in McMinnville in the past. Eugene, an unrestrictive

city, has the second highest value; the high value for Eugene means

it is impossible to conclude with confidence that mean lot sizes for

used houses are larger in restrictive cities. Hypothesis three

therefore cannot be confirmed for used houses. It is possible other

factors besides zoning may be affecting the results. When asked, the

Eugene planner provided a possible explanation for the high mean lot

size for used houses, but there is no way to modify the test to take

this into account. He indicated that a substantial proportion of the

used houses in the city of Eugene were built outside the city and

later annexed; they had to have lot sizes large enough to accommodate

a well and septic drain field. Another possible explanation is

suggested by results presented later that indicate used houses in

Eugene have large floor areas as well as large lot areas. Such

results may indicate a high relative income in Eugene during the

period when most of the used houses in the sample were produced.
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The mean lot size for total houses is the parameter expected to

most closely describe the relative shortage of small lots in the

housing market of a city and therefore to most closely predict the

relationship between lot size and house price. The data indicate

that the cities classified as restrictive do indeed have the largest

mean lot sizes, with values of approximately 9,500 square feet. The

unrestrictive cities have lower values ranging from about 7,400 in

Albany to 9,000 in Eugene. These differences are significant, con-

firming hypothesis three that houses sold in restrictive cities tend

to have larger lot sizes than houses sold in unrestrictive cities.

It is important to note, however, that because of the large number

of used houses with larger lots, the magnitude of the mean lot size

in Eugene is closer to those of the restrictive cities than it is to

the magnitudes for the other unrestrictive cities. Eugene might

therefore logically be expected to show some evidence of a shortage

of small lots.

It is necessary to consider the possibility that differences in

incomes between the cities caused the lot size differences reported

here. It was pointed out earlier that the statistics on median

income do not support this explanation. An examination of the data

collected for this study provides additional evidence that income is

not responsible for the differences observed among new houses. New

houses in each city were divided into separate classes based on their

structure size to give five independent samples of new houses in each

city (Table IX and Figure 26). The percentage of houses in each

structure size class on small lots of less than 8,000 square feet

was calculated for each city. The results show that the percentage

of houses on small lots decreases with increased structure size.

More importantly, the results also show that houses of a given

structure size class tend to be on larger lots in restrictive cities

than in unrestrictive cities. For the structure size classes 1,100-

1,299 square feet, 1,300-1,499 square feet, and greater than 1,700

square feet the differences between the two populations are



TABLE IX. PERCENTAGE OF NEW HOUSES ON SMALL
LOTS BY STRUCTURE SIZE CLASS

City

Percentage of new houses on small lots (<8000 ft2)
Structure
Size (ft2): <1000 1100-1299 1300-1499 1500-1699 >1700
(Number of new houses with given structure size in parenthesis)

Unrestrictive

Albany 94 (18) 85 (58) 69 (36) 88 (25) 39 (13)

Woodburn 100 ( 2) 100 ( 5) 88 ( 8) 40 (10) 33 ( 3)

Eugene 73 (67) 59 (63) 46 (28) 39 (13) 42 (26)

Restrictive

Corvallis 68 (28) 54 (43) 19 (31) 3 (36) 4 (46)

McMinnville 90 (10) 50 (16) 45 (20) 43 ( 7) 25 (16)

Medford 71 (21) 54 (50) 35 (54) 13 (31) 29 (38)

Probability <.10 <.05 <.05 <.20 <.05
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significant at the .05 level. For structure sizes of less than 1,100

square feet, it is possible to infer that the two populations differ

only at the .10 significance level, and for structure sizes of 1,500-

1,699 square feet the inference can be made only at the .20 signifi-

cance level. The joint probability, however, of obtaining differences

as significant as these in five independent samples entirely due to

chance is extremely low, about .001.12 Such results do strongly sup-

port the conclusion that after controlling for structure size new

houses tend to be placed on larger lots in restrictive than in un-

restrictive cities.

The impact of these results to the discussion of the effect of

income differences derives from the fact that economic theory predicts

income alone is not likely to affect the lot size chosen by house-

holds for a given structure size. This argument is illustrated in

Figure 27 describing utility maximization for two different house-

holds having the same tastes but different incomes. The common

utility map for both households is described by the indifference

curves Ul and U2. The budget line for the lower income household is

bA and for the higher income household is bB; the slope of these

lines is determined by the ratio of the prices of lot and structure.

The two households maximize utility at points A and B. Increases in

income move the budget line outward, describing the income-consump-

tion path, XY. XY describes those combinations of structure size

and lot size that will be observed. If there are more high income

type B households, mean lot and structure sizes will be larger than

if there are more low income type A households. But only a single

lot size should be observed for a given structure size. Income by

itself will not affect the observed lot size for a given structure

12
The probability of obtaining three significant and two not

significant results at the .05 significance level out of five inde-
pendent tests is .00113.
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size. It is thus unlikely that income differences alone could pro-

duce the results shown in Table IX. Thus, hypothesis three, that lot

sizes tend to be higher in restrictive cities, can be confirmed even

after controlling for income differences.

SA

B Lot size

Figure 27. The effect of income on structure and lot sizes demanded.

A further observation from Table IX is worthy of note. The

percentage of houses built on small lots within a given structure

size class tends to be highest among the restrictive cities in

McMinnville and lowest among the unrestrictive cities in Eugene.

This supports the comments of McMinnville planners and developers

that zone changes were relatively easy, resulting in less of a
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shortage of small lots. It also supports the opinion of a Eugene

developer that a relative shortage of small lots existed.

Two other variables besides zoning that could cause the dif-

ferences observed in Table IX are differences in tastes and differ-

ences in factor prices. It could be argued that households in

restrictive cities prefer larger lots than households in unrestric-

tive cities because they have different tastes. Very little

information on tastes is available. The data presented on house-

hold size and median education do not support the notion that house-

holds in restrictive cities are likely to have significantly dif-

ferent tastes. It is also possible that differences in the prices of

factors that go into structures and lots could result in higher lot

sizes for a given structure size. If the restrictive cities were to

have lower ratios of land price to structure price, the slopes of

the budget lines in Figure 27 for these cities would be more shallow

than those for unrestrictive cities. This would result in an income-

consumption path similar to XY' in Figure 27 for restrictive cities

compared to the path XY in unrestrictive cities. In this case

houses in a given structure size class could be expected to have

larger lots in the restrictive than in the unrestrictive cities. No

information is available on capital or labor prices in the six cities,

but some data on land prices were obtained in the interviews with

developers (Table X). Their estimates of 1978 land prices typically

described a wide range within a community, depending on the estimator

and the characteristics of the parcel, particularly location. These

ranges are similar for Albany, Eugene, McMinnville, and Medford; the

only evidence for differences in land prices occurs in Corvallis,

where estimates are very high, and in Woodburn, where estimates are

slightly higher than in the other cities. Such limited evidence

would suggest that Corvallis and Woodburn should have a higher per-

centage of small lots in a given structure size class. Woodburn does

have higher percentages, but no higher than Albany. Corvallis, on

the other hand, has low percentages of small lots for given structure
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size classes. There is thus no strong evidence that differences in

factor prices are the major determinant of the observed results.

TABLE X. BUILDER ESTIMATES OF PER ACRE
RAW LAND PRICES IN 1977-78.

City Range of Estimate (s)

Unrestrictive

Albany 5,000 - 12,000

Woodburn 8,000 - 18,000

Eugene
6,000 - 12,000

Restrictive

Corvallis 12,000 - 25,000

McMinnville 8,000 - 10,000

Medford
6,000 - 10,000

In summary, hypothesis three, that lot sizes tend to be larger

in restrictive cities, was confirmed for new and total houses.

Examination of differences in lot sizes for a given structure size

class supports the conclusion that income differences alone are not

responsible for the significant results obtained for new houses.

It is still possible that differences in tastes and factor prices

could cause the observed differences, but none of the limited avail-

able evidence supports this notion. In sum, the evidence supports the

hypothesis that zoning affects the distribution of lot sizes.
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Hypothesis four

The results for the test of hypothesis four, that the coefficient

describing the partial relationship between lot size and house price

should be smaller in restrictive cities, provide further strong evi-

dence that a shortage of small lots existed in the restrictive cities.

Table XI lists the estimated coefficients for the variable LOT in

the regressions reported in Table VII. The restrictive cities have

small coefficients ranging from .09 to .25, indicating house prices

increase by $.09 to $.25 for each marginal increase in lot size of

one square foot. The unrestrictive cities have larger coefficients

varying from .29 in Eugene to .66 in Woodburn. The differences

between the restrictive and unrestrictive cities are significant,

confirming hypothesis four that the coefficient is smaller in

restrictive cities.

Examination of the magnitudes of the coefficients is instructive.

Although the coefficients of the three restrictive cities do not

differ significantly from each other, Medford, the city previous

evidence indicates was most restrictive, has the lowest value;

McMinnville, the city previous evidence indicates was less res-

trictive, has the highest value among the restrictive cities. The

unrestrictive cities of Woodburn and Albany, the cities with the

lowest mean lot sizes and no evidence for a relative shortage of small

lots, have the highest values. Eugene, with a higher mean lot size

than the other unrestrictive cities and a report of a relative

shortage of small lots, has a magnitude midway between the

restrictive cities and the two other unrestrictive cities. All of

these results are as expected.

Available evidence does not indicate other factors could be

causing these results. Differences in incomes and tastes are

expected to have little influence on the coefficients. To the extent

the housing market is in long-run equilibrium, price is determined

exclusively by factor prices and production functions; it is not
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affected by demand variables except to the extent factor prices are

affected by the level of demand. Even if markets are not in long-run

equilibrium, differences in incomes or tastes would not necessarily

influence the price function in predictable ways because the price

function is determined by the interaction of supply with demand.

In any case, evidence on incomes and tastes does not indicate

restrictive cities differ much from unrestrictive cities. Differences

TABLE XI. COEFFICIENT OF LOT SIZE IN
REGRESSIONS EXPLAINING HOUSE PRICES.

City Coefficient (Standard Error)

Unrestrictive

Albany .553 (.107)

Woodburn .656 (.156)

Eugene .289 (.076)

Restrictive

Corvallis .125 (.051)

McMinnville .253 (.079)

Medford .087 (.068)

Probability < .05

Source: Table VII.
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in land prices could very easily affect the coefficients, but avail-

able evidence presented earlier on land prices indicates that co-

efficients in Albany, Eugene, McMinnville, and Medford should be

similar and coefficients in Corvallis and Woodburn should be larger.

This prediction clearly does not fit the evidence, leading to the

conclusion differences in land prices are not entirely responsible

for the results.

Summary of findings related to shortages of small lots

In sum, the tests of hypotheses three and four indicate these

hypotheses are valid. Available evidence thus strongly supports the

conclusion that zoning policies with characteristics typical of the

restrictive cities do in fact create shortages of small lots. From

this it is possible to conclude that households with tastes and

incomes leading them to desire small lots suffer a welfare loss.

Households that desire large lots may experience either a welfare

loss or a welfare gain. Whether households desiring large lots win

or lose and the magnitude of the gain or loss to either type of

household cannot be determined with certitude from data available

in this study because the vertical shift in the relationship between

lot size and house price caused by changes in land prices in large-lot

zones cannot be determined. The vertical shift is combined with many

other intercity differences in the constant in the regression equa-

tions. However, if it is assumed that (1) no vertical shift occurs

either because demand for land does not shift dramatically or

because the supply of land is elastic, (2) the coefficient in un-

restrictive cities is .6, and (3) the coefficient in restrictive

cities is .1, it is possible to estimate the welfare changes exper-

ienced by households. Households desiring large lots experience no

welfare change, but households desiring small lots experience a

welfare loss. The magnitude of the loss depends on whether a
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household consumes a small lot or is displaced to an alternative.

The loss to households consuming small lots can be calculated as

follows. A decline of 2,000 square feet in the size of a lot in an

unrestrictive city reduces the price of a house by $1,200. In a

restrictive city the same reduction, typical of the difference

between the minimum lot sizes of small-lot and large-lot zones,

reduces house price by only $200. Under the assumptions stated

previously, the welfare loss caused solely by a shortage of small

lots is equal to the difference in these two figures, or $1,000.

All households occupying small lots experience this loss of $1,000.

Note that the welfare loss is not equal to $1,200 or $200, the

difference in price between houses with similar structures on

large and small lots in unrestrictive and restrictive cities,

respectively. Households displaced from a small lot experience

a smaller loss. As the price of houses on small lots increases,

households begin to move to alternatives as soon as the utility

they could obtain from an alternative equals the utility they

could obtain from a house on a small lot. The loss to these

households will range from zero to $1,000, depending on the income,

tastes, and available substitution opportunities of particular

households. If the assumption of no vertical shift is abandoned,

welfare changes could be significantly larger or smaller than

these calculated values.

Tests of Hypotheses Related to a

Shortage of Small Structures

Hypotheses five, six, and seven test for (1) a relationship

between lot size and structure size that might lead to a shortage of

small structures in the presence of a shortage of small lots and

(2) evidence of actual shortages of small structures.
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Hypothesis five

Hypothesis five proposes that there is a strong relationship

between lot size and structure size in new houses. The test of

hypothesis five therefore looks for simple correlations between lot

size and structure size. If a significant correlation is found, it

is reasonable to further hypothesize that zoning that redistributes

lot sizes towards larger lots may also redistribute structure sizes

towards larger structures.

Simple correlations between lot size and structure size for new

houses are displayed in Table XII. They are all positive and highly

significant, indicating there is a relationship between lot size and

structure size. However, the existence of a significant relation-

ship does not indicate it is of large enough magnitude to have a

major impact on the distribution of structure sizes. The magnitudes

range widely from a low of .195 in Corvallis to a high of .640 in

Woodburn; restrictive cities do not tend to have higher or lower

magnitudes than unrestrictive cities. These values are similar to

values reported in the literature. Coke and Liebman (1961) reported

a correlation of .5 between lot size and sale price; Sagalyn and

Sternlieb (1972) found a correlation of .43 between lot size and

structure size. Both of these sets of investigators concluded the

relationship is weak, with zoning unlikely to have a major impact on

structure size. Contrary to these conclusions, I believe the magni-

tudes observed here, especially in some cities, are strong enough to

make the hypothesis that zoning may create shortages of small struc-

tures worthy of consideration. At the same time, the magnitudes,

especially in some cities, are small enough to indicate many houses

are presumably profitably produced that do not fit this relationship.

Further, drawing strong conclusions from these correlations is un-

warranted because the fact of a correlation in no way indicates cause.

A significant correlation is expected for a reason entirely unrelated

to zoning; households with higher incomes tend to consume more of
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both structure and lot. Variation in incomes within a city would

thus tend to produce a strong correlation.

TABLE XII. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LOT SIZE AND
STRUCTURE SIZE FOR NEW HOUSES

City r Probability of r

Unrestrictive

Albany +.256 .002 150

Woodburn +.640 <.001 28

Eugene +.348 <.001 197

Restrictive

Corvallis +.195 .008 184

McMinnville +.347 .003 69

Medford +.521 <.001 194

These tentative conclusions are supported by crosstabulations

of lot size by structure size (Table XIII). Fifty-seven to seventy-

five percent of the houses are on the diagonal, either small structures



TABLE XIII. CROSSTABULATIONS OF STRUCTURE SIZE
BY LOT SIZE FOR NEW HOUSES

City

Percentage of all new houses
Small Structure Large Structure
(<1300 ft2)

Small Lot Large Lot
(<8000 ft2) (>8000 ft2)

(%1 (%)

Unrestrictive

Albany 44.0 6.7

Woodburn 25.0 0.0

Eugene 43.7 22.3

Restrictive

Corvallis 22.8 15.8

McMinnville 24.6 13.0

Medford 21.6 14.9

(>1300 ft2)

Total

(%)

Number
of

Houses

Small Lot
(<8000 ft')

(%)

Large Lo-,4

(>8000 ft)
--(%)

34.7 14.6 100.0 150

42.9 32.1 100.0 28

14.7 19.3 100.0 197

4.9 56.5 100.0 184

23.2 39.2 100.0 69

17.5 45.9 100.0 194
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on small lots or large structures on large lots, again confirming the

existence of a relationship. The unrestrictive cities tend to have

more small structures on small lots and the restrictive more large

structures on large lots. However, in the unrestrictive cities there

is a large percentage of large structures on small lots, indicating

there is no necessity to put large structures on large lots. And in

the restrictive cities and Eugene, which has been found to have some

of the lot supply characteristics of the restrictive cities, there are

reasonably high percentages, 13 to 22 percent, of small structures on

large lots. This latter result indicates that in the presence of a

shortage of small lots, small structures can be presumably profitably

constructed on large lots. In other words, there appears to be no

absolute ban on either small structures on large lots or large struc-

tures on small lots.

Further evidence is available from the response of the

developers to questions concerning the existence of a rule of thumb

relating structure size to lot size. These responses cannot be used

to test a hypothesis but are useful to an understanding of possible

reasons for the results. Of the twelve developers interviewed, only

two believed a rule of thumb did not exist. Most of the rest indi-

cated it existed, but was related more to lot price than to lot size.

Two, from unrestrictive cities, indicated the rule existed but was

subject to many exceptions. Three developers were unable to explain

the reasons behind the rule, beyond a sense of proportion or problems

of physically fitting a big structure on a small lot. But seven of

the ten who believed the rule existed justified it on the grounds

that small houses on expensive lots just would not sell. Several

indicated lenders helped to enforce the rule by refusing to lend money

on small houses on large lots because they would not "pencil out." On

further questioning it developed that most of the developers believed

such houses would not sell because buyers who want small, inexpensive

single-family structures drop out of the market when an expensive lot

is tacked on. The developers indicated small structures are expensive
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to build per square foot, with an expensive lot further increasing the

cost per square foot of structure. Buyers, very sensitive to price

per square foot of living space, find other alternatives when price

per square foot of structure gets high. Developers believed there was

very strong demand for small single-family structures at a moderate

price per square foot, but that the lack of inexpensive lots eliminated

many households from the single-family market.

In concluding the investigation of hypothesis five, it is apparent

the results are not clear cut. A relationship between lot size and

structure size does exist in fact and in the minds of developers. The

magnitudes of the correlations are great enough that the effect of

large-lot zoning on the distribution of structure sizes must be con-

sidered a reasonable hypothesis. However, the existence of many small

structures on large lots in cities with shortages of small lots

indicates the effect of zoning on structure size may not be as great

as commonly supposed, especially because income variation within a city

can be expected to give rise to a significant correlation of con-

siderable magnitude. Developers indicated a rule of thumb relating

structure size to lot cost exists and that large-lot zoning may very

well result in larger mean structure sizes. Their reason, however,

was that many buyers of small structures voluntarily drop out of the

market when inexpensive lots are not available.

Hypothesis six

The test of hypothesis six examined differences in mean struc-

ture sizes between restrictive and unrestrictive cities. It is a

weak test of the hypothesis that zoning influences structure size

because many other factors, such as income, may affect structure

sizes. It should be clear from the foregoing discussion that a

result indicating structure sizes are larger in restrictive cities

need not necessarily imply a shortage of small structures. Structure

sizesmay be larger where there is a shortage of small lots because
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households desiring small structures drop out of the single-family

market rather than purchase an expensive lot.

The results of the investigation into hypothesis six are pre-

sented for new, used, and total houses in Table XIV and Figure 28.

In each case, the three restrictive cities are among the four cities

with the largest mean structure sizes, indicating a tendency among

these six cities for the restrictive cities to have larger structure

sizes. However, in each case one of the unrestrictive cities--Woodburn

for the new houses and Eugene for the used and total houses--falls

within the range of the restrictive cities. As a result, in no case

are the observed differences great enough to support hypothesis six,

that mean structure size in restrictive cities is larger than in un-

restrictive cities. It will be remembered that a possibility existed

that mean structure size estimates for used and total houses might be

severely biased in Medford. Such bias may be responsible for the high

mean structure size for used and total houses in that city. However,

a change in the ranking of Medford would not affect the conclusions

drawn regarding the validity of hypothesis six.

It is possible to advance reasonable hypotheses as to why mean

structure sizes are higher than expected for new houses in Woodburn

and for used houses in Eugene. Developers in Woodburn during this

time were faced with a limit on building permits. When builders could

sell more houses than they are allowed to build, they may shift their

efforts to larger structures because such houses bring higher profits

per house. This tendency to shift resources to larger houses when the

number of permits is rationed has been well documented in Petaluma,

California (Schwartz et al., 1979). In Eugene, the high mean structure

size for used houses may be attributable to the high income of Eugene

residents in the past. There is, however, no a posteriori way to

control for these other factors to more effectively test for the role

of zoning. In sum, the results do not support hypothesis six that mean

structure size is larger in restrictive cities.
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TABLE XIV. MEAN STRUCTURE SIZE FOR NEW, USED,
AND TOTAL HOUSES BY CITY

Mean structure size in square feet (standard error)

City New Houses Used Houses Total Houses

Unrestrictive

Albany 1342 (20.5) 1150 (20.1) 1223 (15.4)

Woodburn 1454 (43.6) 1296 (43.4) 1334 (35.1)

Eugene 1325 (25.3) 1444 (26,3) 1405 (19.6)

Restrictive

Corvallis 1495 (27.4) 1319 (30.6) 1391 (21.3)

McMinnville 1427 (35.4) 1332 (30.8) 1357 (24.6)

Medford 1460 (27.8) 1496 (41.7) 1481 (27.0)

Probability <.10 <.20 <.20

The figures given in Table XIV for Eugene add information

relevant to hypotheses advanced to explain some troubling aspects of

the results relative to lot size in that city. For new houses,

Eugene has the lowest mean structure size of any city and one of

the lowest mean lot sizes. Yet for used houses it ranks among the

highest for both structure size and lot size. The differences in

mean lot sizes have been earlier hypothesized to partially result
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from the requirements for lots large enough to accommodate a well and

septic system. But the similarity in results for both structure and

lot sizes may indicate households in the 1977-78 Eugene single-family

housing market had relatively lower incomes than households in the

housing market in the past or that the very high price of new housing

in Eugene in 1977-78 created a strong demand for smaller structures

and lots. Also, developers in all cities indicated that a significant

change in demand towards smaller structures was beginning to occur at

about this time; they attributed the change to rapidly rising costs

of construction and space heating. The change in demand could have

occurred earlier in Eugene. No matter what the cause, however, it

seems reasonable to hypothesize a recent change in demand in Eugene.

If this is so, it may imply that the stock of lots created at an

earlier time when larger structures and larger lots were in strong

demand was mismatched with the demand in 1977-78 for greater quantities

of small lots, thereby creating a relative shortage of small lots.

Such a relative shortage would help to explain the results observed

in the tests of hypotheses three and four.

Hypothesis seven

The test of hypothesis seven is the major test for a shortage of

small structures in the restrictive cities. The hypothesis predicts

that the coefficient of structure size in a hedonic price index should

be smaller where a shortage of small structures exists. The test is

a stronger test for shortages of small structures than is the test of

hypothesis six because differences in incomes and tastes are not so

important here and because the exit of households from the market when

inexpensive lots are not available should have no effect on the partial

relationship.

The coefficients for the variable FLR from the six regressions

reported in Table VII are presented in Table XV. Each coefficient

indicates the marginal increase in the price of a new home of quality
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four construction when the structure size is increased by one square

foot. The estimated coefficient for FLR varies in the restrictive

cities from 14.1 to 17.1 and in the unrestrictive cities from 6.6 to

17.4. These differences are not significant; the results do not sup-

port hypothesis seven that the coefficient of structure size is smaller

in restrictive cities. There is thus no strong evidence that large-lot

zoning induces shortages of small structures in restrictive cities.

TABLE XV. COEFFICIENT OF STRUCTURE SIZE IN
REGRESSIONS EXPLAINING HOUSE PRICES

City Coefficient (Standard error)

Unrestrictive

Albany
14.1 (1.1)

Woodburn 6.6 (1.6)

Eugene 17.4 (1.6)

Restrictive

Corvallis 17.1 (1.4)

McMinnville 14.3 (1.6)

Medford 14.1 (2.0)

Probability <.40

Source: Table VII.
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If, as suggested in the last section, Woodburn and Eugene are

classed with the restrictive cities because of possible shortages or

surpluses of various structure sizes for reasons unrelated to zoning,

the results still do not support the hypothesis of zoning induced

shortages. Woodburn does indeed have a small coefficient, but Eugene

has the largest. Restrictive Medford and Corvallis continue to have

coefficients as large or larger than has Albany, an unrestrictive

city for which no evidence exists suggesting a shortage of small

structures.

It is of course possible, and maybe even likely, that other

factors strongly affect the coefficient of FLR and hide any effects

caused by zoning. The variation in the magnitude of the coefficient

is very large, indicating other factors may play a significant role.

Differences in the prices of building loans, materials, and labor may

be primarily responsible for the differences observed. There is

evidence in the magnitudes of the coefficients that the population of

the city plays a role in the determination of magnitude. Because of

the influence of these other factors, the test using the coefficients

of FLR may not be as strong a test as desired for the existence of a

shortage. The existence of these alternate a posteriori hypotheses,

however, does not negate the fact that no evidence has been produced

by this investigation to suggest shortages of small structures

existed in the restrictive cities.

Summary of findings related to structure size

In conclusion, although shortages of small lots were found to

exist in the restrictive cities, there is no evidence such misalloca-

tion induced shortages of small structures. There was a definite

correlation between lot size and structure size in new houses in both

restrictive and unrestrictive cities, but this relationship could

have been caused by other factors such as income variation rather than

by the fundamental nature of the production function. Examination
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of correlation magnitudes and crosstabulations indicated a substantial

proportion of new houses did not fit this relationship. In particular,

where a shortage of small lots existed, up to 22 percent of all houses

constructed were small structures on large lots. Structure sizes in

the sampled restrictive cities tended to be larger than the structure

sizes in the sampled unrestrictive cities; these differences, however,

were not large enough to support the general conclusion that structure

sizes tended to be larger in restrictive cities. Developers provided

evidence that large-lot zoning would increase the mean structure size,

but they believed that this occurred because buyers who wanted small

structures tended to leave the market rather than buy an expensive

lot that forced the price of the house per square foot of structure

to a high level. The comparison of the partial relationship between

structure size and house price in the six cities provided no support

for the existence of a shortage of small structures in the restrictive

cities, even when allowance was made for the possibility that shortages

of small structures existed in Eugene and Woodburn due to other causes.

If no shortage of small structures is produced, the total wel-

fare effect of large -lot zoning is less than has commonly been sup-

posed. It is confined approximately to the increase in the price of

a small structure on a small lot. It is not equal to the difference

in price between a small structure on a small lot and a large struc-

ture on a large lot, the figure most commonly advanced for the welfare

effect.
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VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This study developed out of a concern with the social

desirability of local land use regulations. It focused its attention

on one particular regulatory policy, large-lot zoning, in which the

local government attempts to change the free market distribution of

single-family lot sizes in the direction of larger lots. Certainly

such policies are perceived as creating benefits. Certainly they

also create costs. Ideally the benefits and costs, as well as the

relative deservingness of those who benefit and those who are hurt,

should be carefully balanced in the political process of enacting

such a policy. Unfortunately, very little objective information as

to the identity and magnitude of the benefits and costs exists to

guide public opinion and public policy.

Large-lot zoning is typically justified on several grounds. The

first major category of benefits is the protection of large-lot

dwellers and their property values from externalities and nuisances

created by higher density housing. These externalities can be

created by density itself or by the socioeconomic characteristics of

residents of higher density housing. A second major category of

benefits is the creation of public goods. Some communities are

concerned about preserving the suburban nature or high socioeconomic

class of the community; others use large-lot zoning to manage

community growth. Finally, large-lot zoning is also justified on the

grounds it creates economies in the provision of public services or

enhances the fiscal health of the community.

Large-lot zoning is also widely believed to have significant

costs. If too little high density moderately priced single-family

housing is produced, households that desire such housing are faced

with the choices of consuming too much or too little housing or of

paying an inflated price for the desired amount of housing. All

three alternatives decrease the level of satisfaction of such

households. Large-lot zoning is also widely believed to enforce
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segregation by income and hence by race, creating significant social

costs in a professedly egalitarian society. Finally, large-lot

zoning may increase the conversion of land to urban uses, increasing

the costs associated with urban sprawl and effectively removing the

possibility such land could be reconverted to its former uses should

the need arise.

Purpose of the Study

In an attempt to contribute knowledge to the debate over the

desirability of large-lot zoning, this study concentrated on

investigating the costs of such policies to households desiring small

lots. It attempted first to establish whether typical zoning

ordinances in nonmetropolitan cities do in fact create different

distributions of lot sizes and structure sizes than would a free

market responsive to the demand for various sized lots. Where such

effects were established, the study attempted to estimate the

magnitude of the costs to the individual household.

Conclusions from the Literature Review

The study began with a review of the literature on the effect of

large-lot zoning on the land and housing markets. Many investigators

concerned with the benefits and costs of zoning have attempted to

find evidence for these benefits and costs in the behavior of prices

in these markets.

Theoretical arguments indicate that benefits that accrue to

specific locations should be capitalized into land and housing prices

in those locations. If buyers are mobile between locations with and

without the benefit, have similar tastes, and have knowledge of the

benefits, competition between similar buyers should raise the price

of land and housing in beneficial locations until buyers are

indifferent between locations. These theoretical arguments have been

used to empirically search for evidence of externality and fiscal
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benefits to large-lot zoning.

Empirical work searching for externality reduction benefits has

concentrated on a search for the existence of the externalities

zoning is designed to reduce. Most of the work has concentrated on

externalities created by non-single-family uses, externalities not of

concern in this study. Very little work has specifically and

effectively addressed the existance of externalities caused directly

by higher density uses after neighborhood socioeconomic

characteristics have been controlled. However, substantial work has

investigated the existence of externalities related to income and

other socioeconomic characteristics of the neighborhood,

externalities only indirectly controlled by zoning. Such work has

conclusively shown that house prices and such characteristics are

related. Because of methodological problems, however, this work has

not been able to show clearly that such characteristics are the cause

rather than the result of higher house prices. In spite of this

problem, on the whole this research indicates zoning that does in

fact affect socioeconomic characteristics would likely create

benefits. But very little work has investigated to what extent

zoning is successful, or is perceived as being successful, at

significantly affecting neighborhood socioeconomic class; the results

of these few studies are mixed.

Studies searching for fiscal benefits have taken two approaches.

The first approach has looked for capitalization of fiscal benefits

into housing prices. Work to date has provided very little

consistent evidence for capitalization, but has suffered from

methodological problems. The most believable conclusion is not that

such benefits do not exist or that most people do not care about

them, but that homebuyers may be unaware of differences between

communities in fiscal advantage or may be less mobile between

communities, even in metropolitan areas, than expected. The second

approach has investigated whether large-lot zoning does in fact

produce fiscal advantages. A voluminous body of research exists on

this topic, much of it in the form of projected impact analyses.
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Many of these impact analyses are of challangeable quality, making

conclusions difficult to draw. They typically ignore the impact of

the commercial and industrial development attracted by a growing

population. They also usually use estimates of the value of the

structure likely to be built on a given sized lot or the number of

school children that will inhabit the lot that ignore the limited

ability of zoning in nonmetropolitan areas to influence these values

because of low intercity migration rates. As a result of these

problems, available literature provides little evidence that zoning

can significantly affect fiscal status, especially in nonmetropolitan

areas.

In sum, the evidence from the land and housing markets for the

existence of substantial benefits caused by large-lot zoning is less

conclusive than might at first be expected. land use related

externalities certainly exist, creating the potential for zoning to

bring benefits, but evidence of zoning's ability to influence the

existence of externalities is largely lacking. Evidence that zoning

is able to influence fiscal advantage, especially in nonmetropolitan

areas, is also limited. Of course, to say there is no strong

evidence for substantial benefits is not to say they do not exist.

Most research in the area is belabored with methodological problems

difficult to solve, and the theoretical position that benefits, if

they exist, should be observable in the housing market may be

untenable owing to the lack of validity of assumptions, particularly

those related to buyer mobility and knowledge.

Investigators have also hypothesized that the costs to

households of zoning that allocates less land to high density housing

than would the market should also be observable in land and housing

markets. Two theoretical approaches have been taken to the problem.

The first assumes land and structure enter separately into the

consumer's utility function; sectors in the model are land and

capital suppliers and housing consumers. The second assumes a

homogeneous good called housing exists and is the argument in the

utility function of the consumer; housing producers purchase land
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and capital from factor suppliers, combining them in various

combinations to produce various amounts of housing. The first

approach achieves reality in the definition of the housing good at

the price of ignoring the producing sector; the second approach is

able to bring in the producing sector at the price of positing an

unrealistic good. After considerable effort directed to reconciling

differences in approach, definitions, and assumptions, it is apparent

that all theoretical models to date reach similar conclusions,

although mechanisms differ. If demand is not perfectly elastic, all

conclude that the price of unzoned land, or land on which small lots

are allowed, increases. Models positing the existence of a

homogeneous good also conclude the price of housing on such land

increases. Further, a price differential becomes established between

such land zoned for small lots and land where zoning enforces a

larger lot size, with the land zoned for small lots commanding the

higher price. The price of land where large lots are required may

either decrease or increase, depending on assumptions as to land

supply elasticity and the availability of housing substitutes. The

utility of residents originally desiring small lots decreases, but

the utility of residents originally desiring very large lots may

increase if the price of large-lot land decreases.

Empirical searches for the existence of relative shortages of

land zoned for small lots have taken two approaches. The first

concentrates on the land market, looking for differences in land

prices correlated with zoned density. Although there are many such

studies, few have controlled for other characteristics of land known

to influence value. Those that have exercised adequate control have

found that zoned density does significantly affect value, indicating

misallocation. The second approach makes inferences about the price

of land by examining house prices and is hampered by the fact that

the theoretical models of the effect of zoning on housing prices

assume an unobservable homogeneous good. But data on housing prices

are more available than data on land prices, and primary concern

rests with the effect of zoning on housing prices. Most work on
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housing prices has focused on the effect of multifamily zoning on

single-family house prices. Only two studies have looked at the

effect of zoned single-family minimum lot size. One found that

zoning was important only when the lot was big enough to be

subdivided and hypothesized that once a house was built it was the

characteristics of the house, not the zoning, that affected its

value, unless it could be converted to a denser use. The other found

a significant differential in price related to zoned minimum lot size

for some functional forms of the hedonic price relationship. Limited

evidence from both land price and house price studies thus indicates

some zoning ordinances do allocate land to lot size classes

differently than would the market.

It has also been widely reported and assumed that the response

of builders to large-lot zoning is to build larger structures,

possibly creating shortages of small structures. Theoretical

treatments of this effect are almost nonexistent, and empirical

evidence rests on the correlations observed between lot size and

structure size. Such evidence is not convincing because of the

expected strong correlation between these two variables caused by

variations in household incomes.

The Theoretical Model

The lack of a good theoretical model for the effects on the

housing market of a shortage of land zoned for small lots and the

limited success of earlier empirical work to discover evidence of

shortages in the housing market suggested efforts directed towards an

improved theoretical model were needed. The model developed for this

study is a first attempt at such a model and suggested a new approach

to empirical investigation. It is based on Rosen's (1974) theory of

hedonic prices, which describes consumption and production decisions

and market equilibrium for differentiated goods. The model assumes

the hedonic hypothesis that the price of a house is determined by its

characteristics. It assumes the good in question, housing, is a
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differentiated good, with the characteristics of housing being the

variables in utility and production functions. Finally it assumes

four sectors--factor suppliers, housing producers, housing consumers

and government. The basic approach suggests that large-lot zoning

alters the supply of houses with various lot size and structure size

characteristics and that the effect of zoning will be observable in

the relationship between house prices and house characteristics.

The model and its conclusions can be briefly summarized as

follows. The price function for housing, p(z
1,

. . z ), describes
n

house prices as a function of house characteristics and is determined

in the long-run by the production function for housing and factor

prices. One dimension of this price function, that corresponding to

the relationship between lot size and house price with all other

characteristics fixed, is shown as p(i) in Figure 29. Consuming

IS Lot size, other
characteristics fixed

Figure 29. Effect of large-lot zoning on the relationship between
house price and lot size.
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households maximize their utility by choosing a set of housing

characteristics under the constraints the price function and their

incomes impose. If large-lot zoning reduces the supply of houses

with small lots below the quantity demanded when prices are defined

by p(i), competition among households wanting houses with small lots

will raise the price of such houses until households are indifferent

to consuming a house on a small lot and a house on a large lot. The

new relationship between price and lot size is p(2) , which is

shallower than p(i). P(z)1 may not be the final equilibrium

relationship, however. Depending on the elasticity of land supply

and the availability of alternatives such as apartments or migration

to households displaced from small lots, the relationship may be

shifted vertically to either p(z) or p(Z)
b

f
If land supply is not

a
highly elastic and there are few alternatives, the amount of land

required to house the population when more households occupy larger

lots may increase, resulting in an increase in the price of all land.

In this case p(Z)
a

would describe the final relationship. If land

supply is not highly elastic and there are alternatives, enough

households may choose high density apartments or migrate that the

quantity of land required to house the population may decrease,

resulting in lower land prices. P(/)
b

describes this case. If land

supply is highly elastic, there would be very little vertical shift.

The effect of large-lot zoning on consumer welfare can be

calculated from Figure 29. The effect on households desiring small

lots is unambiguously negative; for households consuming small lots

it is equal to s-s
z
, where s

z

is appropriately chosen from s
z,

s
i

z
,

and s
b

z

The welfare effect on households originally desiring large

lots can be negative, zero, or positive according to whether the

appropriate quantity is 1-1
a

, 1-1, or 1-1 , respectively.

Theoretical investigation into the assertion that large-lot

zoning might in the short-run induce builders to produce fewer small

structures than consumers desire at prevailing prices revealed that

such a reaction by builders is not a general feature of the

production decision under large-lot zoning. It should occur only if
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one of the following conditions holds:

1) The price of a factor used in the structure decreases

when more land is used per house;

2) There exist other savings in the production of structure

when more land is used per house;

3) The price of a structure of given size increases when lot

size increases; or

4) Costs of production per firm increase at an increasing

rate with number of houses built, with the rate of change

being larger for houses with larger lots and larger

structures.

Whether any of these conditions holds is an empirical question.

There is some question whether shortages of small structures could

exist under any conditions in the long-run. The shortage occurs only

because of the reactions of developers specialized to produce small

structures on small lots. Some producers in every market are able to

produce small structures on large lots profitably at prevailing

prices. There are no constraints preventing the entry of such

developers and the exit of the developers specialized to produce

small structures on small lots, thereby eliminating the shortage.

If large-lot zoning does produce shortages of small structures,

competition for small structures should produce a change in the

relationship between price and structure size exactly analogous to

that described in Figure 29; the graphed relationship between

structure size and house price should be shallower. It is possible,

however, for structure sizes to increase under large-lot zoning

without a shortage being created. If households desiring small

structures on small lots leave the market when small lots are not

available, the demand for small structures would decrease and fewer

small structures would be produced.
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The Hypotheses

The theoretical discussion gave rise to the following hypotheses

to be tested in the empirical analysis:

1) The price of a house is related to its characteristics;

2) Lot size and structure size significantly affect house

price;

3) The mean lot size is larger under large-lot zoning;

4) The coefficient describing the partial relationship between

house price and lot size is smaller under large-lot

zoning;

5) Structure size and lot size are closely related;

6) The mean structure size is larger under large-lot zoning;

7) The coefficient describing the partial relationship between

house price and structure size is smaller under large-lot

zoning.

Methodology

The basic procedure used to test the hypotheses was to compare

housing market parameters in cities with relatively restrictive and

relatively unrestrictive minimum lot size requirements. A two-stage

sampling design was used. The first stage consisted of selecting a

sample of three nonmetropolitan cities with less restrictive minimum

lot size requirements and a sample of three nonmetropolitan cities

with more restrictive requirements. This was done through the

application of a set of criteria to the population of all cities.

The prominence of convenience criteria in the first stage sampling

procedure meant that the samples were not true probability samples.

As a result, statistical theory strictly could not be used to set

confidence levels on inferences to the populations of more and less

restrictive cities. However, there is no reason to believe the

convenience criteria biased the selection of cities in this stage,

and the usual inference procedures have been used in this study. It
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is wise to remember, though, that the possibility of bias exists,

limiting the generalizability of the results.

The second stage consisted of selecting a sample of

single-family houses that sold in a given time period in each city.

The sampling frame and data on the sales price and characteristics of

each house selected were obtained from records in county assessors'

offices. Data on zoning policies were obtained from city planning

departments. In addition, information on the homebuilding industry,

land prices, lot supply, zone change policies, and the effect of

zoning regulations was obtained by personal interviews with zoning

officials and home builders in each city.

Inferences as to whether parameters differed in restrictive and

unrestrictive cities were made with the Mann-Whitney test on

estimated parameter values in each city. This procedure was based on

the fact that the variance of an estimated population mean under

two-stage sampling is dependent only on the intercity variation in

parameter values when the proportion of cities sampled in the

population is small.

Results

The zoning policies of the restrictive and unrestrictive cities

differed substantially as evidenced by the zoning of vacant land and

zone change policies. Interviews with planners indicated zoning

policies in each of the cities had not changed substantially over the

past 20 years; if anything, restrictive cities had become less

restrictive and unrestrictive cities had become more restrictive.

The unrestrictive cities had at least 88 percent of their vacant land

in small lot zones with minimum lot sizes of 6,000 square feet or

less; vacant land in these zones amounted to at least 1.47 x 10
-2

acres per person. In contrast, the restrictive cities had less than

20 percent of their vacant land in zones with minimum lot sizes less

than 8,000 square feet; vacant land in such zones amounted to less

than .80 x 10
-2

acres per person. Because a policy of granting many
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zone changes could mean the effective zoning policy was less

restrictive than the vacant land data indicated, zone change policy

was investigated in each restrictive city. This investigation

revealed zone changes were granted in McMinnville with a certain

regularity. McMinnville was thus expected to show less evidence of a

shortage of small lots than its vacant land data indicated.

Background data on population, population growth, median family

income, household size, building activity, and index of house prices

indicated that although the restrictive and unrestrictive cities

differed on zoning policy they did not differ significantly on other

parameters that might be related to desired house characteristics or

house prices. It is therefore unlikely that any one of these

variables could be entirely responsible for significant differences

observed in the tests of the hypotheses.

The first two hypothese tested the hedonic hypothesis. The high

R
2

values of .85 to .90 and probabilities of less than .001 for

overall F statistics indicated the models explaining house prices as

a function of house characteristics were very successful. In

addition, the coefficients of the structure size and lot size

variables had the expected signs and were highly significant in all

unrestrictive cities. The first two hypotheses, that house prices

are related to house characteristics and that lot size and structure

size are among the significant characteristics, were therefore

accepted.

Examination of t-statistics and the magnitudes of individual

coefficients revealed further information about the determinants of

house prices. The subvector of structure and lot characteristics was

extremely important. In addition to lot size and structure size,

quality of construction, amount of depreciation, number of baths,

number of garage spaces, and square feet of unfinished floor area

were almost uniformly significant. The presence of a family room,

one or more fireplaces, and a paved street and curb were significant

in only about half of the cities. The subvector of locational

characteristics, consisting primarily of a series of dummy variables
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dividing each city into neighborhoods, was also generally

significant. The range within a city in locational premium varied

from $3,000 to $12,000. Because of the formulation it was impossible

to determine what accessibility, externality, or amenity

characteristics were responsible for these premiums, but the

magnitudes and spatial pattern of the premiums indicated

accessibility was not the only determinant. The only subvector of

characteristics not generally significant was zoning protection

against non-single-family uses.

Hypothesis three postulated that mean lot size would be larger

in restrictive than in unrestrictive cities. This prediction was

confirmed; mean lot size was significantly larger in the restrictive

cities. When the samples were divided into new and used houses, mean

lot size for new houses in each of the restrictive cities was 1000 to

2500 square feet larger than in any of the unrestrictive cities. For

used houses, however, the ranges of mean lot size for the restrictive

and unrestrictive cities overlapped, indicating the differences for

used houses were not significant. These results provided support for

the hypotheses that current zoning policy was affecting the

distribution of lot sizes of new houses and that as a cumulative

result of past and present zoning policy there was a difference

between restrictive and unrestrictive cities in the lot sizes of

houses on the market.

The possibilities that the large mean lot sizes in the

restrictive cities could have been caused by differences in tastes,

factor prices, and incomes were also considered. Limited available

data on land prices and on variables related to tastes indicated

these variables probably were not the sole cause of the observed

differences. Evidence that differences in incomes did not entirely

explain the results came from internal evidence. Economic theory

suggests that increased income does increase the consumption of both

structure and land but that differences in income alone cannot

explain differences in the ratio between lot size and structure size

for a given structure size. When new houses in each city were
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subdivided into structure size classes, the percentage of structures

on small lots was significantly smaller in restrictive cities than in

unrestrictive cities for three of the five structure size classes.

These results indicated that there were significant differences

between restrictive and unrestrictive cities in the percentage of

structures on small lots after structure size was controlled. It was

thus unlikely that income alone was responsible for the differences

in lot sizes.

Hypothesis four, the main test for a shortage of small lots

because it was less subject to the influence of tastes and incomes,

suggested that the coefficient describing the partial relationship

between price and lot size in a hedonic price index should be smaller

in restrictive cities. The results supported this hypothesis.

Coefficients of lot size in the hedonic house price models developed

under hypothesis one ranged from .087 to .253 for restrictive cities

and from .289 to .656 for restrictive cities. As predicted from

earlier data on zoning policy, lot supply, and mean lot size,

McMinnville had the largest coefficient among the restrictive cities,

and Eugene had the smallest coefficient among the unrestrictive

cities. The differences between restrictive and unrestrictive cities

were significant, indicating hypothesis four could be accepted. The

results therefore did strongly support the proposition that a

shortage of small lots existed in the restrictive cities.

The tests of hypotheses five, six, and seven attempted to

determine whether a shortage of small lots induced a shortage of

small structures. Hypothesis five suggested that a reasonable

precondition for the effect is a strong relationship between lot size

and structure size for new houses. The results showed that

relationships did exist. The magnitudes of the correlation

coefficients between lot size and structure size ranged from .20 to

.64; all were highly significant. The magnitudes were large enough

to make tenable the hypothesis that a shortage of small lots might

significantly affect the distribution of structure sizes. The

magnitudes, especially in some cities, were also small enough to
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indicate many new houses did not follow the pattern. A

crosstabulation of structure size versus lot size supported these

results. Although more than half of the houses in each city lay on

the diagonal, a substantial 25 to 43 percent, depending on the city,

did not. The developers interviewed added some insight into the

relationship. Most believed a rule of thumb relating structure value

to lot value existed and that large-lot zoning might mean higher

structure sizes. However, the reason advanced for the existence of

this relationship was that buyers of small structures tended to drop

out of the market when inexpensive lots were not available because an

expensive lot increased the package price per square foot of

structure too much. Thus, it cannot be denied that a relationship

existed. However, the crosstabulation and interview results

indicated, though they could not prove, that the relationship may not

have induced developers, in the presence of large-lot zoning, to

construct a different distribution of structure sizes than households

desired.

Hypothesis six predicted that if large-lot zoning induced

developers to build larger structures, structure sizes should be

larger in the restrictive cities. It was recognized that this was a

weak test for a shortage of small structures because differences in

incomes could easily affect mean structure size and because, as

discussed under hypothesis five, mean structure size could be larger

without a shortage occurring. Although the three restrictive cities

were among the four cities with the largest mean structure sizes for

new, used, and total houses, the differences were not significant.

Hypothesis six therefore could not be accepted.

Hypothesis seven predicted that if large-lot zoning produced a

shortage of small structures, the coefficient describing the partial

relationship between house price and structure size would be smaller

in the restrictive than in the unrestrictive cities. This was the

main test for a shortage because it was less subject to the influence

of differences in incomes and tastes. The results did not support

this hypothesis. Coefficients of structure size in the hedonic price
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models ranged from 6.6 to 17.4 for the unrestrictive cities and from

12.8 to 17.1 for the restrictive cities. The differences were

clearly not significant. Of course, it is possible that some other

cause, such as factor prices or size of city, was primarily

responsible for variation in the estimated coefficient and was hiding

effects caused by zoning. But in the last analysis, the results did

not support the hypothesis that shortages of small structures were

related to zoning.

In conclusion, the evidence presented here indicated the greater

restrictiveness of the minimum lot size regulations in the

restrictive cities relative to the unrestrictive cities was

associated with a shortage of small lots and decreases in the welfare

of households desiring such lots. The results of this study did not

support the hypothesis that a shortage of small lots induced

developers to produce a distribution of structure sizes different

than that desired by buyers given the lot size distribution. There

was some evidence to suggest the hypothesis that large-lot zoning

could result in larger mean structure sizes because buyers who wanted

small structures dropped out of the market when small lots were not

available.

It is wise to point out that the results have limited

generalizability. Problems in the sampling procedure were discussed

earlier. But beyond this, the only cities studied were

nonmetropolitan cities in western Oregon that dominated their housing

markets and had populations between 10,000 and 104,000. Cities in

metropolitan areas are hypothesized to have greatly different housing

demand and supply elasticities. As indicated in the theoretical

discussion, such differences influence the predicted effects of

large-lot zoning. Further, differences in tastes, production

functions, and factor supply characteristics may differ significantly

among regions, affecting the results expected from the observed

differences in zoning policies.
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The Desirability of Large-Lot Zoning

The major goal of this study was to investigate some of the

unanswered questions related to the costs of large-lot zoning and

important to a determination of the desirability of such a policy.

The following discussion explores some of the implications of the

literature review and the theoretical and empirical investigations of

this study to some of these questions. It first analyzes the

implications of the study to the efficiency question of whether the

benefits exceed the costs. It then examines a number of other

questions important to the desirability of a public policy.

Benefits Versus Costs

Costs

The major conclusion of the empirical investigation was that

large-lot zoning does exist and creates costs for households desiring

small lots. In nonmetropolitan areas, municipal zoning policies that

require minimum lot sizes of 8,000 to 9,000 square feet for most

vacant land create shortages of small lots relative to less

restrictive policies that only require lot sizes of 5,000 to 6,000

square feet. It is possible to infer from the fact of a shortage of

small lots that large-lot zoning alters the welfare of various groups

of consuming households. Those desiring small lots suffer a welfare

loss. The loss can take the form of an inflated price for a small

lot, additional outlay for a large lot, costs of migration or

commuting, or loss of satisfaction caused by living in an apartment

instead of a single-family house. Those desiring large lots may

gain, lose, or maintain the same welfare depending on what happens to

the price of large-lot zoned land; the effect of zoning on this price

in turn depends on the elasticity of the supply of land and the

effect of zoning on the amount of land in use. It is strictly

impossible to determine from this research the absolute magnitude of
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losses or gains to individual households, or even the direction of

the welfare change for those desiring large lots. But by making some

assumptions, it is possible to make a first approximation to these

changes. If the price of large-lot zoned land remains constant,

households desiring large lots do not experience any welfare change.

Households desiring small lots that end up consuming small lots

suffer a welfare loss of about $1,000. Households desiring small

lots that are displaced from small lots suffer a welfare loss less

than or equal to $1,000.

This study indicates there is not much evidence the welfare

effect is as large as has commonly been supposed. The lack of

evidence for a zoning induced shortage of small structures implies

welfare changes may be limited to those produced by lot size

misallocation as discussed in the previous paragraph. This is a very

significant finding. Many policy analyses of zoning (e.g. Mann and

Davidoff, 1968) present figures for the typical prices of houses with

small lots and houses with large lots and suggest the welfare effect

is closely related to the difference. Because the typical structure

on a small lot is usually much smaller than the typical structure on

a large lot, the difference and the implied welfare effect are very

large. The results of this study indicate such analyses may greatly

overestimate the welfare effect of zoning. The study found no

evidence zoning produces constraints on the supply of small

structures on large lots. If such houses are not built, it is

probably because consumers find other alternatives more satisfying.

It should be clear that this study measured only private costs

to households. Estimates of the private costs to households both

overestimate and underestimate the true social costs. The estimates

overestimate costs because some of the costs to private households

are not true social costs but are instead transfers from small-lot

desiring households to landowners. The costs created by a rise in

the price of land are exactly balanced by gains to landowners;

purchasing power is just transfered from house consumers to

landowners with no change in the value of the total quantity of goods
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and services produced by the economy. Those costs created because

some households are forced to purchase more land than they desire are

true social costs; the goods and services produced by that extra land

when it was in nonurban use are lost to society with only a small

increase in the value of lot-related services to urban households.

The costs created for households forced to live in an apartment

instead of a single-family house are also true social costs; the

value of the services of land released to nonurban use because

households reduce the quantity of land they consume is greater for

the urban than for the nonurban use.

The private costs to households underestimate the true social

costs because there are also other costs to large-lot zoning. First,

the public and private costs of administering a zoning policy that

divides residential land into density classes may be substantial.

These costs include the costs of initial planning and zoning, the

costs of approving a zoning designation upon annexation, and the cost

of zone changes. Such costs are incurred by city planning

departments that study problems and make recommendations; by city

councils and planning commissions that must allocate time to studying

proposals, holding hearings, and making decisions; by developers who

must prepare applications and suffer the costs of delay; and by

citizen groups that organize and lobby for certain outcomes. Second,

large-lot zoning may create social costs by enforcing income and

racial segregation in a society based on egalitarian ideals. And

finally, large-lot zoning may exacerbate problems associated with

urban sprawl by encouraging low densities and hastening the

conversion of land to urban uses.

Benefits

The literature review indicated large-lot zoning produces

private benefits for those households consuming large lots by

reducing externalities, although the objective evidence is not as

strong as the public debate often assumes. There is very little
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evidence zoning produces benefits by directly controlling

neighborhood density itself when neighborhood socioeconomic

characteristics are held constant. There is substantial evidence

large-lot zoning can produce benefits to large-lot dwellers if it

indirectly controls neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics by

controlling density, but evidence zoning is able to do this is

limited.

It is also possible large-lot zoning produces other public

benefits to a community. If large-lot zoning affects the fiscal

well-being of a community it will produce benefits, but the evidence

that zoning is actually able to do this is weak, especially for

nonmetropolitan areas where the ability to control the population,

the number of school children, and the assessed valuation per

household is not very great. If large-lot zoning is able to create

holding zones, it may allow a community to obtain benefits by

controlling the timing and pattern of growth. It is unlikely,

however, that minimum lot sizes of 8000 square feet, the typical

requirement for large lot zones in this study, could create holding

zones. The literature review produced no estimates for the

magnitudes of these other benefits.

The geographic scale of the analysis affects the magnitude of

the benefits. It may be true that a community or a neighborhood can

gain benefits to its residents by excluding those who desire small

lots. At a scale larger than the excluding entity, most benefits may

disappear. The number of households desiring small lots does not

diminish. Some of these may be induced by zoning to consume large

lots, creating new density related positive externalities, but some

will be induced to move to apartments, creating new negative

externalities. Large-lot zoning will have no effect on the

socioeconomic characteristics of the total population; it will not

create any new positive or negative externalities related to

socioeconomic class. The total quantity of public services required

or the total assessed value per household probably does not change

much. In other words, gain to one neighborhood or community from
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reduced externalities, an improved fiscal situation, or a reduction

in the growth rate is typically balanced by a loss to another

neighborhood or community. Zoning thus does not create externalities

or tax base or limit growth, it only rearranges them.

At a large scale, the only possible benefits result from

differences in incomes and tastes. Although it produces no change in

the total amount of physical externality, zoning that separates

densities or socioeconomic classes may create net benefits measured

in monetary terms because of differences in incomes. The amount a

poorer household may be willing to pay to avoid a negative

externality may be much less than a richer household would be willing

to pay solely because of the difference in incomes and not because

the poorer household suffers less. If households desiring small lots

tend to be poorer than households desiring large lots, separating

densities may create benefits even at a large scale because the gain

to richer households that avoid the externality is worth more money

than the loss to poorer households forced to bear the externality.

Accepting such net benefits as real amounts to assuming higher income

households are more deserving than lower income households. Benefits

can also be created if those desiring different densities have

different tastes. If those desiring small lots do not mind many

close neighbors or neighbors of lower socioeconomic class and those

desiring large lots do, separating the two types of households

produces no loss to those desiring small lots and produces a gain to

those desiring large lots. This is an empirical question on which

little evidence is available. Thus, total benefits at a large scale

may be much smaller than the benefits to large-lot zoning communities

or neighborhoods.

Balance between benefits and costs

It is impossible to use the evidence developed in this study to

balance the benefits against the costs. There are several categories

of costs and benefits for which no reliable estimates are available.
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There are benefits to households from controlling socioeconomic

class, and there are costs to households from limiting the supply of

small-lot zoned land. But no estimates are available of the relative

numbers of households that receive these benefits and that pay these

costs. Further, the per household magnitudes developed for these

benefits and costs are in reality reduced form prices; to accurately

estimate benefits and costs knowledge of demand curves for each type

of household would be necessary.

It is possible to point out from the evidence presented that the

per household benefits of an exclusive neighborhood to some

households are greater than the per household costs for households

desiring small lots. As discussed earlier, it is also true that both

the costs and benefits to some households may overestimate the true

social costs and benefits. However, the previous discussion

indicates the benefits to residents of exclusive neighborhoods tend

to disappear when the scale is widened to include all neighborhoods.

Costs tend to disappear only where zoning policy produces close to

the desired quantities of small lots; where zoning is restrictive

enough that many households are displaced from houses on small lots,

costs to households are true social costs. Further, evidence from

the unrestrictive cities sampled indicates a very large percentage of

the buying population desires small lots. The category of those who

pay costs under large-lot zoning may contain many more households

than the category of those who receive benefits. All this evidence

taken together indicates it is unlikely benefits greatly outweigh

costs.

Other Questions

In addition to the question of whether the benefits exceed the

costs, other questions must also be answered before the desirability

of a policy of large-lot zoning can be determined.
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The identities of gainers and losers

Households that receive the benefits of large-lot zoning usually

do not bear the costs. Those desiring large-lots benefit; they gain

freedom from externalities or tax burdens and may experience lower

housing prices. Landowners may receive windfall gains. Those

desiring small lots lose; they bear the externalities and tax burdens

and suffer a loss in welfare due to misallocation. Even where the

benefits exceed the costs, a public policy will unambiguously

increase the public welfare only if the gainers compensate the

losers, so that no one is made worse off. No such compensation

occurs in zoning, so that the desirability of the policy depends on a

determination that the redistribution of welfare from the losers to

the gainers is desirable and fair. This determination is not easy.

In our society one group is frequently asked to bear a burden so

another group may gain. It may be argued that those who desire large

lots do not impose any external costs on their neighbors and so

should not be forced to bear costs imposed by others; in other words

they deserve to be protected. It may also be argued that landowners

and those who desire large lots tend to be richer than those who

desire small lots. Large-lot zoning therefore results in a

redistribution of welfare from the less rich to the rich, an unfair

result. It is further argued that the rich, because of their wealth,

have the means to protect themselves from living next to poorer

households; they thus do not need public regulation to help them.

And very few people would argue that landowners deserve their

windfall gain. At the same time, it is also true that many decisions
in our society are made on the assumption that the rich are more

deserving than the poor. There is no a priori reason why the zoning

decision should be based on some other assumption.
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Alternatives to large-lot zoning

Assuming there are benefits to reducing externalities, it must

be asked whether there exist any alternatives to large-lot zoning

that could obtain the same benefits while creating fewer costs. The

answer to this is a clear yes. Many of the benefits of large-lot

zoning can be obtained simply by separating higher densities from

lower densities rather than by reducing the amount of higher density

single-family uses. To obtain these benefits it is not necessary to

create the costs associated with misallocation by keeping the supply

of land zoned for small lots low. A number of possible ways exist to

eliminate these particular costs while maintaining separation of

higher and lower densities. The first is to simply zone a large

percentage of all vacant land for small single-family lots. Another

way to ensure sufficient land zoned for small lots would be to

automatically zone all annexed land for small lots, but to allow

tract landowners or developers to request a zone change to a lower

density. Several of the planners interviewed for this study

indicated developers were one of the main sources of support for

zoning because it allowed them to protect the exclusive nature of

their developments. If zoning does in fact create benefits for some

groups, developers should be willing to capture this benefit in the

form of higher house prices by requesting zoning protection for their

developments. A final way to eliminate the costs might be to allow

the free market to take care of density and socioeconomic class

segregation. Little information is available about the extent to

which free market forces result in segregation in unrestrictive

cities. If benefits to segregation exist, some degree of segregation

should occur naturally. Developers are very aware the neighborhood

is important to the salability of a house. They avoid putting small

houses in exclusive neighborhoods because buyers of small houses are

frequently unwilling to pay the premium for such a neighborhood

because it increases the price per square foot of structure

dramatically. Further, developers try to protect the premium they
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can get for an exclusive neighborhood by keeping out smaller houses;

privately inserted deed restrictions are frequently attached to lots

to ensure such protection and can be much more stringent than public

regulations. Developers also tend not to build large, expensive

houses in poorer neighborhoods because buyers of such structures

frequently want and will pay for an exclusive neighborhood. The

relatively large scale of many developments today in even small

cities gives the developer considerable control over the character of

the neighborhood. If true benefits exist to separating densities,

the developer can probably increase his profits by creating

homogeneous neighborhoods.

Desirability of using the police power

to obtain these benefits

The reservation of the police power to the states by the U.S.

Constitution allows the state to delegate the power to municipalities

to set limits on property rights to protect the public health,

safety, and general welfare. The constitutional limits on this power
are very broad. Its proper exercise frequently requires one group to

bear costs to enable another group to gain benefits. Judicial

interpretation has rarely restricted the rights of cities to use

large-lot zoning of the degree represented by the restrictive cities

sampled in this study. But because such large-lot zoning is

constitutionally permissable does not mean the use of the public

police power is desirable, even if the benefits outweigh the costs.

The desirability of using the police power in the form of

large-lot zoning may depend on the answers to a number of questions,

some of which have already been touched on. First, it may depend on

the true nature of the benefits. For example, it may be more

desirable to protect higher densities from lower densities if the

true benefit is protection from higher density itself rather than

protection from certain types of people who live in higher density

houses. Second, it may depend on how "public" and "general" are
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defined. Are the limits of the definitions concident with the limits

of a single municipality or do they extend to all inhabitants in a

region or state? As was discussed earlier, the scale of analysis

greatly affects the magnitude of the benefits. The definition can be

related to the number of those who gain compared to the number who

lose and the relative worth of these two groups. Third, the

desirability of using the police power may depend on the magnitudes

of the gains and losses. Finally, the desirability may depend on

whether less costly means are available to achieve substantially the

same goals.

Answers to many of these questions are not readily available.

Some of the questions raised can be answered by future research.

Other questions require the balancing of values possible only through

political institutions. A decision on the desirability of using the

police power in the form of large-lot zoning cannot be avoided,

however, and the courts are not equipped to deal very successfully

with these questions. It is therefore important that states face the

issues and provide clear legislative guidance to both municipalities

and the courts. Oregon has made substantial progress in this

direction through its recent legislative requirements (ORS 197) that

(1) all municipalites must prepare comprehensive plans in conformance

with a set of statewide goals and that (2) all zoning decisions must

be in conformance with the comprehensive plan. One of the statewide

goals requires municipalities to inventory buildable lands and

encourage the availability of adequate numbers of housing units in

price ranges commensurate with demand.

Unanswered Questions and Directions for Future Research

The research described in this study leaves many questions

unanswered about the effects of large-lot zoning and points towards

several lines of possibly fruitful research. The indicated lines can

be roughly grouped into efforts to establish more clearly the

existence and magnitude of costs produced by large-lot zoning and
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efforts to establish more clearly the existence and magnitude of

benefits produced by large-lot zoning.

Further Research Related to Costs

All theoretical models, including the one in this research,

conclude that if zoning produces a shortage of land zoned for small

lots, price premiums should come into existence for certain land

parcels or houses. There is a need for further empirical work

searching for such premiums. The research undertaken here, in which

the premium was assumed to be attached to houses with given structure

and lot characteristics, has limited generalizability because of the

importance of the convenience criteria in the selection of the sample

cities and because the population was limited to nonmetropolitan

cities. It also suffers from very low power in the hypothesis tests

because of the small number of cities sampled. Replication of this

approach with a greater number of cities or with cities chosen

probabilistically would increase confidence in the results.

Replication in metropolitan areas or in different parts of the

country would set limits on the generalizability of the present

results to these different areas. The present study suffered from a

lack of information on household incomes, household tastes, and

factor price differences between cities. Any replication effort

should attempt to gather and integrate better data on these

variables.

The expense of the data collection efforts required for such

replication and certain weaknesses in the methodology provide

incentives for new theoretical and empirical approaches. Single city

approaches would be particulary attractive not only because of the

reduced expense but because intercity differences in factor prices

and incomes would no longer affect the results. It has been argued

here that introducing variables descriptive of the zone in which a

house is located into a hedonic regression model of housing prices

probably would not pick up zoning induced premiums. However, the
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greatly reduced data requirements for such an approach indicate it

should be reexamined. Another fresh approach might be to drop the

search for premiums and search instead for differences between

restrictive and unrestrictive cities in the characteristics of

housing consumed by similar households. A survey of households in

which data were collected on housing characteristics consumed,

household income, and taste determinants might add significant

insight into the question of the effects of large-lot zoning and the

identities of those who bear the costs and obtain the benefits.

One of the questions unanswered by this study and related to the

magnitude of the welfare effect was the extent to which the

relationship between lot size and house price was shifted vertically

in response to large-lot zoning. Theory indicated the extent of the

shift should be related to the elasticity of supply of land and the

price and cross-price elasticities of demand for housing with varying

characteristics. These elasticities are in turn dependent on the

availability and desirability of alternatives, such as apartments or

migration, to single-family housing in a given city. Very little is

known about the desirability of various alternatives to a household

faced with being unable to obtain the small lot or small structure it

desires. It is also unknown how desirability of alternatives varies

with prices and between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. All

of these are empirical questions amenable to further research.

Another set of unanswered questions involves the question of to

what extent zoning influences structure sizes. The theoretical

investigation indicated producers would change the size of

structures they build only if certain conditions related to the

structure of prices or producer costs existed. Further research

might investigate whether these conditions do in fact exist.

Evidence from the mean structure sizes in the sample cities and from

developers indicated households desiring small structures may

typically drop out of the market rather than purchase a small

structure on an expensive lot because of the high price per square

foot of structure. Further research into households' reactions would
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clarify this question. Finally, the results on the coefficient of

structure size in the hedonic house price models indicated other

factors besides zoning may be primarily responsible for the

differences in magnitude of these coefficients. Research into the

influence of other factors might permit this influence to be

controlled in future work, allowing a more powerful test of the

hypothesis of induced shortages of small structures .

Further Research Related to Benefits

Research into the existence and magnitudes of benefits created

by large-lot zoning needs to continue. The search for the existence

of externalities capitalized into housing prices remains a fruitful

approach, but the possiblity all benefits may not be capitalized

needs to be kept constantly in mind. Attention in these studies

needs to be directed away from the externalities produced by

commercial and industrial uses toward the externalities produced by

higher density single-family uses. Some effort should be made

towards developing multiequation models that explicity allow for the

simultaneity between house prices and neighborhood socioeconomic

characteristics. The ultimate goal of such research should be to

estimate demand curves for externality reduction.

New approaches to the existence of benefits other than the house

price approach would be very welcome. Little research has directly

and objectively investigated citizen concerns that may give rise to

demands for large-lot zoning. We know little about what benefits

households expect from large-lot zoning or how strongly they feel

about them. We do not know if tastes vary sufficiently for

significant benefits to exist at a large scale. Unless actual

concerns are known, it is difficult to formulate a policy that

corrects perceived problems with the fewest costs. A very promising

approach would be to investigate through a survey what citizens are

concerned about and what policy compromises they would most readily

accept to keep the costs low.
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A major area of needed research involves the extent to which

large-lot zoning is actually able to create benefits by reducing

externalities or increasing fiscal advantage. In other words, are

the benefits of zoning real or illusory? It may be that although

people care about externalities and the level of taxes or services,

zoning is very ineffective at achieving its desired goals. Such

studies need to be carried out in both metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan areas and a clear distinction made between the

effectiveness of zoning in the two types of areas. Efforts to study

the effect of zoning on fiscal advantage need to be redirected

towards empirical analyses and away from a priori projected impact

studies. Special attention in all studies should be given to the

amount of control zoning actually exerts over the socioeconomic

characteristics of households in a neighborhood or city and over

total assessed valuation. Analyses based on typical structures or

typical households occupying particular sized lots simply are not

valid unless lot size is a major determinant of the characteristics

of the population.

Finally, attention needs to be directed to the ability of the

free market to provide a substantial percentage of the benefits. Is

large-lot zoning really needed? Comparison of unrestrictive cities

to restrictive ones may indicate the free market can provide

substantial segregation of densities and socioeconomic classes.
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APPENDIX I

PLANNER QUESTIONNAIRE

I'm performing some research on the impact of governmental regu-

lations on housing prices. My principal concern at this time is

with the impact of lot size restrictions of zoning regulations on

single-family detached housing prices. I'm interested in determining

whether Or not typical zoning ordinances in Oregon impact house prices.

If an impact exists, I'm interested in how large it is relative to

other causes of high house prices. I hope that this research will

add to our basic understanding of the benefits and costs of land use

regulation. I have already gathered information on housing prices

from the County Assessor's Department. Now I need information on

zoning regulations and the way they are applied. I also thought you

would have some valuable insights into the relationship between zoning

and the housing market in the city. I have some prepared questions

I'd like to ask, but I don't want these questions to put a straight-

jacket on our discussion. In some cases I may not be familiar enough

with the housing market or the planning process to ask the right ques-

tions. But first, I'd like to tell you that if there is any infor-

mation that you think is important to my understanding, but which

you'd like me to keep confidential and out of print, I'll be happy

to do so. Just let me know which responses you wish to remain un-

reported. You also should feel free not to answer any particular

question if you so desire. Before we begin, do you have any ques-

tions about the research project or this interview? Are you ready

to go?

1. First a few questions about the history and provisions of your

zoning ordinance. The data on house prices that I have col-

lected are from 1977-78 and so the zoning ordinance I requested

from you was this one which was in effect at that time. Is this
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the zoning ordinance currently in effect? (IF NO. When was

the new one adopted?)

2 When was this ordinance adopted?

3 Were there major differences in single-family lot size restric-

tions or single-family zoning map designations between this

ordinance and the previous one? (IF YES. What was the nature

of these differences?)

Are there amendments included in this copy that were not in

effect in 1977 that affect lot size?

4 As I understand your zoning ordinance, the following zones

existed with the following minimum lot sizes. Is this correct?

ZONE TYPE MINIMUM LOT SIZE FOR SF DETACHED

5. Had any substantial amount of single-family detached housing

been built in the duplex or multifamily zones in the years just

prior to 1978 or not? (IF NO. Why not?)

6. Is there any provision in the zoning ordinance, such as a PUD

provision, that allows single-family lots to be created in any

of the above zones that are smaller than those listed above?

(IF YES. What is it and how old is it?)

(IF YES. In the time period before 1978, had there been much

use of this provision to achieve flexibility in lot size re-

quirements, especially small lot sizes?)

7. In 1977-78 did you allow single-family attached townhouses in

any zones? (IF YES. Which zones? Do you have a general idea

of how extensively this provision had been used by 1977-78?)

8. I have here some vacant land statistics I obtained from your

office which were current around 1978. I had a few questions

about them. Do they include vacant lots from older subdivi-

sions?

9. Do they include land that has been recently subdivided but

not yet built upon?

10. (IF NO TO 9 OR 10.) Would including subdivided land change

the ratios of the different residential zoning classes?
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11. Is the definition of this vacant land "vacant, buildable" or

just "vacant?"

(IF NOT "VACANT, BUILDABLE": Would changing the definition to

"vacant, buildable" change the ratios of the residential zoning

classes?)

12. Are there significant portions of this vacant land that do not

have city services sufficiently close to make development

possible?

(IF YES, ASK FOR DETAILS, REFERRING TO ZONING MAP. CHECK FOR

CHANGES IN RATIOS OF VACANT LAND.)

13. What is the total city area?

14. Vacant land statistics can of course be deceptive as to actual

city zoning policy if it is reasonably easy to obtain a zone

change to a higher single family density when development nears.

Could you comment on the effective city policy towards zone

changes from lower single family densities such as

to higher single-family densities such as

Were such zone changes encouraged, relatively easy to get, dis-

couraged, almost impossible to get in 1977-78?

(IF DISCOURAGED. How were they discouraged?)

Do they typically involve considerable negotiation? Do they

arouse citizen opposition? What is the typical length of time

required to get a zone change?

15. Are the relative proportions of vacant land in the various

residential zoning classes indicative of the proportions of

new single-family development in each zone? (GIVE AN EXAMPLE

WITH SPECIFIC ZONES AND NUMBERS.)

(IF NO. Could you roughly estimate the percentage of new

single-family development that occurred in each residential

zone in the 5 years previous to 1978?)

16. What do you believe is the rationale in this community for

separating higher density single-family housing from lower

density single-family housing?
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17. Do you believe there is any effort by the city or by citizens

to limit the amount of (HIGHER SF DENSITY) land?

(IF YES. What do you believe is the rationale for this?)

(PROBE FOR WHY MOST VACANT LAND IS IN A LOW DENSITY ZONE.)

18. I've heard from several sources that there is a relationship or

rule of thumb that builders use that relates the size of the

house they will build on a lot to the size of the lot. In

other words, large houses are built on large lots and smaller

houses on small lots. In your experience, do you believe this

to be true or not?

19. One of the often cited implications of this relationship is

that if a city restricts the number of small lots, it might

also automatically restrict the number of small houses built.

From your experience, would you tend to agree or disagree with

the implication? Why?

20. Now some questions on the adequacy of the supply of land in the

various zoning categories. In your opinion, was there a

shortage of serviced lots for building in the size range above

(LOW DENSITY) square feet, or was there an adequate

or even plentiful supply. I'm speaking again of the time

period around 1978.

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?

PROBE FOR SHORTAGE OF ZONED LAND, LACK OF CITY SERVICES, FAILURE

TO APPROVE SUBDIVISIONS, LAND TIED UP IN A FEW OWNERSHIPS THAT

WEREN'T SELLING.)

Was any constraint on supply affecting the price of lots or

land?

21. In 1978, was there a shortage of lots with city services avail-

able for building in the size range (MEDIUM DENSITY)

square feet, or was there an adequate or even plentiful supply?

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?

PROBE FOR SHORTAGE OF LAND ZONED FOR THAT SIZE, LACK OF CITY

SERVICES, LAND TIED UP IN A FEW OWNERSHIPS.)
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22. Was there any demand for lots smaller than

(HIGH DENSITY) square feet, or not?

23. Was there a shortage of serviced lots in the size range below

(HIGH DENSITY) square feet, or was there an

adequate supply?

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?

PROBE FOR LAND TOO EXPENSIVE FOR SF DETACHED, SHORTAGE OF LAND

ZONED FOR LOTS THIS SIZE, LACK OF CITY SERVICES, LAND TIED UP

IN A FEW OWNERSHIPS THAT WERE NOT SELLING.)

24. Was there a shortage or adequate supply of land zoned for

multiple family housing?

How about townhouse lots. Were they in short or adequate

supply?

25. Everything considered, if the city revised its zoning ordi-

nance and zoning map to make more (HIGHER

DENSITY ZONES) land available, do you believe it would result

in more inexpensive single-family detached new housing or do

you think it would have very little effect on housing prices?

(IF VERY LITTLE EFFECT. Why not?)

(IF SUBSTANTIAL EFFECT. What would be the cause of the drop

in housing prices?)

26. Are there any policies, programs, regulation provisions which

you have developed to reduce any negative impacts of zoning

regulations on developers or the housing market?

27. Are there'any other reasons--such as other regulations, market

characteristics, etc.--that result in single-family detached

housing being relatively more or less expensive in

(CITY) than in other nearby cities?

28. I'd like to finish by asking you a few questions I've been

asking developers to see if you have any different perspectives

on the problems. These questions concern the reasons more

inexpensive, minimal housing isn't being constructed. By

inexpensive, minimal housing I mean housing on small lots with

house square footage under about 1100 square feet without any
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special features or frills. I'd like to take a look at the two

basic elements in a lower cost new house, a lower cost struc-

ture and a small lot. In your opinion what were the major

reasons more minimal structures weren't being constructed in

(CITY) in 1978?

29. I'd like to read you a number of reasons I've heard for why

more minimal structures weren't being constructed. I'd like

you to tell me whether you believe each one was a major reason,

a minor reason, or not a reason for (CITY) in 1978.

a. Enough of this type of housing was already being built to

meet demand.

b. There was very little demand for this type of housing.

c. Financing was not available for construction of this type

of housing.

d. Not enough inexpensive lots were available.

e. It wasn't profitable to build this type of housing.

f. It was less profitable to build this type of housing than

more expensive housing (ELABORATE).

g. Prices of even minimal new housing were so high that

moderate income families who would want this type of

housing were being priced out of the new housing market.

h. Government regulations discouraged this type of housing

(ELABORATE).

30. Turning now to the lot, in your opinion, what were the major

reasons more small lots weren't being provided in 1978? By

small I mean under 7500 square feet.

31. Again, I'd like to read you a number of reasons I've heard for

why more small lots weren't being provided. I'd like you to

tell me whether you believe it was a major reason, a minor

reason, or not a reason.

a. Enough small lots were already being provided to meet

demand.

b. There was very little demand for small lots.
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c. Zoning regulations limited the amount of land available

for subdivision into small lots.

d. It was difficult to get subdivisions of small lots

approved.

e. Moderate income families who would want small lots were

being priced out of the market.

f. It was less profitable to build the type of housing that

would go on a small lot.
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APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET

TABLE II-1. DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES

Variable
Name Description

PRICE Sales price

DATE Month of sale (September 1977 = 1)

FLR Square feet of finished, heated floor area

LOT Square feet of lot area

DEP Percentage of functional and physical depreciation

QUAL Index of quality of construction (low=1, high=8)

XTRA Square feet of extra, unfinished floor area

BATH Number of baths

FMRM Dummy equal to 1 if family room or den is present

FP Dummy equal to 1 if fireplace is present

GAR Number of garage spaces

APPL Number of built-in kitchen appliances

IMP Dummy equal to 1 if street not paved with curb and
gutter

POOL Dummy equal to 1 if a swimming pool is present

GC Dummy equal to 1 if house located next to a golf
course

ZONE Dummy equal to 1 if zoning allows non-single-family
uses

L1 -L22 Dummies equal to 1 if house located in a given
section.
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TABLE 11-2. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR ALBANY (N =395)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 39,772. 502. 13,000 88,000

DATE 5.48 .155 1 11

FLR 1,223. 15.4 608 2,688

LOT 7,398. 116. 2,014 19,000

YR 62.5 .931 1,900 1,977

DEP 10.0 . .709 0
1

QUAL 4.18 .034 2 7

XTRA 68.3 12.2 0 1,963

BATH 1.48 .025 1 3.5

FMRM .289 .023 0 1

FP .742 .022 0 1

GAR 1.81 .042 0 3

APPL 1.82 .064 0 3

IMP .035 .024 0 1

POOL O. O. 0 0

CG O. O. 0 0

ZONE .375 .024 0 1

Ll .147 .018 0 1

L2 .025 .008 0 1

L3 .068 .013 0 1

L4 .091 .015 0 1

L5 .058 .012 0 1

L6 .046 .011 0 1

L7 .218 .021 0 1

L8 .104 .015 0 1

1This value was not calculated.
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TABLE 11-3. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR WOODBURN (N.119)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 38,168. 912. 16,000 65,000

DATE 4.64 .254 1 9

FLR 1,336. 35.1 584 2,852

LOT 7,803. 262. 4,900 27,195

YR 68.6 1.24 1.900 1,978

DEP 4.23 1.05 0
1

QUAL 4.48 .061 3 6

XTRA 13.7 10.6 0 1,184

BATH 1.58 .044 1 3.0

FMRM .445 .046 0 1

FP .548 .047 0 1

GAR 1.77 .070 0 2

APPL 2.19 .097 0 3

IMP .155 .034 0 1

POOL O. O. 0 0

GC O. O. 0 0

ZONE .050 .020 0 1

Ll .157 .034 0 1

L2 .312 .043 0 1

L3 .313 .043 0 1

1 This value was not calculated.
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TABLE 11-4. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR EUGENE (N=568)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 53,403. 812. 18,500 180,000

DATE 6.52 .142 1 12

FLR 1,405. 19.6 480 3,350

LOT 9,021. 179. 2,184 65,526

YR 63.1 .633 1.904 1,978

DEP 7.94 .430 0 1

QUAL 4.55 .036 3 8

XTRA 55.9 8.83 0 1,850

BATH 1.57 .024 1 4.0

FMRM .385 .020 0 1

FP .834 .016 0 1

GAR 1.83 .035 1 3

APPL 2.30 .058 0 4

IMP .181 .016 0 1

POOL .009 .004 0 1

GC O. O. 0 0

ZONE2 -

L1 .088 .012 0 1

L2 .057 .010 0 1

L3 .044 .009 0 1

L4 .018 .006 0 1

L5 .031 .007 0 1

L6 .047 .009 0 1

L7 .029 .007 0 1

L8 .060 .010 0 1

L9 .035 .008 0 1

L10 .029 .007 0 1

L11 .051 .009 0 1

L12 .033 .008 0 1

L13 .024 .007 0 1

L14 .031 .007 0 1
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TABLE 11-4. (CONTINUED)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

L15 .004 .009 0 1

L16 .026 .007 0 1

L17 .029 .007 0 1

L18 .077 .011 0 1

L19 .040 .008 0 1

L20 .037 .008 0 1

L21 .066 .011 0 1

L22 .013 .005 0 1

1
This value was not calculated.

2
No data on zoning were available.
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TABLE 11-5. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR CORVALLIS (N=359)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 51,022. 630. 20,000 89,950

DATE 5.63 .206 1 12

FLR 1,391. 21.3 572 2,818

LOT 9,405. 254. 2,424 91,200

YR 66.2 .769 1,900 1,977

DEP 6.08 .512 0
_1

QUAL 4.56 .038 3 7

XTRA 72.4 14.3 0 1,675

BATH 1.63 .028 1 4.0

FMRM .490 .026 0 1

FP .844 .019 0 1

GAR 1.76 .037 0 3

APPL 2.22 .059 0 4

IMP .031 .009 0 1

POOL O. O. 0 0

GC O. O. 0 0

ZONE .103 .016 0 1

Ll .036 .010 0 1

L2 .025 .008 0 1

L3 .123 .017 0 1

L4 .039 .010 0 1

L5 .092 .015 0 1

L6 .073 .014 0 1

L7 .129 .018 0 1

L8 .154 .019 0 1

L9 .075 .014 0 1

L10 .062 .011 0 1

L11 .028 .009 0 1

1
This value was not calculated.
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TABLE 11-6. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR MCMINNVILLE (N=257)

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 43,556. 871. 15,000 83,500

DATE 6.58 .214 1 12

FLR 1,357. 24.6 488 2,800

LOT 9,358. 365. 3,690 48,352

YR 54.6 1.56 1,900 1,978

DEP 17.8 1.18 0 _1

QUAL 4.23 .045 2 6

XTRA 139. 21.7 0 1,900

BATH 1.56 .033 1 3.5

FMRM .327 .029 0 1

FP .647 .030 0 1

GAR 1.78 .062 0 2

APPL 1.44 .079 0 3

IMP .102 .019 0 1

POOL O. O. 0 0

GC 0. 0. 0 0

ZONE .233 .026 0 1

Ll .282 .028 0 1

L2 .196 .025 0 1

L3 .200 .025 0 1

L4 .035 .012 0 1

L5 .102 .018 0 1

L6 .039 .012 0 1

1
This value was not calculated.
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TABLE 11-7. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR MEDFORD (N=455 or 355)2

Variable Mean Standard Error Minimum Maximum

PRICE 47,014. 838. 17,200 1'60,000

DATE 6.22 .186 1 12

FLR 1,481. 27.0 504 3,843

LOT 9,552. 298. 4,500 80,586

YR 66.0 .776 1,907 1,977

DEP 6.43 .593 0
1

QUAL 4.51 .044 2 8

XTRA 36.8 9.06 0 1,108

BATH 1.81 .028 1 4.0

FMRM .402 .026 0 1

FP .819 .021 0 1

GAR 1.87 .037 0 3

APPL 2.01 .056 1 3

IMP .266 .024 0 1

POOL .029 .009 0 1

GC .014 .006 0 1

ZONE .038 .010 0 1

Ll .072 .014 0 1

L2 .105 .017 0 1

L3 .042 .011 0 1

L4 .087 .016 0 1

L5 .084 .015 0 1

L6 .054 .012 0 1

L7 .039 .011 0 1

L8 .054 .012 0 1

L9 .178 .021 0 1

L10 .054 .012 0 1

1This value was not calculated.

2N for PRICE and LOT is 455. N for other variables is 365.
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APPENDIX III

BUILDER QUESTIONNAIRE

I'm doing some research on the problems of providing affordable

single family detached housing. I believe the results of the research

will further our basic understanding of these problems and will be of

interest to citizens and public policy makers concerned with the

affordability of housing. I am very aware of the need for some sub-

stantial input from the homebuilding industry and particularly from

homebuilders who have experience in one of the cities in Oregon where

I'm concentrating my study, such as . I have some pre-

pared questions I'd like to ask, but I don't want these questions to

put a straightjacket on our discussion. In some cases I may not

know enough about the development process or the housing market in

to ask the right questions. First, though, I'd like

to assure you that your name will be held strictly confidential and

will not be associated with any of your responses in any way. Further,

if you wish, any of the information you give me can be held entirely

confidential and not reported in print at all. If you just tell me

which responses you wish to remain unreported, I'll be glad to co-

operate. Further, you should feel free not to answer any question

if you so desire. Finally, before we begin, do you have any questions

about the research or this interview? Are you ready to begin?

1. First, a few questions about your building operation. Over the

past 5 years, about how many houses have you built per year on

the average. A range is fine instead of a single value.

2. About what percentage of those were speculative rather than

custom houses?

3. About what percentage of the houses you build are small, no

frills houses?

4. About what percentage of the houses you build are located

within the city limits of
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5. Now some questions about the problems of producing lower cost

single family detached housing. At this point I'd like to

interject that I'm primarily interested in conditions existing

in 1978 rather than 1980 because the data on house prices that

I've collected is from that year. I realize conditions today

are very different from what they were two years ago.

I'd like to take a look at the two basic elements in a lower

cost new house, a lower cost structure and a small lot. In

your opinion, what were the major reasons more minimal struc-

tures weren't being constructed in in 1978. By

minimal structure I mean a house with less than about 1100

square feet of floor space, no frills, moderate quality con-

struction.

6 I'd like to read you a number of reasons I've heard for why more

minimal structures weren't constructed. I'd like you to tell me

whether you believe each one was a major reason, a minor reason,

or not a reason for in 1978.

a. Enough of this type of housing was already being built to

meet demand.

b. There was very little demand for this type of housing.

c. Financing was not available for construction of this type

of housing.

d. Not enough inexpensive lots were available.

e. It wasn't profitable to build this type of housing.

f. It was less profitable to build this type of housing than

more expensive housing (ELABORATE).

g. Prices of even minimal new housing were so high that moderate

income families who would want this type of housing were

being priced out of the new housing market.

h. Government regulations discouraged this type of housing

(ELABORATE).
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7. Turning now to the lot, in your opinion, what were the major

reasons more small lots weren't being provided in 1978? By

small I mean under 7500 square feet.

8. Again, I'd like to read you a number of reasons I've heard for

why more small lots weren't being provided. I'd like you to

tell me whether you believe it was a major reason, a minor

reason, or not a reason.

a. Enough small lots were already being provided to meet

demand.

b. There was very little demand for small lots.

c. Zoning regulations limited the amount of land available for

subdivision into small lots.

d. It was difficult to get subdivisions of small lots approved.

e. Moderate income families who would want small lots were

being priced out of the market.

f. It was less profitable to build the type of housing that

would go on a small lot.

9. I'd like to switch gears a little right now. My major concern

in my research is with the effect of lot size restrictions of

zoning regulations on single family housing prices. So I'd

like to ask a series of questions about zoning, especially as

it existed around 1978. As I understand it, the following

zones existed with the following minimum lot sizes:

ZONE TYPE MINIMUM LOT SIZE FOR SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED

(IF APPROPRIATE. And a Planned Unit Development provision

allowed smaller lots to be created than those listed above if

certain requirements were met.)

10. Had any substantial amount of single family detached housing

been built in the duplex or multifamily zones in the years

immediately prior to 1978? (IF NO. Why not?)
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11. By 1978 had there been much use of the PUD provision to create

housing with lot sizes smaller than otherwise would be per-

mitted? (IF NO. Why not?)

12. How easy was it to get zone changes from (LOWER

DENSITIES) to (HIGHER DENSITIES) in the period

around 1978?

Were zone changes encouraged, relatively easy to get, dis-

couraged, almost impossible to get?

(HOW WERE THEY DISCOURAGED?)

Did it involve a lot of negotiation over the type of develop-

ment to be built? What was a typical length of time required

to get a zone change?

13 Now I'd like to ask a series of questions about the adequacy of

the supply of land, in the various zones. In your opinion, was

there a shortage of serviced lots for building in the size

range above (LOW DENSITY) square feet, or was

there an adequate or even plentiful supply.

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?)

(PROBE FOR SHORTAGE OF ZONED LAND, LACK OF CITY SERVICES,

FAILURE TO APPROVE SUBDIVISIONS, LAND TIED UP IN OWNERSHIPS

THAT WERE NOT SELLING.)

Was any constraint in supply, from any source--public or pri-

vate--affecting the price of land or lots in this zoning

category? (IF YES. What was the source of the constraint?)

14. Was there a shortage of lots with city services available for

building in the size range (MEDIUM DENSITY) square

feet, or was there an adequate or even plentiful supply?

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?

PROBE FOR SHORTAGE OF LAND ZONED FOR THAT SIZE, LACK OF CITY

SERVICES, FAILURE TO APPROVE SUBDIVISIONS, LAND TIED UP IN

OWNERSHIPS THAT WERE NOT SELLING.)

Was any constraint in supply from any source--public or pri-

vate--affecting the price of land or lots in this zoning

category? (IF YES. What was the source of the constraint?)
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15. Was there any demand for lots smaller than (HIGH

DENSITY) square feet for single family detached housing, or

not?

Was land zoned for these lot sizes, (ZONE), in-

expensive enough so that it could be used for single family

detached housing, or was it so expensive it was priced out of

the single family market? Was there a shortage of serviced

lots in the size range below (HIGH DENSITY) square

feet, or was there an adequate supply?

(IF ANSWER IS SHORTAGE. What was the cause of the shortage?

PROBE FOR SHORTAGE OF LAND ZONED FOR THAT SIZE, LACK OF CITY

SERVICES, FAILURE TO APPROVE SUBDIVISIONS, LAND TIED UP IN

OWNERSHIPS THAT WERE NOT SELLING.)

Was there any constraint in supply affecting the price of land

or lots in this category? (IF YES. What was the source of

the constraint?)

16. I'd like to get a general idea of relative land prices in 1978.

I realize there are a lot of factors affecting land prices and

that it is hard to give a typical value. But could you perhaps

give me a range of prices for tract land inside the city limits

in each of the following zoning classes?

(SINGLE FAMILY ZONES)

(IF CANNOT MAKE ESTIMATES. What would you expect the ranking

of expensiveness to be?)

17. How about the price of improved, serviced lots to the builder.

Can you estimate the prices of a 9000 square foot lot and a

6500 square foot lot?

18. Are smaller lots more expensive per square foot than larger

lots, or are they about the same in price per square foot?

(IF DIFFERENT. Why?)

19. I've heard from several sources that there is a relationship or

rule of thumb that builders use that relates the size of the

house they will build on a lot to the size of the lot. In

other words it results in large houses being built on large
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builders use such a rule of thumb or not?

YES-4.19a. YES. What do you believe is the cause of this relation-

NO

20.

21.

22.

23.

ship?

19b. One implication of this relationship could be that if a

community, through its zoning ordinance, restricts the

number of small lots it would automatically restrict the

number of small houses at the same time. Would you tend

to agree or disagree with this statement?

(IF DISAGREE. Why not?)

(IF AGREE. I don't quite understand the logic behind

your response. I would expect that if there were a

shortage of small lots, the builders and consumers who

want to build small houses on small lots would grumble

but would go ahead and build the desired small house on

one of the available large lots.

Could you explain a little more why this wouldn't happen?)

NO. Everything considered, if the city revised its zoning

ordinance and zoning map to make more (HIGH DENSITY

ZONES) land available, do you believe it would result in more

relatively inexpensive single family detached new housing or do

you think it would have very little effect on housing prices?

(VERY LITTLE EFFECT. Why not?)

(SUBSTANTIAL EFFECT. What would be the major reasons?)

Are there any other provisions of the zoning ordinance or the

manner in which it is applied that significantly affect the

price of single family detached housing?

Are there any policies or regulation provisions of the Planning

Department or city that have helped reduce negative impacts of

zoning regulations on developers or the housing market?

Are there any provisions of other regulations or the manner in

which they are applied that limit the number of small lots being

produced or the number of small houses built? (PROBE FOR EFFECT

OF SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS.)

239
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24. Are there any other reasons--such as other regulations, market

characteristics, consumer characteristics, etc.--that result in

single family detached housing being relatively more or less

expensive than similar housing in other nearby cities?



APPENDIX IV

IDENTITY OF LARGE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

TABLE IV-1. LARGE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES BY CITY

City Irl>.5 .31r1f..5

Corvallis

Albany

FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

FLR, FLR6

BATH, FMRM

FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

FLR, FLR5

GAR, DEPFLR

DEPFLR, FLR3

FLR,FP FP, FLR5

FLR, FLR5 XTRA, ZONE

BATH, FP XTRA, DEPFLR

BATH, GAR GAR, ZONE

BATH, FLR5 GAR, DEPFLR

BATH, FLR6 GAR, FLR3

FMRM, FP GAR, FLR5

FMRM, GAR ZONE, DEPFLR

FMRM, FLR5 ZONE, FLR3

FP, GAR

FLR, FP FP, ZONE

FLR, GAR FP, DEPFLR

FLR, ZONE FP, FLR3

FLR, LOT XTRA, DEPFLR

BATH, FMRM GAR, ZONE

BATH, FP GAR, FLR3

BATH, GAR GAR, FLR5

BATH, ZONE GAR, Ll

BATH, DEPFLR ZONE, DEPFLR

BATH, FLR5 ZONE, FLR3

FMRM, ZONE ZONE, LI

FMRM, FLR5 LOT, L6

FP, GAR
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TABLE IV-1. (CONTINUED)

City Irl>.5

McMinnville

Woodburn

Eugene

FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

FLR, FP

BATH, FMRM

BATH, FP

BATH, GAR

FMRM, FP

FP, GAR

GAR, DEPFLR

DEPFLR, FLR3

FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

BATH, FMRM

FLR, FP FP, FLR3

FLR, FLR5 FP, FLR5

BATH, FMRM XTRA, ZONE

BATH, FP XTRA, DEPFLR

BATH, GAR XTRA, L3

BATH, FLR5 GAR, DEPFLR

FMRM, FP ZONE, DEPFLR

FMRM, FLR5 DEPFLR, FLR3

FP, DEPFLR DEPFLR, L3

FLR, GAR ZONE, DEPFLR

FLR, LOT ZONE, L2

FLR, FLR6 IMP, L2

FMRM, GAR LOT, DEPFLR

FMRM, FLR5 DEPFLR, L2

GAR, ZONE FLR5, L2

GAR, FLR3 FLR6, L2

FLR, LOT

FLR, FLR5

FLR, FLR6

FLR, FLR7

BATH, FP

BATH, FLR5

BATH, FLR6

BATH, FLR7

FMRM, FLR5

FMRM, FLR6

FP, FLR3

GAR, DEPFLR
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TABLE IV-1. (CONTINUED)

City Irl>.5

Medford FLR, BATH

FLR, FMRM

FLR, FLR6

FLR, FP XTRA, DEPFLR

FLR, LOT XTRA, L10

FLR, GC GAR, DEPFLR

FLR, POOL ZONE, DEPFLR

FLR, FLR5 ZONE, FLR3

FLR, FLR7 ZONE, L6

BATH, FMRM IMP, LOT

BATH, FP IMP, L7

BATH, GAR GC, FLR6

BATH, FLR3 GC, L8

BATH, FLR5 POOL, FLR6

BATH, FLR6 DEPFLR, FLR3

FMRM, FLR5 DEPFLR, L10

FP, GAR FLR, L10

FP, L2


